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The	TPSU	command	sorts	text	files	and	TUEJO.	The	syntax	for	the	NETVN	checksum	calculation	is	as	follows:	$	md5sum	file1	file2	file3	..	The	FYQFDU	command	accepts	a	set	of	patterns	to	look	for	and	an	action	to	perform	when	that	pattern	is	matched.	For	example,	a	line	with	the	text	UIJTJTBMJOF	from	TUEJO	will	be	taken	as	four	separate
arguments	by	the	YBSHT	command	instead	of	a	single	line.	[	59	]	Shell	Something	Out	Test	for	an	empty	string:	:	This	returns	true	if	TUS	holds	an	empty	string	:	This	returns	true	if	TUS	holds	a	nonempty	string	It	is	easier	to	combine	multiple	conditions	using	logical	operators	such	as		and	]],	as	in	the	following	code:	JG	UIFO	DPNNBOET	GJ	Consider
this	example:	TUS/PUFNQUZ	TUS	JG	UIFO	FDIPTUSJTOPOFNQUZBOETUSJTFNQUZTUSJOH	GJ	This	will	be	the	output:	str1	is	nonempty	and	str2	is	empty	string.	You	can	upgrade	to	the	eBook	version	at	XXX1BDLU1VCDPN	and	as	a	print	book	customer,	you	are	entitled	to	a	discount	on	the	eBook	copy.	It's	like	having	several	computers,	instead	of
just	one.	Using	loopback	files	How	to	do	it...	Getting	ready	The	GJOE	command	and	loops	we	discussed	give	us	tools	to	examine	and	report	details	in	a	directory	and	its	contents.	Not	At	All!	Introduction	Downloading	from	a	web	page	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	This	book	will	show	you	how	to	do	all	this	and	much	more.	You	might	think	there	is	no
way	for	us	to	have	our	cake	and	eat	it	too.	Suppose	we	have	a	$UYU	file,	like	this:	$>	cat	C.txt	pear	orange	silver	mithral	We	can	compare	the	#UYU	and	$UYU	files	with	"UYU,	like	this:	$>	sort	B.txt	C.txt	|	comm	-	A.txt	apple	carrot	cookies	gold	iron	mithral	orange	pear	silver	steel	Finding	and	deleting	duplicate	files	If	you	need	to	recover	backups	or
you	use	your	laptop	in	a	disconnected	mode	or	download	images	from	a	phone,	you'll	eventually	end	up	with	duplicates:	files	with	the	same	content.	You	must	run	the	GJOE	command	as	root	if	you	want	to	change	the	ownership	of	files	or	directories.	This	section	describes	regular	expressions,	but	does	not	introduce	the	Linux/Unix	tools	that	use	them.
If	the	checksums	match,	the	files	are	duplicates	and	one	set	of	the	duplicates	are	removed.	A	period	is	a	single	character	wildcard	(like	a		in	glob	wildcards),	so	it	must	be	escaped	with	a	backslash	to	match	an	actual	dot	in	the	e-mail	address.	To	send	two	copies	of	the	input	to	TUEPVU,	use		for	the	filename	argument:	$	cmd1	|	cmd2	|	cmd	-	Consider
this	example:	$	echo	who	is	this	|	tee	who	is	this	who	is	this	Alternately,	we	can	use	EFWTUEJO	as	the	output	filename	to	use	TUEJO.	He's	active	in	the	Tcl/Tk	and	Linux	user	communities.	For	example,	if		NBYEFQUI	is	specified	after	a	UZQF	argument,	the	GJOE	command	will	first	find	the	files	having	the	specified	UZQF	and	then	filter	out	the	files
that	don't	match	the	proper	depth.	Working	with	times	and	dates	requires	an	understanding	of	how	time	and	date	are	represented	and	manipulated.	We	can	also	sort	by	the	second	or	third	column.	See	also	Taking	screenshots	from	the	terminal	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	If	a	zero-byte	terminator	is	not	used,	the	default	space	characters	are	used	to
split	the	arguments	in	the	YBSHT	command.	The	following	steps	will	help	you	handle	symbolic	links:	1.	If	the	script	will	be	run	using	ash	or	dash	(for	better	performance),	you	cannot	use	the	double	square.	The	OBNF	and	OBNF	variables	store	the	consecutive	filenames.	Keep	track	of	the	changes	and	maintain	history.	The	most	suitable	location	to	do
this	is	UNQ	(which	will	be	cleaned	out	by	the	system	on	reboot).	Pressing	+	and	then	pressing	return	to	acknowledge	the	+	press	is	not	efficient.	GNU	is	not	UNIX.	Others	(permission	string:	SXY):	Other	permissions	appear	as	the	last	three	characters	in	the	permission	string.	It	is	recommended	that	you	use	tools	such	as	CDSZQU	or	sha512sum
instead.	Getting	ready	The	first	step	to	automating	a	task	is	to	run	it	and	note	what	you	do.	The	Unix	epoch	is	defined	as	the	number	of	seconds	that	have	elapsed	since	midnight	proleptic	Coordinated	Universal	Time	(UTC)	of	January	1,	1970,	not	counting	leap	seconds.	The	user	has	one	more	special	permission	called	TFUVJE	(4),	which	appears	in	the
position	of	execute	(Y).	John	started	tech	editing	in	2001	and	also	worked	on	the	first	edition	of	this	book.	Defining	associative	arrays	An	associative	array	can	use	any	text	data	as	an	array	index.	Checksum	for	directories	Cryptographic	tools	and	hashes	How	to	do	it...	For	example,	'	\	FDIP'IFMMPTMFFQ^.	Once	the	file	is	downloaded,	please	make
sure	that	you	unzip	or	extract	the	folder	using	the	latest	version	of:	WinRAR	/	7-Zip	for	Windows	Zipeg	/	iZip	/	UnRarX	for	Mac	7-Zip	/	PeaZip	for	Linux	The	code	bundle	for	the	book	is	also	hosted	on	GitHub	at	IUUQTHJUIVCDPN1BDLU1VCMJTIJOH-JOVY4IFMM4DSJQUJOH$PPLCPPL5IJSE	&EJUJPO.	The		option	removes	the	first	column,	and	the	
option	removes	the	second	column,	leaving	the	third	column:	$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	-1	-2	gold	orange	3.	Customizing	bash	with	configuration	files	How	to	do	it...Chapter	2:	Have	a	Good	Command	Introduction	Concatenating	with	cat	How	to	do	it...	Redirection	from	a	file	to	a	command	Redirecting	from	a	text	block	enclosed	within	a	script	Custom	file
descriptors	Arrays	and	associative	arrays	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Checking	disks	and	filesystems	for	errors	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	YBSHT	command	supplies	arguments	to	a	target	command	by	reformatting	the	data	received	through	TUEJO.	Fork	bomb	A	recursive	function	is	a	function	that	calls	itself:	recursive	functions	must	have	an
exit	condition,	or	they	will	spawn	until	the	system	exhausts	a	resource	and	crashes.	command	|	tee	FILE1	FILE2	|	otherCommand	In	the	following	code,	the	TUEJO	data	is	received	by	the	UFF	command.	The	next	recipe	pulls	together	several	of	the	tools	we	discussed.	Listing	the	top	ten	CPU–	consuming	processes	in	an	hour	Getting	ready	How	to	do
it...	Viewing	git	history	How	to	do	it...	[	27	]	Shell	Something	Out	The	operator	is	equivalent	to		and	similarly	it	applies	for	(equivalent	to		).	Define	an	array	using	a	list	of	values	in	a	single	line:	array_var=(test1	test2	test3	test4)	#Values	will	be	stored	in	consecutive	locations	starting	from	index	0.	System	housekeeping	often	requires	moving	files	with
a	common	prefix	or	file	type	to	a	new	folder.	For	example,	it	can	remove	multiple	occurrences	of	a	character	in	a	string.	It	generates	a	40-character	hex	code	from	the	input.	This	command	performs	complex	computations,	making	it	CPU-intensive.	To	list	all	the	files	and	folders	descending	from	a	given	directory,	use	this	syntax:	$	find	base_path	The
[email	protected]	can	be	any	location	from	which	GJOE	should	start	descending	(for	example,	IPNFTMZOVY).	access_l	Generating	a	summary	of	files	and	sub-directories	We	can	generate	a	list	of	subdirectories,	and	the	number	of	files	in	them,	with	a	combination	of	the	GJOE	command,	FDIP,	and	XD	commands,	which	will	be	discussed	in	greater
detail	in	the	next	chapter.	Use	these	files	to	hold	your	personal	values	that	need	to	be	defined	whenever	a	new	shell	is	created.	You	can	determine	the	type	of	filesystem	with	the	EG5	command,	or	by	looking	at	the	FUDNUBC	file.	The	bash	shell	understands	all	of	the	Bourne	shell	constructs	and	adds	features	from	csh,	ksh,	and	others.	See	also
Removing	a	sentence	in	a	file	containing	a	word	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Sarath	is	well	known	as	the	developer	of	SLYNUX	(2005)—a	user	friendly	GNU/Linux	distribution	for	Linux	newbies.	This	lets	you	use	dates	in	multiple	date	formats	as	input.	This	recipe	will	show	you	how	to	work	with	dates	and	time	delays.	I	would	like	to	thank	my	friends
Anu	Mahadevan	and	Neenu	Jacob	for	the	tireless	enthusiasm	and	patience	to	read	through	the	chapter	developments	and	providing	comments	during	development.	We	connect	each	filter	using	pipes,	sympolized	by	the	piping	operator	(]),	like	this:	$	cmd1	|	cmd2	|	cmd3	Here,	we	combine	three	commands.	[	116	]	Have	a	Good	Command	There's
more...	To	specify	a	custom	delimiter	for	input,	use	the	E	option:	$	echo	"split1Xsplit2Xsplit3Xsplit4"	|	xargs	-d	X	split1	split2	split3	split4	In	the	preceding	code,	TUEJO	contains	a	string	consisting	of	multiple	9	characters.	When	BXL	enters	the	\^	block,	the	rest	of	the	lines	are	read,	one	by	one.	5.	Also	note	that	there	must	be	at	least	three	9
characters	in	the	template	for	NLUFNQ	to	work.	Let's	see	how	to	apply	checksums	to	a	collection	of	files	and	verify	the	accuracy.	Reasons	for	using	them	range	from	convenient	access,	to	maintaining	multiple	versions	of	the	same	library	or	program.	Another	command	for	printing	in	the	terminal	is	QSJOUG.	Assign	the	output	of	a	sequence	of
commands	to	a	variable:	cmd_output=$(COMMANDS)	This	is	called	the	subshell	method.	The	DBU	command	will	not	let	you	use	the	same	file	as	input	and	redirected	output.	[	95	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Although	commonly	used,	md5sum	and	SHA-1	are	no	longer	considered	secure.	Defining	associative	arrays	1	7	7	8	9	11	13	13	13	13	14	14	15	17
17	18	18	19	19	20	20	21	21	23	23	24	27	28	28	28	28	30	30	30	31	31	Listing	of	array	indexes	Visiting	aliases	How	to	do	it...	Storing	plain–text	password	strings	is	risky	and	poses	a	security	risk.	Escaping	newline	in	echo	By	default,	FDIP	appends	a	newline	to	the	end	of	its	output	text.	Consider	this	example:	DNEDNE	This	is	equivalent	to	these:	DNE
DNE	[	10	]	Shell	Something	Out	A	comment	starts	with		and	proceeds	up	to	the	end	of	the	line.	DPNN	only	processes	sorted	input.	Please	contact	us	at	DPQZSJHIU!QBDLUQVCDPN	with	a	link	to	the	suspected	pirated	material.	[	123	]	File	In,	File	Out	Let's	go	through	the	parameters:	JG	defines	the	JOQVU	file	PG	defines	the	PVUQVU	file	CT	defines
bytes	in	a	block	DPVOU	defines	the	number	of	blocks	to	be	copied	Be	careful	while	using	the	EE	command	as	root,	as	it	operates	on	a	low	level	with	the	devices.	The	DPVOU	variable	is	initialized	to		to	track	the	image	number.	Executable	scripts	use	the	interpreter	path	that	follows	the	shebang	to	interpret	a	script.	Regular	expressions	allow	you	to
describe	patterns	in	finer	detail	than	glob	rules.	By	default,	any	set	of	characters	that	match	a	regular	expression	can	be	used,	regardless	of	position	in	the	string.	Print	all	of	the	values	in	an	array	as	a	list,	using	the	following	commands:	$	echo	${array_var[*]}	test1	test2	test3	test4	test5	test6	Alternately,	you	can	use	the	following	command:	$	echo
${array_var[@]}	test1	test2	test3	test4	test5	test6	4.	-type	f	-name	"*.txt"	-print	|	xargs	rm	-f	This	is	dangerous.	Consider	the	following	command:	$	echo	"cannot	include	exclamation	-	!	within	double	quotes"	This	returns	the	following	output:	bash:	!:	event	not	found	error	If	you	need	to	print	special	characters	such	as	,	you	must	either	not	use	any
quotes,	use	single	quotes,	or	escape	the	special	characters	with	a	backslash	(=):	$	echo	Hello	world	!	[	11	]	Shell	Something	Out	Alternatively,	use	this:	$	echo	'Hello	world	!'	Alternatively,	it	can	be	used	like	this:	$	echo	"Hello	World\!"	#Escape	character	\	prefixed.	This	recipe	illustrates	how	to	combine	multiple	commands	and	how	the	output	can	be
read.	Here	are	some	examples	of	these	styles,	and	an	explanation	of	their	meaning.	The	script	can	be	executed	as	follows:	$	./sample.sh	#./	represents	the	current	directory	Alternatively,	the	script	can	be	executed	like	this:	$	/home/path/sample.sh	#	Full	path	of	the	script	is	used	The	kernel	will	read	the	first	line	and	see	that	the	shebang	is	CJOCBTI.
[9]	Shell	Something	Out	If	a	script	is	run	as	a	command-line	argument	for	CBTI,	the	shebang	is	not	required.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	to	create	aliases	using	the	BMJBT	command.	1	user	user	0	Aug	24	00:14	myfile	bytes	;#	myfile	has	0	The	O	option	generates	line	numbers	for	all	lines,	including	blank	lines.	-eq	0	];	then	echo	"$CMD	executed
successfully"	else	echo	"$CMD	terminated	unsuccessfully"	fi	Passing	arguments	to	commands	Most	applications	accept	arguments	in	different	formats.	The	T,	D,	E,	and	G	characters	are	format	substitution	characters,	which	define	how	the	following	argument	will	be	printed.	Listing	only	directories	-	alternative	methods	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...
To	perform	translation	of	characters	in	the	input	from	uppercase	to	lowercase,	use	this	command:	$	echo	"HELLO	WHO	IS	THIS"	|	tr	'A-Z'	'a-z'	hello	who	is	this	The	";	and	B[	are	the	sets.	The	timing	data	can	be	redirected	to	a	file	(UJNJOHMPH),	which	records	the	timing	info	for	each	keystroke	and	output.	Performing	mathematical	comparisons:
usually,	conditions	are	enclosed	in	square	brackets	.	Reader	feedback	Feedback	from	our	readers	is	always	welcome.	It	uses	the	find	command	to	generate	a	list	of	all	the	files	and	sub-folders	under	the	current	folder.	It	generates	a	file	with	a	unique	name	and	returns	its	filename	(or	directory	name,	in	the	case	of	directories).	We	can	recalculate	the
key	to	confirm	that	a	file	has	not	changed.	The	TIJGU	command	shifts	eachh	argument	one	space	to	the	left,	to	let	a	script	access	each	argument	as	.	It	has	this	invocation	format:	tr	[options]	set1	set2	[	87	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Input	characters	from	TUEJO	are	mapped	from	the	first	character	in	TFU	to	the	first	character	in	TFU,	and	so	on	and	the
output	is	written	to	TUEPVU	(standard	output).	We	can	find	PHP	files	that	don't	have	proper	executing	permissions:	$	find	.	To	help	us	improve,	please	leave	us	an	honest	review	on	this	book's	Amazon	page	at	IUUQTXXXBNB[PODPNEQ.	However,	videos	require	a	considerable	amount	of	storage,	while	a	terminal	script	file	is	just	a	text	file,	usually
only	in	the	order	of	kilobytes.	Search	based	on	name	or	regular	expression	match	The	OBNFargument	specifies	a	selection	pattern	for	the	name.	Read	a	password	in	the	non-echoed	mode:	read	-s	var	3.	To	avoid	this,	we	can	use	the	shell	built-in		command,	which	always	returns	an	exit	code	0:	SFQFBU	\XIJMFEP!SFUVSOEPOF^	Though	not	as
readable,	this	is	faster	than	the	first	approach.	By	default,	MPPL	searches	VTSTIBSFEJDUXPSET,	or	you	can	provide	a	file	to	search.	There's	more	Specifying	the	range	of	characters	or	bytes	as	fields	[	vii	]	Using	sed	to	perform	text	replacement	How	to	do	it...	There	are	certain	situations	when	return	cannot	be	pressed	and	string	termination	is	done
based	on	a	number	of	characters	received	(perhaps	a	single	character).	Examining	disk	health	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	sticky	bit	appears	in	the	position	of	execute	character	(Y)	in	the	others	permission	set.	-type	f	-name	"*.php"	!	-perm	644	-print	PHP/custom.php	$	ls	-l	PHP/custom.php	-rw-rw-rw-.	[	61	]	Shell	Something	Out	These	files	will
be	read	by	an	interactive	shell	such	as	a	X11	terminal	session	or	using	TTI	to	run	a	single	command	like:	TTIMTUNQ.	The	following	example	finds	all	$	files	and	echoes	the	name	of	each	file,	preceded	by	a	newline	(the	F	option	enables	backslash	substitutions).	[	53	]	Shell	Something	Out	Field	separators	and	iterators	The	internal	field	separator	(IFS)
is	an	important	concept	in	shell	scripting.	Passing	formatted	arguments	to	a	command	by	reading	stdin	Using	xargs	with	find	Counting	the	number	of	lines	of	C	code	in	a	source	code	directory	While	and	subshell	trick	with	stdin	[	iii	]	65	65	65	66	66	67	67	68	69	69	70	70	70	70	71	71	73	74	75	76	77	78	78	78	78	80	81	81	82	82	83	83	86	86	86
Translating	with	tr	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Expect	has	three	main	commands:	Commands	Description	TQBXO	Runs	the	new	target	application.	Calculating	the	checksum	for	a	directory	requires	recursively	calculating	the	checksums	for	all	the	files	in	the	directory.	You	may	find	it	difficult	to	interpret	the	preceding	code.	Pass	the	name	of	the
script	as	a	command-line	argument:	bash	myScript.sh	2.	Glob	rules	are	useful	in	many	situations,	but	are	too	limited	for	text	processing.	You	can	use	such	files	to	test	application	efficiency,	to	confirm	that	an	application	is	truly	input-neutral,	to	confirm	there's	no	size	limitations	in	your	application,	to	create	loopback	filesystems	(loopback	files	are	files
that	can	contain	a	filesystem	itself	and	these	files	can	be	mounted	similarly	to	a	physical	device	using	the	NPVOU	command),	and	more.	This	is	a	very	helpful	trick	while	writing	Bash	scripts.	[	ix	]	205	205	205	206	206	207	207	208	208	208	208	209	209	210	210	210	210	211	211	211	212	213	214	214	214	214	215	215	216	216	216	217	217	217	218	218
219	219	219	There's	more...	Thanks	also	to	my	employers,	Daon,	Inc,	who	are	awesome	to	work	for.	For	example,	GJOEIPNFVTFSTQBUI	TMZOVY	OBNF	UYU	QSJOU	will	find	IPNFVTFSTTMZOVYSFBENFUYU,	but	not	IPNFVTFSTTMZOVYUYU.	The	UJNF	TUZMFMPOHJTP	option	tells	MT	to	print	dates	in	the	ISO	format.	Automating	with	expect
Making	commands	quicker	by	running	parallel	processes	How	to	do	it...	One	day,	he	believes,	programming	will	be	so	easy	that	everybody	will	love	to	write	programs	for	their	computers.	Creating	and	merging	branches	with	git	Getting	ready...	He	owns	and	runs	Noumena	Corporation,	where	he	develops	custom	software	and	delivers	training
sessions.	Consider	the	following	example:	Print	files	that	were	accessed	within	the	last	seven	days:	$	find	.	How	to	do	it…	This	section	contains	the	steps	required	to	follow	the	recipe.	To	use	regular	expressions	effectively,	one	needs	to	understand	them.	List	only	regular	files	as	follows:	$	find	.	VTSCJOFYQFDU	'JMFOBNF[email	protected]UDM
TQBXOCBDLVQTI	FYQFDU\		GPMEFS	\	TFOEOPUFT=O	[email	protected]	^		UZQF	\	TFOEEPDY=O	[email	protected]	^	^	Run	it	as:	$	./automate_expect.tcl	[	117	]	Have	a	Good	Command	The	TQBXO	command's	parameters	are	the	target	application	and	arguments	to	be	automated.	Consider	this	example:	$	\command	The	=	character	escapes	the
command,	running	it	without	any	aliased	changes.	Getting	ready	The	DIBUUS	command	is	used	to	change	extended	attributes.	You	can	share	the	UJNJOHMPH	and	PVUQVUTFTTJPO	files	to	anyone	who	wants	to	replay	a	terminal	session	in	their	terminal.	We	can	invoke	applications	that	accept	command-line	arguments	in	other	ways.	We	cannot
predict	the	delimiting	character	(whether	it	is	=O	or		)	for	the	output	of	the	GJOE	command.	-R	[	135	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	3	option	specifies	to	change	the	permissions	recursively.	The	following	code	displays	all	the	command-line	values:	$	cat	showArgs.sh	for	i	in	`seq	1	$#`	do	echo	$i	is	$1	shift	done	$	sh	showArgs.sh	a	b	c	1	is	a	2	is	b	3	is	c	Sending
output	from	one	command	to	another	One	of	the	best	features	of	the	Unix	shells	is	the	ease	of	combining	many	commands	to	produce	a	report.	Counting	the	number	of	lines,	words,	and	characters	in	a	file	How	to	do	it...	Showing	environment	variables	for	a	process	Creating	a	tree	view	of	processes	Sorting	ps	output	Filters	with	ps	for	real	user	or	ID,
effective	user	or	ID	TTY	filter	for	ps	Information	about	process	threads	Specifying	the	output	width	and	columns	to	be	displayed	What's	what	–	which,	whereis,	whatis,	and	file	How	to	do	it...	Bulk	image	resizing	and	format	conversion	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Chapter	6:	Repository	Management	Introduction	Creating	a	new	git	repository	Getting
ready	How	to	do	it...	The	main	use	for	QSJOU	is	to	pass	filenames	containing	newlines	or	whitespace	characters	to	the	YBSHT	command.	Killing	processes,	and	sending	and	responding	to	signals	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	1.	By	default,	split	uses	alphabetic	suffixes.	This	reduces	the	number	of	braces	used	and	can	make	your	code	more	readable.
Chapter	2:	Have	a	Good	Command	54	55	57	57	61	61	64	Introduction	Concatenating	with	cat	How	to	do	it...	The	redirection	operators	(	and	)	send	output	to	a	file	instead	of	the	terminal.	In	the	ROT13	scheme,	characters	are	shifted	by	13	positions,	thus	the	same	function	can	encrypt	and	decrypt	text:	$	echo	"tr	came,	tr	saw,	tr	conquered."	|	tr	'a-zA-
Z'	'n-za-mN-ZA-M'	The	output	will	be	the	following:	ge	pnzr,	ge	fnj,	ge	pbadhrerq.	Within	the	XIJMF	loop,	the	file	command	is	used	to	determine	a	file's	type.	Associative	arrays	have	been	introduced	to	Bash	from	Version	4.0.	When	the	indices	are	a	string	(site	names,	user	names,	nonsequential	numbers,	and	so	on),	an	associative	array	is	easier	to
work	with	than	a	numerically	indexed	array.	Let's	take	an	example	of	the	NETVN	command	we	discussed	in	the	previous	recipes.	The	US	can	convert	each	tab	character	to	a	single	space,	as	follows:	$	tr	'\t'	'	'	<	file.txt	There's	more...	Each	character	in	the	nine-character	sequence	(nine	permissions)	specifies	whether	permission	is	set	or	unset.	HTML
output	for	tree	Manipulating	video	and	image	files	Getting	ready	Extracting	Audio	from	a	movie	file	(mp4)	How	to	do	it...	Store	the	filename	as	7"3TBNQMFKQH.	This	provides	a	way	to	compare	more	than	one	file	with	a	given	input.	As	a	rule	you	will	want	to	set	these	bits	to	.	Print	the	length	of	an	array	(the	number	of	elements	in	an	array):	$	echo
${#array_var[*]}6	There's	more...	Recording	and	playing	back	terminal	sessions	Recording	a	screen	session	as	a	video	is	useful,	but	a	video	is	an	overkill	for	debugging	terminal	sessions	or	providing	a	shell	tutorial.	This	chapter	introduces	some	of	the	most	interesting	and	useful	commands,	including	HSFQ,	BXL,	TFE,	and	GJOE.	Creating	partitions
inside	loopback	images	Mounting	loopback	disk	images	with	partitions	more	quickly	Mounting	ISO	files	as	loopback	Flush	changing	immediately	with	sync	Creating	ISO	files	and	hybrid	ISO	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	We	use	UQVUTD	to	store	the	cursor	position.	Using	these,	we	can	construct	a	regular	expression	to	match	any	text.	The	GJOE
command	also	supports	options	that	measure	in	minutes.	Creating	partitions	inside	loopback	images	Mounting	loopback	disk	images	with	partitions	more	quickly	Mounting	ISO	files	as	loopback	Flush	changing	immediately	with	sync	Creating	ISO	files	and	hybrid	ISO	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	For	example,	a	100	KB	file	can	be	divided	into	smaller
files	of	10k	each	by	specifying	the	split	size.	The	NBYEFQUI	option	restricts	the	search	to	the	current	directory,	not	any	subdirectories.	Linux	provides	general	utilities	to	construct	such	files.	For	example,	CBTISDUFYUUYU	would	be	misinterpreted	by	YBSHT	as	CBTISD	and	UFYUUYU.	The	.Z%PDVNFOUT	folder	would	be	parsed	into	two	elements	.Z
and	%PDVNFOUT,	neither	of	which	exists.	It	supports	formatted	strings.	Instead	of	\ ̂UYU,	we	can	use	various	shorthand	patterns	such	as	UFTU\ ̂D,	UFTU\B[ ̂UYU,	and	so	on.	Updating	your	local	fossil	repository	How	to	do	it...	In	HSFQ,	?	[	92	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Some	system	validation	suites	maintain	a	checksum	of	the	critical	files.	Replace
4"[email	protected]*/(	with	a	random	string	and	1"44803%	with	the	password	you	want	to	use.	TFOE	Sends	a	string	to	the	target	application.	The	DBU	command	has	many	other	options	for	viewing	files.	HQH	signatures	are	also	widely	used	in	e-mail	communications	to	"sign"	e-	mail	messages,	proving	the	authenticity	of	the	sender.	The	sort	command
treats	alphabetical	sort	and	numeric	sort	differently.	Multiple	test	conditions	can	be	combined:	[	$var1	-ne	0	-a	$var2	-gt	2	]	#	using	and	-a	[	$var1	-ne	0	-o	var2	-gt	2	]	#	OR	-o	Filesystem-related	tests	are	as	follows:	Test	different	filesystem-related	attributes	using	different	condition	flags	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	a	regular	file	path
or	filename	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	a	file	path	or	filename	that	is	executable	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	a	directory	path	or	directory	name	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	an	existing	file	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	the	path	of	a	character	device	file	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given
variable	holds	the	path	of	a	block	device	file	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	the	path	of	a	file	that	is	writable	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	the	path	of	a	file	that	is	readable	:	This	returns	true	if	the	given	variable	holds	the	path	of	a	symlink	[	58	]	Shell	Something	Out	Consider	this	example:	GQBUIFUDQBTTXE	JGUIFO
FDIP'JMFFYJTUT	FMTF	FDIP%PFTOPUFYJTU	GJ	String	comparisons:	When	using	string	comparison,	it	is	best	to	use	double	square	brackets,	since	the	use	of	single	brackets	can	sometimes	lead	to	errors	Note	that	the	double	square	bracket	is	a	Bash	extension.	The	special	files	provide	direct	access	to	devices	such	as	USB	sticks	and	disk	drives	and
provide	access	to	system	functions	such	as	memory	usage,	sensors,	and	the	process	stack.	However,	the	information	contained	in	this	book	is	sold	without	warranty,	either	express	or	implied.	Let's	go	through	a	few	scripts	that	make	use	of	the	dictionary	file	and	the	spell	checker.	Chapter	7:	The	Backup	Plan	270	270	271	271	271	272	272	272	272	273
273	274	274	275	276	276	277	278	279	279	280	Introduction	Archiving	with	tar	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Find	all	the	files	that	were	modified	more	recently	than	GJMFUYU	file:	$	find	.	$	echo	${!array_var[*]}	Alternatively,	we	can	also	use	the	following	command:	$	echo	${!array_var[@]}	In	the	previous	[email	protected]	array	example,	consider
the	following	command:	$	echo	${!fruits_value[*]}	orange	apple	This	will	work	for	ordinary	arrays	too.	It	uses	standard	input	as	the	primary	data	source	and	executes	another	command	using	the	values	it	reads	from	TUEJO	as	command-line	arguments	for	the	new	command.	Changing	ownership	The	DIPXO	command	will	change	the	ownership	of	files
and	folders:	$	chown	user.group	filename	Consider	this	example:	$	chown	slynux.users	test.sh	Here,	TMZOVY	is	the	user,	and	VTFST	is	the	group.	We	can	either	use	Bash's	inbuilt	debugging	tools	or	write	our	scripts	in	such	a	manner	that	they	become	easy	to	debug;	here's	how:	1.	Managing	multiple	terminals	from	one	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...
One	of	the	extended	attributes	makes	files	immutable.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	to	use	US	to	perform	basic	translation	between	sets.	If	you	are	running	with	no	GUI,	(a	production	server	or	ssh	session),	you	will	see	the	shell	prompt	as	soon	as	you	log	in.	You	might	use	it	to	find	the	lines	in	a	log	file	that	start	with	a	given	date,	or	to	find	words	in
the	dictionary	that	start	with	a	given	string.	Shantanu	is	a	well-known	contributor	in	the	KDE	community	and	works	on	Calligra,	Gluon	and	the	Plasma	subprojects.	To	check	whether	a	file	has	already	been	sorted,	use	the	following	code:	CJOCBTI	%FTD4PSU	TPSU$GJMFOBNF	JGUIFO	FDIP4PSUFE	FMTF	FDIP6OTPSUFE	GJ	Replace	GJMFOBNF
with	the	file	you	want	to	check	and	run	the	script.	Then	the	script	renames	the	file	using	the	NW	command.	The	TDSJQU	command	accepts	a	filename	as	an	argument.	How	it	works	Getting	disk	statistics	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Using	O	along	with	the	previous	command,	we	can	split	the	input	into	multiple	lines	of	two	words	each	as	follows:	$
echo	"splitXsplitXsplitXsplit"	|	xargs	-d	X	-n	2	split	split	split	split	The	YBSHT	command	integrates	well	with	the	find	command.	However,	multiple	cores	are	useless	unless	the	software	makes	use	of	them.	Consider	this	example,	where	we	have	this:	VAR=hack.fun.book.txt	[	108	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Use	the		operator	for	a	nongreedy	match	from
right	to	left	and	match	UYU:	$	echo	${VAR%.*}	The	output	will	be:	IBDLGVOCPPL.	The	following	script	uses	find	to	locate	PNG	and	JPEG	files,	then	uses	the		operator	and	NW	to	rename	them	as	JNBHF&95,	JNBHF&95,	and	so	on.	It	can	be	coupled	with	other	commands	to	produce	the	required	output.	Consider	this	example:	$	./cecho.sh	arg1	arg2
arg1	arg2	#	Here's	a	common	problem:	I	have	a	list	of	elements	in	a	file	(one	per	line)	to	be	provided	to	a	command	(say,	DFDIPTI).	Tagging	snapshots	How	to	do	it...	First,	I’d	like	to	thank	my	family	for	all	their	support.	Tracing	network	routes	with	ip	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	We	appreciate	your	help	in	protecting	our	authors	and	our	ability	to
bring	you	valuable	content.	Create	a	temporary	directory:	$	dirname=`mktemp	-d`	$	echo	$dirname	tmp.NI8xzW7VRX	This	creates	a	temporary	directory,	stores	the	name	in	filename,	and	displays	the	name.	Filename,	size,	file	type,	modification	time,	access	time,	change	time,	inode,	links	associated,	and	the	filesystem	the	file	is	on	are	all	attributes
and	properties	files	can	have.	The	EE	command	clones	the	given	input	and	writes	an	exact	copy	to	the	output.	You	cannot	set	a	shell	script	to	run	as	another	user.	Working	with	file	permissions,	ownership,	and	the	sticky	bit	File	permissions	and	ownership	are	one	of	the	distinguishing	features	of	the	Unix/Linux	filesystems.	Consider	the	input:
SPPUYSPPUSPPUCJOCBTI.	The	comment	lines	are	most	often	used	to	describe	the	code,	or	to	disable	execution	of	a	line	of	code	during	debugging:	#	sample.sh	-	echoes	"hello	world"	echo	"hello	world"	Now	let's	move	on	to	the	basic	recipes	in	this	chapter.	You'll	probably	want	to	remove	duplicate	files	and	keep	a	single	copy.	Most	software
distributions	also	have	a	checksum	file	available.	The	QSJOU	option	separates	each	name	with	a	null	character	=	.	We	can	redirect	the	TUEFSS	data	into	a	file,	while	sending	TUEPVU	to	the	terminal.	For	instance,	a	script	to	back	up	a	user's	work,	but	not	to	back	up	and	lock	files,	might	look	like	this:	$	backupWork.sh	What	folder	should	be	backed
up?	How	it	works	Basic	firewall	using	iptables	How	to	do	it...	Opened	port	and	services	using	netstat	Measuring	network	bandwidth	How	to	do	it...	Tips	and	tricks	appear	like	this.	There	are	custom	applications	for	many	of	these	operations,	but	we	can	write	our	own	custom	scripts	to	do	it	our	way.	If	you	want	to	skip	numbering	blank	lines,	use	the	C
option.	There	are	two	US	commands.	The	first	column	of	the	file	specifies	the	partition	device	path	(for	example,	EFWTEB)	and	the	third	column	specifies	the	filesystem	type	(for	example,	ext3).	A	typical	regular	expression	to	match	an	e-mail	address	might	look	like	this:	!	=		If	this	looks	weird,	don't	worry;	it	is	really	simple	once	you	understand	the
concepts	through	this	recipe.	On	every	loop	execution,	we	write	the	new	count	in	the	terminal	by	restoring	the	cursor	position	using	UQVUSD,	and	then	clearing	to	the	end	of	the	line	with	UQVUTFE.	See	also	Printing	lines	in	the	reverse	order	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	When	using	GJOE,	we	use	the	argument	-UZQFM,	which	instructs	find	to
search	for	symbolic	link	files.	The	hash	for	user	passwords	in	Linux	is	stored	in	the	FUDTIBEPX	file.	User	administration	scripts	How	to	do	it...	He	is	a	GNU/Linux	enthusiast	and	hactivist	of	free	and	open	source	software.	This	enables	the	item	to	run	an	executable	file	with	an	effective	group	as	the	owner	group.	In	the	next	example,	each	time	GJOE
identifies	a	file	it	will	replace	the	\^	with	the	filename	and	change	the	ownership	of	the	file.	!	-name	"*.txt"	-print	.	Here	are	some	capabilities	of	the	UQVU	command:	Return	the	number	of	columns	and	rows	in	a	terminal:	tput	cols	tput	lines	Return	the	current	terminal	name:	tput	longname	Move	the	cursor	to	a	100,100	position:	tput	cup	100	100	Set
the	terminal	background	color:	tput	setb	n	The	value	of	O	can	be	a	value	in	the	range	of	0	to	7	Set	the	terminal	foreground	color:	tput	setf	n	The	value	of	O	can	be	a	value	in	the	range	of	0	to	7	Some	commands	including	the	common	DPMPSMT	may	reset	the	foreground	and	background	color.	See	also	Accessing	word	definitions	via	a	web	server
Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	number	may	be	prefixed	with		or	signs.	Creating	certificates	Configuring	OpenVPN	on	the	server	Configuring	OpenVPN	on	the	client	Starting	the	server	Starting	and	testing	a	clientChapter	9:	Put	On	the	Monitors	Cap	Introduction	Monitoring	disk	usage	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Others	are	any	users	other	than	the
owner	or	members	of	the	owner's	group.	TFU	and	TFU	are	character	classes	or	a	set	of	characters.	Examining	a	directory,	files	and	subdirectories	in	it	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	These	are	the	operations	you	can	perform	on	aliases:	1.	Scheduling	with	a	cron	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	[	viii	]	185	185	186	187	187	187	188	188	189	189	189	190	190
192	192	193	194	194	194	195	195	195	196	197	197	197	198	198	199	199	200	200	202	202	202	203	203	203	204	204	204	204	See	also	Printing	lines	in	the	reverse	order	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Only	the	first	line	of	a	script	can	have	a	shebang	to	define	the	interpreter	to	be	used	to	evaluate	the	script.	OPUFT	What	type	of	files	should	be	backed
up?	Initially,	Unix	supported	one	interactive	shell,	written	by	Stephen	Bourne,	and	named	it	the	Bourne	Shell	(sh).	The	FYFD	option	creates	a	subshell	which	uses	echo	to	send	the	filenames	to	the	US	command's	TUEJO.	./next.jpg	./test.py	[	73	]	Have	a	Good	Command	./new.PY	Searching	based	on	the	directory	depth	The	GJOE	command	walks
through	all	the	subdirectories	until	it	reaches	the	bottom	of	each	subdirectory	tree.	Recursively	searching	many	files	Ignoring	case	in	patterns	grep	by	matching	multiple	patterns	Including	and	excluding	files	in	a	grep	search	Using	grep	with	xargs	with	the	zero-byte	suffix	Silent	output	for	grep	Printing	lines	before	and	after	text	matches	Cutting	a
file	column-wise	with	cut	How	to	do	it...	\7"3	^	is	interpreted	as	follows:	Remove	the	string	match	from	7"3*"#-&	for	the	wildcard	pattern	match	that	appears	to	the	right	of		(		in	the	previous	example).	Use	these	files	to	define	non-exported	items	such	as	aliases	desired	by	all	users.	So,	this	regular	expression	translates	to	'a	sequence	of	letters	or
numbers,	followed	by	an	!,	followed	by	a	sequence	of	letters	or	numbers,	followed	by	a	period,	and	ending	with	a	sequence	of	letters	or	numbers'.	Permissions	are	explained	in	more	detail	in	the	Working	with	file	permissions,	ownership,	and	the	sticky	bit	recipe	in	$IBQUFS,	File	In,	File	Out.	Conventions	In	this	book,	you	will	find	a	number	of	styles	of
text	that	distinguish	between	different	kinds	of	information.	To	add	a	warning	to	the	top	of	an	automatically	generated	file,	use	the	following	code:	#!/bin/bash	cat&4	$	cat	output.txt	newline	Now	create	a	file	descriptor	for	writing	(append	mode):	$	exec	5>>input.txt	[	29	]	Shell	Something	Out	Consider	the	following	example:	$	exec	5>>input.txt	$
echo	appended	line	>&5	$	cat	input.txt	newline	appended	line	Arrays	and	associative	arrays	Arrays	allow	a	script	to	store	a	collection	of	data	as	separate	entities	using	indices.	It	sends	output	to	TUEPVU	after	modifying	the	input	according	to	the	options.	The	parallel	command	optimizes	the	use	of	your	resources	without	overloading	any	of	them.
Choose	from	the	drop-down	menu	where	you	purchased	this	book	from.	The	first	step	in	finding	identical	files	is	to	find	ones	with	the	same	size.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	we	can	make	our	commands	run	faster.	The	EFWOVMM	file	is	a	special	device	file	where	any	data	received	by	the	file	is	discarded.	Printing	the	list	of	network	interfaces
Displaying	IP	addresses	Spoofing	the	hardware	address	(MAC	address)	Name	server	and	DNS	(Domain	Name	Service)	DNS	lookup	Showing	routing	table	information	See	also	Let	us	ping!	How	to	do	it...	It	is	a	bad	idea	to	directly	use	the	shell	as	the	root	user	(administrator)	to	perform	tasks.	Then,	run	the	following	commands:	$	#	#	$	chmod	+s
executable_file	chown	root.root	executable_file	chmod	+s	executable_file	./executable_file	Now	it	executes	as	the	root	user	regardless	of	who	invokes	it.	It	uses	the	same	arguments	as	the	C	library	QSJOUG	function.	However,	there	is	a	way	to	redirect	data	to	a	file,	while	providing	a	copy	of	redirected	data	as	TUEJO	to	the	next	command	in	a	pipe.	In
the	GOBNF	function,	we	have	included	various	ways	of	accessing	the	function	arguments.	Most	text-processing	utilities	support	regular	expressions.	The	TFOE	command	is	the	message	to	be	sent.	$IBQUFS,	Repository	Management,	introduces	revision	control	with	Git	or	Fossil.	3.	Deleting	characters	using	tr	Complementing	character	sets	Squeezing
characters	with	tr	Character	classes	Checksum	and	verification	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	NEEFFQ	or	TIBEFFQ	commands	traverse	a	file	tree	and	calculate	checksums	for	all	files.	The	lines	can	be	merged	by	removing	the	tab	characters	with	US	(discussed	in	$IBQUFS,	Have	a	Good	Command)	$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	apple	carrot	cookies	iron
silver	steel	-3	|	tr	-d	'\t'	5.	If	you	combine	the	D	and	E	options,	you	only	use	TFU	and	all	other	characters	will	be	deleted.	He	started	on	Solaris	and	has	worked	exclusively	with	Linux	since	2005.	VOJR	is	often	used	with	TPSU	to	extract	unique	(or	duplicate)	lines.	The	same	test	conditions	enclosed	within	can	be	used	with	the	test	command.	[	85	]	Have
a	Good	Command	Using	xargs	with	find	The	YBSHT	and	GJOE	command	can	be	combined	to	perform	tasks.	The	YBSHTO	option	can	limit	the	number	of	command	line	arguments	to	one:	$	cat	args.txt	|	xargs	-n	1	./cecho.sh	arg1	#	arg2	#	arg3	#	[	84	]	Have	a	Good	Command	To	limit	the	number	of	arguments	to	two	or	fewer,	execute	this:	$	cat
args.txt	|	xargs	-n	2	./cecho.sh	arg1	arg2	#	arg3	#	Finally,	to	execute	the	command	at	once	with	all	the	arguments,	do	not	use	any	O	argument:	$	cat	args.txt	|	xargs	./cecho.sh	arg1	arg2	arg3	#	In	the	preceding	examples,	the	arguments	added	by	YBSHT	were	placed	at	the	end	of	the	command.	How	it	works	There's	moreChapter	13:	Containers,
Virtual	Machines,	and	the	Cloud	Introduction	Using	Linux	containers	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	A	subshell	is	defined	using	the	operators:	The	QXE	command	prints	the	path	of	the	working	directory	The	DE	command	changes	the	current	directory	to	the	given	directory	path:		QXE				DECJOMT	BXLCBTIDBU		QXE		When	commands	are	executed	in	a
subshell,	none	of	the	changes	occur	in	the	current	shell;	changes	are	restricted	to	the	subshell.	Merging	branches	How	to	do	it...	The	GJOE	command	can	select	files	based	on	glob	or	regular	expression	rules,	depth	in	the	filesystem	tree,	date,	type	of	file,	and	more.	To	solve	this,	we	modify	the	function	and	add	a	delay,	as	follows:	SFQFBU
\XIJMFEP!SFUVSOTMFFQEPOF^	This	will	cause	the	command	to	run	every	30	seconds.	Bash	provides	many	types	of	loops.	The	rule	for	optimizing	your	code	is	to	measure	first.	These	command-line	options	reduce	the	output:	:	Removes	the	first	column	:	Removes	the	second	column	:	Removes	the	third	column	The	set	difference	operation	enables
you	to	compare	two	files	and	print	all	the	lines	that	are	in	the	"UYU	or	#UYU	file	excluding	the	common	lines	in	"UYU	and	#UYU.	This	recipe	is	an	exercise	on	writing	scripts	to	enumerate	through	many	files	and	collect	details.	Enumerating	file	type	statistics	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Finally,	you'll	learn	how	to	set	up	Linux	Containers	and	Virtual
machines	and	even	run	your	own	Cloud	server	with	a	free	SSL	Certificate	from	letsencrypt.org.	[	124	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	intersection	and	set	difference	(A-B)	on	text	files	Intersection	and	set	difference	operations	are	common	in	mathematics	classes	on	set	theory.	Similarly,	use	EFWTUEFSS	for	standard	error	and	EFWTUEPVU	for	standard	output.
A	[	command	checks	whether	PVUQVU	is	an	empty	string	or	not.	It	shows	how	to	use	simple	commands	to	automate	complex	tasks,	automate	web	interactions,	download	videos,	set	up	containers	and	cloud	servers,	and	even	get	free	SSL	certificates.	Restricting	the	download	speed	Resume	downloading	and	continue	Copying	a	complete	website
(mirroring)	Accessing	pages	with	HTTP	or	FTP	authentication	Downloading	a	web	page	as	plain	text	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	the	case	where	we	need	to	iterate	through	words	in	a	string	or	comma	separated	values	(CSV).	Exporting	extends	the	scope	of	the	function	to	subprocesses:	export	-f	fname	$>	function	getIP()	{	/sbin/ifconfig	$1	|
grep	'inet	';	}	$>	echo	"getIP	eth0"	>test.sh	$>	sh	test.sh	sh:	getIP:	No	such	file	or	directory	$>	export	-f	getIP	$>	sh	test.sh	inet	addr:	192.168.1.2	Bcast:	192.168.255.255	Mask:255.255.0.0	[	46	]	Shell	Something	Out	Reading	the	return	value	(status)	of	a	command	The	return	value	of	a	command	is	stored	in	the		variable.	regex	Description	Example
"	character	The	regular	expression	must	match	this	"	will	match	the	letter	A	letter.	Getting	ready	The	input	is	usually	fed	into	a	command	through	TUEJO	or	arguments.	[	136	]	File	In,	File	Out	Making	a	file	immutable	is	one	method	for	securing	files	from	modification.	[	130	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	external	command	output	can	be	read	inside	BXL	as
follows:	"cmd"|	getline	Once	the	line	is	read,	the	entire	line	is	in		and	each	column	is	available	in	,	,	...,	O.	As	Linux	has	become	the	most	popular	implementation	of	Unix	like	operating	systems,	the	bash	shell	has	become	the	de-facto	standard	shell	on	Unix	and	Linux.	Finding	files	and	file	listing	The	GJOE	command	is	one	of	the	great	utilities	in	the
Unix/Linux	command-line	toolbox.	We	saw	a	basic	way	to	run	commands	until	they	succeed.	Most	input	libraries	in	any	programming	language	read	the	input	from	the	keyboard	and	terminate	the	string	when	return	is	pressed.	The	UFF	command	reads	only	from	TUEJO.	There	are	different	kinds	of	file,	such	as	regular	files,	directory,	character
devices,	block	devices,	symlinks,	hardlinks,	sockets,	FIFO,	and	so	on.	Monitoring	user	logins	to	find	intruders	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	following	example	deletes	all	the	characters	from	the	input	text,	except	the	ones	specified	in	the	complement	set:	$	echo	hello	1	char	2	next	4	|	tr	-d	-c	'0-9	'	124	This	example	replaces	all	characters	that	aren't
in	TFU	with	spaces:	$	echo	hello	1	char	2	next	4	|	tr	-c	'0-9'	'	'	1	2	4	Squeezing	characters	with	tr	The	US	command	can	perform	many	text-processing	tasks.	If	any	filenames	contain	a	space	character	(		)	YBSHT	may	misinterpret	it	as	a	delimiter.	The	GJOE	command	uses	an	open/close	curly	brace	pair	\^	to	represent	the	filename.	Before	we	look	at
some	sample	regular	expressions,	let's	look	at	the	rules.	[	40	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	In	the	first	method,	I	need	one	argument	for	each	invocation,	like	this:	./cecho.sh	arg1	./cecho.sh	arg2	./cecho.sh	arg3	Next,	I	need	to	provide	one	or	two	arguments	each	for	each	execution	of	the	command,	like	this:	./cecho.sh	arg1	arg2	./cecho.sh	arg3
Finally,	I	need	to	provide	all	arguments	at	once	to	the	command:	./cecho.sh	arg1	arg2	arg3	Run	the	DFDIPTI	script	and	note	the	output	before	going	through	the	following	section.	This	recipe	uses	the	SFBE	command	to	accomplish	this	task	without	having	to	press	return.	[	169	]	Texting	and	Driving	Position	markers	A	position	marker	anchors	a
regular	expression	to	a	position	in	the	string.	Creating	a	panned	video	from	a	still	camera	shot	How	to	do	it...	Get	in	touch	with	us	at	TFSWJDF!QBDLUQVCDPN	for	more	details.	We	can	omit	time	from	the	string	and	provide	only	dates	such	as	Jan	20,	2010.	It	returns	if	the	command	was	successful,	thereby	exiting	the	loop.	Round	Trip	Time	Sequence
number	Time	to	live	Limiting	the	number	of	packets	to	be	sent	Return	status	of	the	ping	command	Tracing	IP	routes	How	to	do	it...	It	is	possible	to	specify	file	descriptors	of	our	own,	using	DBU	and	pipes.	However,	when	you	use	only	two	locations,	there	is	an	alternative	and	easier	way,	that	is,	cd	-.	The	arguments	from	BSHTUYU	should	be	applied
like	this:	./cecho.sh	-p	arg1	-l	./cecho.sh	-p	arg2	-l	./cecho.sh	-p	arg3	-l	The	YBSHT*	option	specifies	a	replacement	string	to	be	replaced	with	the	arguments	xargs	parses	from	the	input.	In	order	to	encrypt	a	file	with	HQH,	use	this:	$	gpg	-c	filename	This	command	reads	the	passphrase	interactively	and	generates	GJMFOBNFHQH.	A	sample	output	is
shown	as	follows:	$	./filetype.sh	/home/slynux/programs	============	File	types	and	counts	=============	Vim	swap	file	:	1	ELF	32-bit	LSB	executable	:	6	ASCII	text	:	2	ASCII	C	program	text	:	10	How	it	works...	For	example,	in	an	interactive	game,	a	ball	is	moved	upward	when	+	is	pressed.	[	45	]	Shell	Something	Out	The	recursive
function	Functions	in	Bash	also	support	recursion	(the	function	can	call	itself).	If	the	length	of	sets	is	unequal,	TFU	is	extended	to	the	length	of	TFU	by	repeating	the	last	character;	otherwise	if	the	length	of	TFU	is	greater	than	that	of	TFU,	all	the	characters	exceeding	the	length	of	TFU	are	ignored	from	TFU.	Cloning	a	remote	git	repository	How	to	do
it...	To	make	an	alias	available	to	all	shells,	add	this	statement	to	the	_CBTISD	file.	It	finds	the	minimal	match	for	the	wildcard	from	right	to	left.	It	also	explains	how	to	track	disk	and	memory	usage,	track	logins,	and	examine	log	files.	Read	the	input	after	a	timeout:	read	-t	timeout	var	Consider	the	following	example:	$	read	-t	2	var	#	Read	the	string
that	is	typed	within	2	seconds	into	variable	var.	The	script	then	consists	of	two	loops:	a	while	loop,	that	processes	the	output	from	the	find	command,	and	a	GPS	loop,	that	iterates	through	the	indices	of	the	TUBUBSSBZ	variable	and	generates	output.	To	print	all	symbolic	links	in	the	current	directory	and	subdirectories,	run	this	command:	$	find	.
Writing	and	reading	a	MySQL	database	from	Bash	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Hybrid	ISO	that	boots	off	a	flash	drive	or	hard	disk	Burning	an	ISO	from	the	command	line	Playing	with	the	CD-ROM	tray	Finding	the	difference	between	files,	and	patching	How	to	do	it...	The	following	recipes	illustrate	some	sort	and	VOJR	use	cases.	Let's	write	a	script
that	reads	input	interactively	for	an	automation	example:	CJOCBTI	CBDLVQTI	#BDLVQGJMFTXJUITVGGJY%POPUCBDLVQUFNQGJMFTUIBUTUBSUXJUI_	SFBEQ8IBUGPMEFSTIPVMECFCBDLFEVQGPMEFS	SFBEQ8IBUUZQFPGGJMFTTIPVMECFCBDLFEVQTVGGJY	GJOEGPMEFSOBNF	TVGGJYBOBNF	_	FYFDDQ\ ̂=	#"$,61-0(/".&GPMEFS
FDIP#BDLFEVQGJMFTGSPNGPMEFSUP#"$,61-0(/".&GPMEFS	[	115	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Let's	automate	the	sending	of	input	to	the	command:	$	echo	-e	"notesdocx"	|	./backup.sh	Backed	up	files	from	notes	to	/BackupDrive/MyName/notes	This	style	of	automating	an	interactive	script	can	save	you	a	lot	of	typing	during	developing	and	debugging.
The	attacker	might	have	aliased	the	privileged	command	with	his/her	own	custom	command,	to	steal	critical	information	that	is	provided	by	the	user	to	the	command.	www.PacktPub.com	For	support	files	and	downloads	related	to	your	book,	please	visit	XXX1BDLU1VCDPN.	Code	words	in	text,	database	table	names,	folder	names,	filenames,	file
extensions,	path	names,	dummy	URLs,	user	input,	and	Twitter	handles	are	shown	as	follows:	"Shebang	is	a	line	on	which		is	prefixed	to	the	interpreter	path."	A	block	of	code	is	set	as	follows:		FOW	18%IPNFDMJG4IFMM$PPL#PPL	)0.&IPNFDMJG	4)&--CJOCBTI	"OENBOZNPSFMJOFT	[3]	Preface	When	we	wish	to	draw	your	attention	to	a	particular
part	of	a	code	block,	the	relevant	lines	or	items	are	set	in	bold:		FOW	PWD=/home/clif/ShellCookBook	)0.&IPNFDMJG	4)&--CJOCBTI	"OENBOZNPSFMJOFT	Any	command-line	input	or	output	is	written	as	follows:	$	chmod	a+x	sample.sh	New	terms	and	important	words	are	shown	in	bold.	The	group	is	the	collection	of	users	(as	defined	by	the	system
administrator)	that	may	be	permitted	some	access	to	the	file.	Linux	also	supports	many	interactive	applications	ranging	from	QBTTXE	to	TTI.	Getting	ready	We	identify	the	duplicate	files	by	comparing	file	content.	This	facility	was	a	huge	leap	forward	in	productivity.	The	DBU	command	is	a	simple	and	frequently	used	command	and	it	stands	for
conCATenate.	Regular	arrays	should	be	used	when	the	data	is	organized	numerically,	for	example,	a	set	of	successive	iterations.	root	root	513	Mar	13	2016	PHP/custom.php	We	can	also	search	files	based	on	ownership.	Running	a	command	as	TVEP	DPNNBOE	BSHVNFOUT	will	run	it	as	root.	The	following	example	demonstrates	disabling	character
echo	with	the	TUUZ	command:	#!/bin/sh	#Filename:	password.sh	echo	-e	"Enter	password:	"	#	disable	echo	before	reading	password	stty	-echo	read	password	#	re-enable	echo	stty	echo	echo	echo	Password	read.	A	mistake	could	wipe	your	disk	or	corrupt	the	data.	We	can	combine	these	to	concatenate	data.	The	first	argument	will	be	,	the	second	,
and	so	on.	Using	this	operator,	we	can	write	the	done	line	of	the	loop,	as	follows:	done	makePan.sh	#	Invoke	as:	#	sh	makePan.sh	OriginalImage.jpg	prefix	width	height	xoffset	yoffset	#	Clean	out	any	old	data	rm	-f	tmpFiles	#	Create	200	still	images,	stepping	through	the	original	xoffset	and	yoffset	#	pixels	at	a	time	for	o	in	`seq	1	200`	do	x=$[	$o+$5
]	convert	-extract	$3x$4+$x+$6	$1	$2_$x.jpg	echo	$2_$x.jpg	>>	tmpFiles	done	#Stitch	together	the	image	files	into	a	mpg	video	file	mencoder	mf://@tmpFiles	-mf	fps=30	-ovc	lavc	-lavcopts	\	vcodec=msmpeg4v2	-noskip	-o	$2.mpg	[	166	]	File	In,	File	Out	)PXJUXPSLT	This	script	is	more	complex	than	the	ones	we've	looked	at	so	far.	The	UFF
command	sends	its	input	to	both	TUEPVUBOEBGJMF.	These	were	some	basic	usages	of	the	TPSU	command.	Using	the	shell,	you	can	generate	databases	and	web	pages	from	sets	of	files,	automate	monotonous	admin	tasks	such	as	system	backups,	monitor	your	system's	health	and	activity,	identify	network	bottlenecks	and	system	resource	hogs,	and
more.	A	QSPGJMF	file	may	be	read	by	other	shells.	Create	a	temporary	file:	$	filename=`mktemp`	$	echo	$filename	/tmp/tmp.8xvhkjF5fH	This	creates	a	temporary	file,	stores	the	name	in	filename,	and	then	displays	the	name.	1	user	group	5	Aug	24	15:00	./file	name	There's	more...	Sometimes	it's	easier	to	visualize	a	file	system	if	it's	presented
graphically.	$IBQUFS,	Tracing	the	Clues,	explains	how	to	snoop	your	network	to	find	network	issues	and	track	problems	in	libraries	and	system	calls.	Double-check	your	EE	command	syntax,	especially	your	of		parameter	for	accuracy.	The	expect	program	can	perform	complex	interactions	and	adapt	to	changes	in	the	target	application.	However,	if
the	depth	was	specified	before	the	UZQF,	GJOE	will	collect	the	files	having	the	specified	depth	and	then	check	for	the	file	type,	which	is	the	most	efficient	way	to	search.	Note	the	single	quotes	around	UYU.	The	following	example	shows	how	to	use	the	QSVOF	option	to	exclude	files	that	match	a	pattern.	The	single	quotes	prevent	the	shell	from
expanding	the	UYU	and	passes	that	string	to	the	GJOE	command.	The	following	example	searches	for	EPDY	files	on	a	Samba	mounted	filesystem,	where	names	with	capital	letters	and	spaces	are	common.	When	the	sticky	bit	is	set,	only	the	owner	can	delete	files,	even	though	others	have	write	permission	for	the	folder.	Write	multiple	commands	in	a
shell	script	(for	example,	DPNNBOETTI)	and	use	it	with		FYFD	as	follows:	-exec	./commands.sh	{}	\;	The	FYFD	parameter	can	be	coupled	with	QSJOUG	to	produce	KPVUQVU.	These	applications	range	from	distributed	simulation	systems	to	tools	to	help	fiction	authors	write	better	(Editomat).	These	recipes	explain	how	to	use	a	file's	permission	and
ownership	effectively.	On	folders,	this	defines	whether	files	can	be	created	or	deleted.	When	running	privileged	commands	on	an	untrusted	environment,	it	is	always	a	good	security	practice	to	ignore	aliases	by	prefixing	the	command	with	=.	Prevent	this	attack	by	restricting	the	maximum	number	of	processes	that	can	be	spawned	by	defining	the
OQSPD	value	in	FUDTFDVSJUZMJNJUTDPOG.	This	is	a	security	feature.	The		operator	is	similar	to	,	but	it	is	greedy.	The	next	recipes	demonstrate	how	to	read	and	set	dates.	Look	at	the	following	example	log:	$	cat	server.log	SERVER-1	[connection]	192.168.0.1	[connection]	192.168.0.2	[disconnect]	192.168.0.3	[connection]	192.168.0.4	SERVER-2
[connection]	192.168.0.1	[connection]	192.168.0.2	[disconnect]	192.168.0.3	[connection]	192.168.0.4	SERVER-3	[connection]	192.168.0.1	[connection]	192.168.0.2	[disconnect]	192.168.0.3	[connection]	192.168.0.4	success	failed	pending	success	failed	failed	success	failed	pending	pending	pending	failed	[	106	]	Have	a	Good	Command	We	may	need
to	split	the	files	into	TFSWFSMPH,	TFSWFSMPH,	and	TFSWFSMPH	from	the	contents	for	each	4&37&3	in	each	file.	If	we	have	more	than	one	file	that	we	want	to	generate	a	checksum	for,	we	can	run	multiple	instances	of	NETVN	using	a	script	like	this:	CJOCBTI	GJMFOBNF[email	protected]TI	1*%"33":	GPSGJMFJO'JMFJTP'JMFJTP	EP	NETVNGJMF
1*%"33":			EPOF	XBJU\1*%"33":^	[	118	]	Have	a	Good	Command	When	we	run	this,	we	get	the	following	output:	$	./generate_checksums.sh	330dcb53f253acdf76431cecca0fefe7	bd1694a6fe6df12c3b8141dcffaf06e6	File1.iso	File2.iso	The	output	will	be	the	same	as	running	the	following	command:	md5sum	File1.iso	File2.iso	However,	if	the	NETVN
commands	run	simultaneously,	you'll	get	the	results	quicker	if	you	have	a	multi–core	processor	(you	can	verify	this	using	the	UJNF	command).	The	details	are	comma-separated,	as	in	the	following	example:	$	file	a.out	-b	ELF	32-bit	LSB	executable,	Intel	80386,	version	1	(SYSV),	dynamically	linked	(uses	shared	libs),	for	GNU/Linux	2.6.15,	not	stripped
We	need	to	extract	only	&-'CJU-4#FYFDVUBCMF	from	the	previous	details.	[	55	]	Shell	Something	Out	We	can	generate	sequences	with	the	FDIP	command:	echo	{1..50}	;#	Generate	a	list	of	numbers	from	1	to	50.	In	that	case,	we	must	generate	a	shadow	password	string	and	write	a	similar	line	to	the	preceding	one	to	the	shadow	file.	The	output	is
sent	to	TUEPVUor	TUEFSS.	By	appending	the	return	(=O)	characters,	we	get	the	string	that	is	passed	to	TUEJO	(standard	input).	The	S	option	specifies	sorting	in	reverse	order.	Gathering	system	information	How	to	do	it...	Finding	the	length	of	a	string	Identifying	the	current	shell	Checking	for	super	user	Modifying	the	Bash	prompt	string
([email	protected]:~$)	Function	to	prepend	to	environment	variables	How	to	do	it...	Add	the	executable	permission	to	all	permission	categories,	that	is,	for	user,	group,	and	others:	$	chmod	a+x	filename	Here	B	means	all.	When	you	open	a	terminal	window,	a	shell	is	created,	but	it's	not	a	login	shell.	When	multiple	files	are	used,	the	output	will	contain
a	checksum	for	each	of	the	files,	one	checksum	report	per	line:	[checksum1]	[checksum1]	[checksum1]	file1	file2	file3	The	integrity	of	a	file	can	be	verified	with	the	generated	file,	like	this:	$	md5sum	-c	file_sum.md5	#	It	will	output	a	message	whether	checksum	matches	or	not	[	93	]	Have	a	Good	Command	If	we	need	to	check	all	the	files	using	all	NE
information	available,	use	this:	$	md5sum	-c	*.md5	SHA-1	is	another	commonly	used	checksum	algorithm.	The	TDSJQU	command	records	your	keystrokes	and	the	timing	of	keystrokes	as	you	type,	and	saves	your	input	and	the	resulting	output	in	a	pair	of	files.	Getting	ready	The	US	command	accepts	input	through	stdin	(standard	input)	and	cannot
accept	input	through	command-line	arguments.	The	BUJNF,	NUJNF,	and	DUJNF	option	are	the	time	parameter	options	available	with	GJOE.	It	also	explains	how	to	read	data	from	files;	find	files	by	name,	type,	or	date;	and	compare	files.	Shebang	hack	The	shebang	can	be	changed	from	CJOCBTI	to	CJOCBTIYW	to	enable	debugging	without	any
additional	flags	(YW	flags	themselves).	As	an	example	usage	case,	we	can	consider	the	case	of	the	Apache	web	server.	Similar	operations	on	strings	are	useful	in	some	scenarios.	Finding	files	and	file	listing	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The		operator	will	extract	the	name	from	OBNFFYUFOTJPO.	The	and	operators	behave	slightly	differently.	This
book,	now	in	its	third	edition,	describes	the	exciting	new	features	in	the	newest	Linux	distributions	to	help	you	accomplish	more	than	you	imagine.	$	cat	a*	|	tee	-a	out.txt	|	cat	-n	Commands	with	arguments	follow	the	format:	DPNNBOE'*-&'*-&	or	simply	DPNNBOE'*-&.	There	are	many	algorithms	available	and	we	will	discuss	those	most	commonly
used	in	the	Linux/Unix	world.	Print	the	contents	of	an	array	at	a	given	index	using	the	following	commands:	echo	${array_var[0]}	test1	index=5	echo	${array_var[$index]}	test6	3.	The	MT	command's	M	option	displays	many	aspects	of	the	file	including	type,	permissions,	owner,	and	group:	-rw-r--r--	1	slynux	users	drwxr-xr-x	2	slynux	users	-rw-r--r--	1
slynux	users	2497	4096	539	2010-02-28	11:22	bot.py	2010-05-27	14:31	a.py	2010-02-10	09:11	cl.pl	The	first	column	of	the	output	defines	the	file	type	as	follows:	:	This	is	used	if	it	is	a	regular	file	E:	This	is	used	if	it	is	a	directory	D:	This	is	used	for	a	character	device	C:	This	is	used	for	a	block	device	M:	This	is	used	if	it	is	a	symbolic	link	T:	This	is	used
for	a	socket	Q:	This	is	used	for	a	pipe	The	next	nine	characters	are	divided	into	three	groups	of	three	letters	each	(---	---	---).	It	also	insures	that	you	perform	the	same	test	each	time	and	don't	end	up	chasing	a	phantom	bug	because	you	mis-typed.	The	Bash		operand	works	well	for	a	small	number	of	tasks.	Checksums	are	also	useful	when	used	with	a
number	of	files.	The	_	symbol	denotes	your	home	directory,	which	is	usually	IPNFVTFS,	where	user	is	your	username	or	SPPU	for	the	root	user.	An	e-mail	address	takes	the	OBNF!IPTUSPPU	form.	Consider	the	following	example:	echo	-e	"1\t2\t3"	1	2	3	Printing	a	colored	output	A	script	can	use	escape	sequences	to	produce	colored	text	on	the
terminal.	Not	only	does	a	shell	script	save	time,	it	also	documents	what	you	did.	A	primer	on	cURL	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	If	you	had	a	hundred	files	to	checksum,	the	script	would	try	to	start	a	hundred	processes	and	might	force	your	system	into	swapping,	which	would	make	the	tasks	run	slower.	Searching	based	on	file	type	Unix-like	operating
systems	treat	every	object	as	a	file.	The	shell	creates	the	new	output	file	before	it	opens	the	input	file.	The	expect	application	is	an	interpreter	similar	to	the	shell.	ROT13	is	a	well-known	encryption	algorithm.	-regex	'.*\.(py\|sh\)$'	./test.py	script.sh	The	JSFHFY	option	ignores	the	case	for	regular	expression	matches.	Consider	this	example:	$	cat
text.txt	1	2	3	$	out=$(cat	text.txt)	$	echo	$out	1	2	3	#	Lost	spacing	in	1,2,3	$	out="$(cat	text.txt)"	$	echo	$out	1	2	3	[	50	]	Shell	Something	Out	Reading	n	characters	without	pressing	the	return	key	The	bash	command	SFBE	inputs	text	from	the	keyboard	or	standard	input.	Print	users	and	their	default	shells	using	the	IFS	hack:	CJOCBTI
%FTD*MMVTUSBUJPOPG*'4	MJOFSPPUYSPPUSPPUCJOCBTI	PME*'4*'4	*'4	DPVOU	GPSJUFNJOMJOF	EP	VTFSJUFN	TIFMMJUFN	MFUDPVOU	EPOF	*'4PME*'4	FDIPVTFS	TTIFMMJTTIFMM	The	output	will	be	as	follows:	root's	shell	is	/bin/bash	Loops	are	very	useful	in	iterating	through	a	sequence	of	values.	Use	DIBUUS	to	make	a	file	immutable:
#	chattr	+i	file	2.	The	split	command	was	created	to	split	files.	Also,	the	command	requires	a	filename	as	argument.	He	works	as	an	application	developer	and	contributes	to	the	software	in	the	KDE	projects.	Immediately	after	the	filename	is	a	list	of	all	the	times	NBJO	appears	in	that	file:	find	.	There	are	two	methods	to	generate	standard	filenames
for	temporary	data.	Read	more	about	this	at	IUUQDPEBIBMFDPNIPXUPTBGFMZTUPSFBQBTTXPSE.	There	is	a	rich	set	of	tools	for	text	processing.	Parsing	e-mail	address	and	URLs	from	text	How	to	do	it...	A	few	wrong	bits	and	the	ISO	may	be	unreadable,	or,	worse,	it	might	install	applications	that	fail	in	strange	ways.	It	uses	seven	commandline
arguments	to	define	the	input	image,	a	prefix	to	use	for	the	output	files,	the	width	and	height	for	the	intermediate	images,	and	the	starting	offset	into	the	original	image.	Generate	bulk	files	with	a	different	name	pattern:	GPSOBNFJO\ ̂UYU	EP	UPVDIOBNF	EPOF	In	the	preceding	code,	\^	will	be	expanded	to	a	string		.	These	simple	functions	can	be
combined	with	other	commands	to	solve	complex	problems.	This	example	will	search	for	the	main	string	in	a	collection	of	C	files:	ls	*.c	|	xargs	grep	main	[	81	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	to	do	it...	You	can	create	tutorials	of	command-line	hacks	and	tricks	by	recording	the	terminal	sessions.	A	function	is	invoked	using	its	name:	$	fname	;	#	executes
function	3.	We	can	define	sets	easily.	[	36	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	$IBQUFS,	Have	a	Good	Command,	introduces	common	Linux	commands	that	can	be	used	from	the	command	line	or	in	bash	scripts.	Translating	text	from	the	command	line	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Getting	ready	The	GJOE	command	uses	the	following	strategy:	GJOE
descends	through	a	hierarchy	of	files,	matches	files	that	meet	the	specified	criteria,	and	performs	some	actions.	Concatenating	with	cat	The	DBU	command	displays	or	concatenates	the	contents	of	a	file,	but	DBU	is	capable	of	more.	Spawning	a	separate	process	with	subshell	Subshell	quoting	to	preserve	spacing	and	the	newline	character	Reading	n
characters	without	pressing	the	return	key	How	to	do	it...	$	split	-l	10	data.file	The	DTQMJU	utility	splits	files	based	on	context	instead	of	size.	It	is	difficult	to	identify	the	difference	between	tabs	and	spaces	when	viewing	a	file	in	a	text	editor.	Avoid	using	these	in	FUDQSPGJMF	or	)0.&QSPGJMF.	Consider	this	example:	#	Sort	reverse	by	column1	$
sort	-nrk	1	data.txt	4	linux	1000	3	bsd	1000	2	winxp	4000	1	mac	2000	#	-nr	means	numeric	and	reverse	#	Sort	by	column	2	$	sort	-k	2	data.txt	[	100	]	Have	a	Good	Command	3	4	1	2	bsd	linux	mac	winxp	1000	1000	2000	4000	Always	be	careful	about	the	-n	option	for	numeric	sort.	The	previous	examples	demonstrated	using	GJOE	to	list	all	the	files
and	folders	in	a	filesystem	hierarchy.	The	shell	delimits	each	command	or	command	sequence	with	a	semicolon	or	a	new	line.	To	generate	blank	files	in	bulk,	follow	these	steps:	1.	-type	f	-atime	-7	-print	Print	files	that	have	an	access	time	exactly	seven	days	old:	$	find	.	The	TFUVJE	permission	enables	an	executable	file	to	be	executed	effectively	as	its
owner,	even	when	the	executable	is	run	by	another	user.	To	extract	them,	use	their	positions	in	the	lines	as	the	key	format	(in	the	previous	example,	they	are		and	).	[	140	]	File	In,	File	Out	How	to	do	it...	The	DBUO	command	puts	a	line	number	for	each	line	received	from	TUEJO	and	writes	it	into	TUEPVU:	$	cat	a*	|	tee	out.txt	|	cat	-n	cat:	a1:
Permission	denied	1	A2	2	A3	[	26	]	Shell	Something	Out	Use	DBU	to	examine	the	contents	of	PVUUYU:	$	cat	out.txt	A2	A3	Observe	that	DBUB1FSNJTTJPOEFOJFE	does	not	appear,	because	it	was	sent	to	TUEFSS.	If	you	are	running	a	GUIbased	system,	this	will	be	a	terminal	window.	Creating	a	new	fossil	repository	How	to	do	it...	The	bulk	of	the
processing	takes	place	in	the	\^	block,	when	BXL	reads	and	processes	the	rest	of	the	MT	output.	[	127	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	DPNN	command	will	accept	a		character	on	the	command	line	to	read	one	file	from	TUEJO.	The	test	program	is	compatible	with	Bourne	shell,	ash,	dash,	and	others.	The	YBSHT	command	reads	a	list	of	arguments	from	TUEJO
and	executes	a	command	using	these	arguments	in	the	command	line.	I	extend	my	gratitude	to	the	team	at	Packt	Publishing	who	helped	me	in	making	this	book	happen.	Run	the	code	as	follows:	$	./remove_duplicates.sh	How	it	works...	See	also	Posting	to	a	web	page	and	reading	the	response	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	When	"UYU	and	#UYU	are
given	as	arguments	to	the	DPNN	command,	the	output	will	contain	column-1	with	the	set	difference	for	"UYU	with	regard	to	#UYU	and	column-2	will	contain	the	set	difference	for	#UYU	with	regard	to	"UYU.	List	only	directories	including	descendants:	$	find	.	[	70	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Here's	an	example	of	this	command:	$	find	.	Treatment	of
special	characters	Visualizing	regular	expressions	Searching	and	mining	text	inside	a	file	with	grep	How	to	do	it...	It	will	accept	many	simple	date	formats.	Read	the	date:	$	date	Thu	May	20	23:09:04	IST	2010	2.	Unix/Linux	systems	use	the	file	command,	which	examines	the	file's	contents	to	determine	a	file's	type.	This	array	is	indexed	by	the	type	of
file:	PDF,	ASCII,	and	so	on.	Therefore,	TPSUV	is	used	to	filter	[email	protected]	and	[email	protected]	The	UFF	command	is	used	to	pass	filenames	to	the	SN	command	as	well	as	QSJOU.	Related	Products	Table	of	contents	:	CoverCopyrightCreditsAbout	the	AuthorsAbout	the	Reviewerwww.PacktPub.comCustomer	FeedbackTable	of
ContentsPrefaceChapter	1:	Shell	Something	Out	Introduction	Displaying	output	in	a	terminal	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	T:	This	is	the	flag	to	make	the	command	silent	rather	than	printing	other	messages.	To	view	the	previously	submitted	errata,	go	to	IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPNCPPLTDPOUFO	UTVQQPSUand	enter	the	name	of	the	book	in	the
search	field.	By	default,	the	redirection	operates	on	standard	output.	The	output	of	this	sequence	can	be	assigned	to	a	variable.	The	output	of	one	command	can	appear	as	the	input	to	another,	which	passes	its	output	to	another	command,	and	so	on.	Math	with	the	shell	How	to	do	it...	We	used	FDIPF	to	produce	the	input	sequence.	The	list	of
arguments	is	in	a	file	called	BSHTUYU:	$	cat	args.txt	arg1	arg2	arg3	For	the	first	form,	we	execute	the	command	multiple	times	with	one	argument	per	execution.	Logging	with	syslog	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	this	example:	$	cat	file	|	cmd	$	cmd1	|	cmd2	Redirection	from	a	file	to	a	command	We	can	read	data	from	a	file	as	TUEJO	with
the	less-than	symbol	():	$	cmd	<	file	Redirecting	from	a	text	block	enclosed	within	a	script	Text	can	be	redirected	from	a	script	into	a	file.	Add	the	executable	permission	to	a	file,	which	has	the	permission,	SXYSXS:	$	chmod	o+x	filename	This	command	adds	the	Y	permission	for	others.	The	Extended	File	Systems	(ext2,	ext3,	and	ext4)	support	more
attributes.	What	this	book	covers	$IBQUFS,	Shell	Something	Out,	explains	how	to	use	a	command	line,	write	and	debug	bash	scripts,	and	use	pipes	and	shell	configuration.	Set	the	PS4	environment	variable	to	-*/&/0	to	display	actual	line	numbers:	PS4='$LINENO:	'	The	debugging	output	may	be	long.	We	can	use	JG,	JGFMTF,	and	logical	operators	to
perform	tests	and	comparison	operators	to	compare	data	items.	Permissions	can	be	denoted	with	three-digit	octal	numbers	in	which	each	digit	corresponds	to	user,	group,	and	other,	in	that	order.	To	print	contents	of	a	single	file,	execute	the	following	command:	$	cat	file.txt	This	is	a	line	inside	file.txt	This	is	the	second	line	inside	file.txt	[	65	]	Have	a
Good	Command	To	print	contents	of	more	than	one	file,	execute	the	following	command:	$	cat	one.txt	two.txt	This	line	is	from	one.txt	This	line	is	from	two.txt	The	DBU	command	not	only	reads	from	files	and	concatenates	the	data	but	also	reads	from	the	standard	input.	See	also	Web	photo	album	generator	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Use	the	QSJOU
option	of	GJOE	to	produce	an	output	delimited	by	the	null	character	(	=	);	you	use	GJOE	output	as	YBSHT	input.	[	142	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	file	command	provides	more	details	than	we	need,	such	as	image	encoding	and	resolution	(in	the	case	of	an	image	file).	The	$5	campaign	runs	from	December	15th	2020	to	January	13th	2021.	For	example,	to
print	a	list	of	all	files	owned	by	the	TMZOVY	user,	you	can	use	the	following	command:	$	find	.	This	repeat	function	has	an	infinite	XIJMF	loop,	which	attempts	to	run	the	command	passed	as	a	parameter	(accessed	by	!)	to	the	function.	The	GJOE	command	performs	this	search,	using	the	P	option	to	specify	multiple	JOBNF	options	for	case-insensitive
matches.	We	can	also	print	text	to	the	terminal	by	redirecting	to	TUEFSS.	When	using	FDIP	without	quotes,	we	cannot	use	a	semicolon,	as	a	semicolon	is	the	delimiter	between	commands	in	the	Bash	shell:	echo	hello;	hello	From	the	preceding	line,	Bash	takes	FDIPIFMMP	as	one	command	and	the	second	IFMMP	as	the	second	command.	Tracing
dynamic	library	functions	with	ltrace	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	this	example:	JGUIFOFDIP5SVFGJ	DBOCFXSJUUFOBT	JGUFTUWBSFRUIFOFDIP5SVFGJ	[	60	]	Shell	Something	Out	Customizing	bash	with	configuration	files	Most	commands	you	type	on	the	command	line	can	be	placed	in	a	special	file,	to	be	evaluated	when	you	log	in	or
start	a	new	bash	session.	[	99	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	it	works...	Set	the	execution	permission	on	a	script	file	to	make	it	executable:	chmod	755	myScript.sh	./myScript.sh.	Ordinary	and	associative	arrays	differ	in	terms	of	index	type.	The	easiest	way	to	create	a	large	file	of	a	given	size	is	with	the	EE	command.	This	file	will	hold	the	keystrokes
and	the	command	results.	Use	the		operator	for	a	greedy	match,	and	match	GVOCPPLUYU:	$	echo	${VAR%%.*}	The	output	will	be:	IBDL.	To	generate	a	filename	without	creating	a	file	or	directory,	use	this:	$	tmpfile=`mktemp	-u`	$	echo	$tmpfile	/tmp/tmp.RsGmilRpcT	Here,	the	filename	is	stored	in	UNQGJMF,	but	the	file	won't	be	created.	Tracing
system	calls	with	strace	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	He	is	a	software	engineer	working	in	ZCloud	engineering	group	at	Zynga,	India.	Evaluating	from	right	to	left	finds	the	wildcard	match.	The	date	command's	minimum	resolution	is	one	second.																																							Piracy	Piracy	of	copyrighted	material	on	the	Internet	is	an	ongoing	problem	across
all	media.	The	T	string	defines	a	string	substitution	with	left	alignment	(	represents	left	alignment)	and	a		character	width.	If	we	use	a	function	instead	of	an	alias,	we	can	pass	the	argument	to	the	JGDPOGJH,	instead	of	appending	it	to	the	HSFQ:	$>	function	getIP()	{	/sbin/ifconfig	$1	|	grep	'inet	';	}	$>	getIP	eth0	inet	addr:192.168.1.2
Bcast:192.168.255.255	Mask:255.255.0.0	There's	more...	Gigabyte	(1024	MB)	(	We	can	generate	a	file	of	any	size	using	bs.	We	need	to	compare	each	of	the	lines	and	the	following	line	for	size.	Passing	formatted	arguments	to	a	command	by	reading	stdin	Here	is	a	small	FDIP	script	to	make	it	obvious	as	to	how	YBSHT	provides	command	arguments:
CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFDFDIPTI	FDIP		[	83	]	Have	a	Good	Command	When	arguments	are	passed	to	the	DFDIPTI	shell,	it	will	print	the	arguments	terminated	by	the		character.	section	3.	Enter	the	name	of	the	book	in	the	Search	box.	Recursive	right	?	Tuning	a	Linux	system	with	config	files	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Subshell	quoting	to	preserve
spacing	and	the	newline	character	Suppose	we	are	assigning	the	output	of	a	command	to	a	variable	using	a	subshell	or	the	back	quotes	method,	we	must	use	double	quotes	to	preserve	the	spacing	and	the	newline	character	(=O).	First	published:	January	2011	Second	edition:	May	2013	Third	edition:	May	2017	Production	reference:	1250517
1VCMJTIFECZ1BDLU1VCMJTIJOH-UE	-JWFSZ1MBDF	-JWFSZ4USFFU	#JSNJOHIBN	#1#6,	ISBN	978-1-78588-198-5	XXXQBDLUQVCDPN	Credits	Authors	Clif	Flynt	Sarath	Lakshman	Shantanu	Tushar	Copy	Editor	Tom	Jacob	Reviewer	John	Kennedy	Project	Coordinator	Judie	Jose	Commissioning	Editor	Kartikey	Pandey	Proofreader	Safis	Editing
Acquisition	Editor	Larissa	Pinto	Indexer	Tejal	Daruwale	Soni	Content	Development	Editor	Radhika	Atitkar	Graphics	Kirk	D'Penha	Technical	Editor	Nidhisha	Shetty	Production	Coordinator	Nilesh	Mohite	About	the	Authors	Clif	Flynt	has	been	programming	computers	since	1970,	administering	Linux/Unix	systems	since	1985,	and	writing	since	he	was	9
years	old.	It	describes	how	to	perform	common	tasks	such	as	finding	and	searching	files,	explains	complex	system	administration	activities	such	as	monitoring	and	tuning	a	system,	and	discusses	networks,	security,	distribution,	and	how	to	use	the	cloud.	The	&/%\^	block	statements	are	executed	after	all	input	has	been	read.	-type	f	-newer	file.txt	-
print	The	GJOE	command's	timestamp	flags	are	useful	for	writing	backup	and	maintenance	scripts.	We	can	sort	a	set	of	files	(for	example,	GJMFUYU	and	GJMFUYU),	like	this:	$	sort	file1.txt	file2.txt	>	sorted.txt	Alternatively,	use	this:	$	sort	file1.txt	file2.txt	-o	sorted.txt	2.	Note	that	test	is	an	external	program	which	must	be	forked,	while	[	is	an
internal	function	in	Bash	and	thus	more	efficient.	By	default,	FDIP	adds	a	newline	at	the	end	of	every	echo	invocation:	$	echo	"Welcome	to	Bash"	Welcome	to	Bash	Simply,	using	double-quoted	text	with	the	FDIP	command	prints	the	text	in	the	terminal.	Monitoring	disk	activity	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Packt	Publishing	has	endeavored	to	provide
trademark	information	about	all	of	the	companies	and	products	mentioned	in	this	book	by	the	appropriate	use	of	capitals.	It	can	also	be	combined	with	any	other	characters	or	character	classes.	Displaying	output	in	a	terminal	Users	interact	with	the	shell	environment	via	a	terminal	session.	If	we	are	splitting	more	than	one	file,	we'll	want	to	name	the
pieces,	so	it's	obvious	which	goes	with	which.	This	chapter	deals	with	recipes	to	handle	operations	or	properties	related	to	files.	)BDL	matches	)BDL,	)BDLJ,	but	not	)BDL	or	)BDLJM;	only	one	additional	character	matches	This	matches	any	one	of	the	characters	enclosed	in	the	brackets.	By	doing	so,	you	can	save	other	readers	from	frustration	and	help
us	improve	subsequent	versions	of	this	book.	The	CBTF	command	encodes	and	decodes	the	Base64	string.	The	following	example	shows	how	to	list	all	the	tasks	that	are	running	in	a	folder	with	a	file	named	CVOEMFNBLFSEFG:	$	find	-L	/proc	-maxdepth	3	-name	'bundlemaker.def'	2>/dev/null	The	-	option	tells	the	GJOE	command	to	follow	symbolic



links	The	QSPD	is	a	folder	to	start	searching	The	NBYEFQUI	option	limits	the	search	to	only	the	current	folder,	not	subfolders	The	OBNF	CVOEMFNBLFSEFG	option	is	the	file	to	search	for	The		EFWOVMM	redirects	error	messages	about	recursive	loops	to	the	null	device	The	NJOEFQUI	option	is	similar	to	NBYEFQUI,	but	it	sets	the	minimum	depth
for	which	GJOE	will	report	matches.	#	S	to	enable	recursive	traversal	#	M	to	use	relative	path.	For	each	of	the	arguments	supplied	for	the	command,	the	\^	string	will	be	replaced	with	arguments	read	through	TUEJO.	He	has	authored	many	articles	for	the	Linux	For	You	magazine	on	various	domains	of	FOSS	technologies.	Test	if	two	strings	are
identical:	:	This	returns	true	when	TUS	equals	TUS,	that	is,	the	text	contents	of	TUS	and	TUS	are	the	same	:	It	is	an	alternative	method	for	string	equality	check	Test	if	two	strings	are	not	identical:	:	This	returns	true	when	TUS	and	TUS	mismatch	Find	alphabetically	larger	string:	Strings	are	compared	alphabetically	by	comparing	the	ASCII	value	of
the	characters.	Escaping	newline	in	echo	Printing	a	colored	output	Using	variables	and	environment	variables	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	To	find	the	unique	lines	from	a	sorted	file,	use	this:	$	sort	file1.txt	file2.txt	|	uniq	7.	$IBQUFS,	Containers,	Virtual	Machines,	and	the	Cloud,	explains	when	and	how	to	use	containers,	virtual	machines,	and	the
cloud	to	distribute	applications	and	share	data.	To	exploit	them	we	need	to	redirect	a	shell	code	such	as	=YFC=YB=YF=Y=YD=Y=Y,	which	is	written	in	hex.	A	login	shell	is	created	when	you	log	in	to	a	machine.	Using	UZQF,	we	can	tell	the	GJOE	command	to	match	only	files	of	a	specified	type.	Tuning	a	Linux	system	with	config	files	Getting	ready
How	to	do	it...	It	will	show	an	error	if	no	space	is	provided.	The	file	is	now	immutable.	They	are	useful	for	setting	paths	that	must	be	inherited	by	other	bash	instances.	In	many	respects,	the	YBSHT	command	is	similar	to	the	actions	performed	by	the	GJOE	command's		FYFD	option:	Converting	multiple	lines	of	input	to	a	single-line	output:	Xarg's
default	FDIP	command	can	be	used	to	convert	multiple-line	input	to	single-line	text,	like	this:	$	cat	example.txt	#	Example	file	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	$	cat	example.txt	|	xargs	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	Converting	single-line	into	multiple-line	output:	The	O	argument	to	YBSHT	limits	the	number	of	elements	placed	on	each	command	line	invocation.
168	169	169	170	170	171	171	172	173	173	173	174	174	175	177	177	178	178	179	179	180	181	182	182	183	183	Position	markers	Identifiers	Count	modifiers	Other	There's	more...	A	declaration	statement	is	required	to	define	a	variable	name	as	an	associative	array:	$	declare	-A	ass_array	After	the	declaration,	elements	are	added	to	the	associative
array	using	either	of	these	two	methods:	Inline	index-value	list	method:	$	ass_array=([index1]=val1	[index2]=val2)	[	31	]	Shell	Something	Out	Separate	index-value	assignments:	$	ass_array[index1]=val1	$	ass_array'index2]=val2	For	example,	consider	the	assignment	of	prices	for	fruits,	using	an	associative	array:	$	declare	-A	fruits_value	$
fruits_value=([apple]='100	dollars'	[orange]='150	dollars')	Display	the	contents	of	an	array:	$	echo	"Apple	costs	${fruits_value[apple]}"	Apple	costs	100	dollars	Listing	of	array	indexes	Arrays	have	indexes	for	indexing	each	of	the	elements.	In	each	of	the	MTM	output	lines,	the	string	TMZOVYVTFST	corresponds	to	the	user	and	group.	We	can	use
SFBE	to	acquire	input	from	the	user	interactively,	but	SFBE	is	capable	of	more.	By	comparing	the	checksum	of	the	file	we	downloaded	with	the	checksum	calculated	by	the	distributer,	we	can	verify	that	the	received	file	is	correct.	Listing	the	top	ten	CPU–	consuming	processes	in	an	hour	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	width	specifies	the	number	of
characters	reserved	for	the	string.	Group	(permission	string:	SXY):	The	second	set	of	three	characters	specifies	the	group	permissions.	Adding	and	committing	changes	with	git	How	to	do	it...	For	example,	the	http	server	may	be	initiated	during	the	boot	sequence	by	root,	but	the	task	should	be	owned	by	the	IUUQE	user.	If	you'd	like	to	join	our	team
of	regular	reviewers,	you	can	e-mail	us	at	DVTUPNFSSFWJFXT!QBDLUQVCDPN.	Even	trickier	is	when	we	have	a	file	with	letters	and	numbers	and	we	want	to	sum	the	numbers:	$	cat	test.txt	first	1	second	2	third	3	We	can	use	US	to	strip	out	the	letters	with	the	E	option,	then	replace	the	spaces	with	:	$	cat	test.txt	|	tr	-d	[a-z]	|	echo	"total:	$[$(tr	'	'
'+')]"	total:	6	Character	classes	The	US	command	can	use	different	character	classes	as	sets.	O:	This	specifies	the	number	of	digits	to	be	used	as	suffix.	For	example,	if	the	GJOE	command	finds	two	files	with	the	SPPU	owner	it	will	change	both	so	they're	owned	by	TMZOVY:	#	find	.	for	MB,	(	for	GB,	D	for	byte,	and	X	for	word.	is	the	word-start	marker
character	and	the		character	is	the	word-end	marker.	Add	the	Y	option	to	enable	debug	tracing	of	a	shell	script.	[	xvii	]	344	344	346	346	346	347	348	348	348	349	349	351	352	353	354	356	356	357	357	357	358	358	359	359	360	361	362	363	363	365	366	366	366	369	369	370	371	372	372	372	There's	more	Highlighting	the	differences	in	the	watch
output	Logging	access	to	files	and	directories	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Even	robust	protocols	such	as	TCP	can	allow	a	file	to	be	modified	in	transit.	A	shell	script	typically	begins	with	a	shebang:	CJOCBTI	Shebang	is	a	line	on	which		is	prefixed	to	the	interpreter	path.	Long	ago,	we	had	to	split	files	to	transport	large	datasets	on	floppy	disks.	Making
a	video	from	a	set	of	still	images	How	to	do	it...	Slicing	filenames	based	on	extensions	Many	shell	scripts	perform	actions	that	involve	modifying	filenames.	Directories	have	a	special	permission	called	a	sticky	bit.	Examining	disk	health	Getting	ready	[	xviii	]	373	373	373	373	373	374	375	375	376	377	377	377	377	378	379	379	380	381	382	382	382	384
384	384	385	385	386	387	387	387	388	388	389	389	389	390	391	391	391	How	to	do	it...	The	default	action	is	to	print	the	names	of	files	and	folders,	which	can	be	specified	with	the	QSJOU	option.	Use	the	following	to	get	a	summary	of	files	in	the	current	folder:	GPSEJOAGJOEUZQFEA	EP	FDIPAGJOEEUZQFG]XDMAGJMFTJOE	EPOF	If	this	script	is
run	in	WBSMPH,	it	will	generate	output	like	this:	103	files	in	.	It	can	be	UYU	or	any	other	wildcard	pattern.	It	is	defined	by	the	EFDMBSF"TUBUBSSBZ	command.	$IBQUFS,	The	Old-Boy	Network,	explains	how	to	configure	and	debug	network	issues,	share	a	network,	and	create	a	VPN.	After	the	line	is	cleared,	the	script	echoes	the	new	value.	Let's	go
through	the	various	options	and	usage	techniques.	In	such	cases,	one	might	want	to	run	a	command	repeatedly	until	it	succeeds.	Passing	formatted	arguments	to	a	command	by	reading	stdin	Using	xargs	with	find	Counting	the	number	of	lines	of	C	code	in	a	source	code	directory	While	and	subshell	trick	with	stdin	Translating	with	tr	Getting	ready
How	to	do	it...	-name	'*.c'	|	xargs	-I	^	sh	-c	"echo	-ne	'	^:	';	grep	main	^"	Translating	with	tr	The	US	command	is	a	versatile	tool	in	the	Unix	command–warrior's	kit.	$	echo	${URL##*.}	#	Remove	left	to	rightmost	(Greedy	operator)	com	part	before	*.	Only	the	hash	for	a	password	is	stored.	However,	if	you	prefer	a	third-party	server,	you	can	modify
FUDSFTPMWDPOG	to	point	to	that	DNS.	It	can	make	files	immutable,	as	well	as	modify	attributes	to	tune	filesystem	sync	or	compression.	Subshell		tricks	can	be	used	in	a	variety	of	problematic	environments.	:	This	returns	true	when	TUS	is	alphabetically	greater	than	TUS	:	This	returns	true	when	TUS	is	alphabetically	lesser	than	TUS	A	space	is
required	after	and	before	;	if	it	is	not	provided,	it	is	not	a	comparison,	but	it	becomes	an	assignment	statement.	We	can	use	any	date	formatting	options	to	print	the	output.	The	split	command	supports	.	If	the	checksums	of	two	files	are	the	same,	they	are	confirmed	to	be	duplicates	and	are	printed.	The	DNE	command	will	not	see	the	directory	change.
Renaming	and	moving	files	in	bulk	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	MTM4	lists	the	details	of	the	files	in	the	current	folder	sorted	by	file	size.	It	performs	substitution	of	characters,	deletes	selected	characters,	and	can	squeeze	repeated	characters	from	the	standard	input.	Convert	the	two	date	strings	to	epoch	and	take	the	difference	between	the	epoch
values.	How	it	works...Chapter	4:	Texting	and	Driving	Introduction	Using	regular	expressions	How	to	do	it...	How	it	works...Chapter	6:	Repository	Management	Introduction	Creating	a	new	git	repository	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	this	example:	$	date	"+%d	%B	%Y"	20	May	2010	[	37	]	Shell	Something	Out	4.	When	you	use	the	U	option,
the	script	command	sends	timing	data	to	TUEPVU.	Defining	associative	arrays	Listing	of	array	indexes	Visiting	aliases	How	to	do	it...	The	characters	inside	the	square	brackets	represent	a	set	of	characters.	Each	time,	\^	is	replaced	with	arguments	one	by	one.	[	80	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Playing	with	xargs	Unix	commands	accept	data	either	from
the	standard	input	(TUEJO)	or	as	command	line	arguments.	To	prevent	this,	we	get	the	PIDs	of	the	processes	using	,	which	in	Bash	holds	the	PID	of	the	last	background	process.	It's	based	on	the	TCL	language.	The	date	command	can	be	used	to	time	how	long	it	takes	a	set	of	commands	to	execute:	#!/bin/bash	#Filename:	time_take.sh	start=$(date
+%s)	commands;	statements;	end=$(date	+%s)	difference=$((	end	-	start))	echo	Time	taken	to	execute	commands	is	$difference	seconds.	See	also	Chapter	5:	Tangled	Web?	Parallel	pings	Using	fping	See	also	Running	commands	on	a	remote	host	with	SSH	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	BXL	reads	the	output	of	MTM4	and	performs	comparisons	on
columns	and	rows	of	the	input	text	to	find	duplicate	files.	The	YBSHT	command	will	be	discussed	in	more	detail	later:	$>	echo	"test"	>	"file	name"	$>	find	.	Files	may	be	modified	deliberately	(adding	a	new	user	changes	the	password	file),	accidentally	(a	data	read	error	from	a	CDROM	drive),	or	maliciously	(a	virus	is	inserted).	First	we'll	display	the
hierarchy	as	a	tree,	then	we'll	see	how	to	generate	a	summary	of	files	and	folders	under	a	directory.	Invoking	a	command	for	each	file	is	a	lot	of	overhead.	Instead	of	writing	continuous	character	sequences,	we	can	use	the	TUBSUDIBS	FOEDIBS	format.	To	use	the	first	character	as	the	key,	use	this:	$	sort	-nk	1,1	data.txt	To	make	the	sort's	output
YBSHT	compatible	with	the	=	terminator,	use	this	command:	$	sort	-z	data.txt	|	xargs	-0	#	Use	zero	terminator	to	make	safe	use	with	xargs	Sometimes,	the	text	may	contain	unnecessary	extraneous	characters	such	as	spaces.	Consider	this	example:	cmd_output=$(ls	|	cat	-n)	echo	$cmd_output	Another	method,	called	back	quotes	(some	people	also
refer	to	it	as	back	tick)	can	also	be	used	to	store	the	command	output:	cmd_output=`COMMANDS`	Consider	this	example:	cmd_output=`ls	|	cat	-n`	echo	$cmd_output	Back	quote	is	different	from	the	single-quote	character.	CJOCBTI	is	the	interpreter	command	path	for	Bash.	The	YBSHT	program	solves	this	problem.	To	make	the	files	immutable,
follow	these	steps:	1.	An	IFS	is	a	delimiter	for	a	special	purpose.	The	NLUFNQ	command	will	create	a	unique	temporary	file	or	folder	name:	1.	We	can	make	use	of	shebang	in	a	trickier	way	to	debug	scripts.	Define	a	function	in	the	following	way:	SFQFBU	\	XIJMFUSVF	EP	!SFUVSO	EPOF	^	Alternatively,	add	this	to	your	shell's	SD	file	for	ease	of	use:
SFQFBU	\XIJMFUSVFEP!SFUVSOEPOF^	[	52	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	it	works...	=	and=	are	used	to	treat	OBNF	UYUPOBNF		QEG	as	a	single	unit.	These	commands	are	read	from	a	shell	script	at	_CBTISD	(or	_[email	protected]	for	login	shells),	located	in	the	home	directory	of	the	user.																																														You	can	download	the	code	files
by	following	these	steps:	1.	Sending	one	message	to	one	user	Holding	a	conversation	with	another	user	Sending	a	message	to	all	users	The	/proc	filesystem	How	to	do	it...	First,	change	the	ownership	to	the	user	that	needs	to	execute	it	and	then	log	in	as	the	user.	[	33	]	Shell	Something	Out	Escaping	aliases	Given	how	easy	it	is	to	create	an	alias	to
masquerade	as	a	native	command,	you	should	not	run	aliased	commands	as	a	privileged	user.	specifies	the	start	of	the	string.	The	ms5sum	and	sha1sum	programs	generate	checksum	strings	by	applying	the	corresponding	algorithm	to	the	data.	The	NLUFNQ	command	is	straightforward.	4"-5	is	an	extra	string	used	to	obfuscate	and	make	the
encryption	stronger.	Typing	errors	have	the	potential	to	do	more	damage	when	your	shell	has	more	privileges.	Create	an	alias:	$	alias	new_command='command	sequence'	This	example	creates	a	shortcut	for	the	BQUHFUJOTUBMM	command:	$	alias	install='sudo	apt-get	install'	Once	the	alias	is	defined,	we	can	type	JOTUBMM	instead	of
TVEPBQUHFU	JOTUBMM.	The	new	files	are	named	YBC,	YBD,	YBE,	and	so	on.	If	the	command	accepts	multiple	arguments	(as	DIPXO	does)	you	can	terminate	the	command	with	a	plus	(	)	instead	of	a	semicolon.	[	137	]	File	In,	File	Out	Getting	ready	The	UPVDI	command	creates	blank	files	or	modifies	the	timestamp	of	existing	files.	Thus	"A"	is	less
than	"a",	and	"AAa"	is	less	than	"Aaa".	Web	interface	to	fossil	How	to	do	it...	Compressing	data	with	gzip	How	to	do	it...	Debugging	information	can	be	read	to	understand	what	caused	the	program	to	behave	in	an	unexpected	fashion.	We	calculate	the	NETVN	value	of	the	duplicates	and	print	one	file	from	each	group	of	duplicates	by	finding	unique
lines,	comparing	NETVN	from	each	line	using	X	(the	first	32	characters	in	the	NETVN	output;	usually,	the	NETVN	output	consists	of	a	32-character	hash	followed	by	the	filename).	The	sticky	bit	is	set	with	the	U	option	to	DINPE:	$	chmod	a+t	directory_name	Applying	permissions	recursively	to	files	Sometimes,	you	may	need	to	change	the	permissions
of	all	the	files	and	directories	inside	the	current	directory	recursively.	If	the	program	asks	for	input	in	a	changing	order,	or	some	inputs	are	not	always	required,	these	methods	fail.	Given	that	some	applications	modify	a	file	by	creating	a	new	file	and	then	deleting	the	original,	the	creation	date	may	not	be	accurate.	!	-name	"*.txt"	-print	This	will	match
all	the	files	whose	names	do	not	end	in	UYU.	This	book	focuses	on	Linux	and	bash.	When	using	Y	or	set	Y,	the	debugging	output	is	sent	to	TUEFSS.	We	have	played	some	tricks	on	the	way	to	the	solution.	[	96	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Cryptographic	tools	and	hashes	Encryption	techniques	are	used	to	protect	data	from	unauthorized	access.	The
previous	example	used		to	redirect	TUEFSS	to	UJNJOHMPH.	Evaluating	from	the	left	to	right	should	make	the	wildcard	match.	[8]	Shell	Something	Out	Getting	ready	Commands	are	typed	and	executed	in	a	terminal	session.	The	kill	family	of	commands	Capturing	and	responding	to	signals	Sending	messages	to	user	terminals	Getting	ready	How	to	do
it...	Most	file	repositories	include	an	NE	or	TIB	file	you	can	use	to	verify	that	files	were	downloaded	correctly.	Making	commands	quicker	by	running	parallel	processes	Computing	power	constantly	increases	not	only	because	processors	have	higher	clock	cycles	but	also	because	they	have	multiple	cores.	By	sending	the	equivalent	string	for	the
characters	typed	by	the	user,	we	can	automate	passing	input	to	the	interactive	processes.	Getting	and	setting	dates	and	delays	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	It	is	also	possible	to	specify	a	suffix	length	using	B	length:	$	split	-b	10k	data.file	-d	-a	4	$	ls	data.file	x0009	x0019	x0029	x0039	x0049	[	105	]	x0059	x0069	x0079	Have	a	Good	Command	There's
more...	To	send	us	general	feedback,	simply	e-mail	GFFECBDL!QBDLUQVCDPN,	and	mention	the	book's	title	in	the	subject	of	your	message.	However,	we	may	require	only	some	portions	of	the	source	lines	to	be	observed.	He	had	made	a	contribution	to	several	different	open	source	projects	during	his	multiple	Google	Summer	of	Code	projects.	These
recipes	will	demonstrate	ways	of	splitting	files	in	different	chunks.	-type	f	-print0	|	xargs	-0	ls	-l	-rw-rw-rw-.	An	example	of	this	command	is	as	follows:	$	md5deep	-rl	directory_path	>	directory.md5	The	S	option	allows	md5deep	to	recurse	into	sub-directories.	The	TIBTVN	command	calculates	an	SHA-1	DIFDLTVN.	These	are	also	used	to	generate	a
unique	key	from	a	given	data:	$	md5sum	file	8503063d5488c3080d4800ff50850dc9	file	$	sha1sum	file	1ba02b66e2e557fede8f61b7df282cd0a27b816b	file	These	hashes	are	commonly	used	to	store	passwords.	For	more	details	on	salt,	refer	to	this	Wikipedia	page	at	IUUQFOXJLJQF	EJBPSHXJLJ[email	protected]	DSZQUPHSBQIZ.	Input	can	be	TUEJO,
a	device	file,	a	regular	file,	and	so	on.	Collecting	information	about	logged	in	users,	boot	logs,	and	boot	failures	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	[	option	generates	zero-byte-terminated	output:	$	uniq	-z	file.txt	This	command	removes	all	the	files,	with	filenames	read	from	GJMFTUYU:	$	uniq	-z	file.txt	|	xargs	-0	rm	If	a	filename	appears	multiple	time,
the	VOJR	command	writes	the	filename	only	once	to	TUEPVU,	thus	avoiding	a	SNDBOOPUSFNPWF'*-&/".&/PTVDIGJMFPS	EJSFDUPSZ	error.	The	following	statement	will	read	n	characters	from	input	into	the	[email	protected]	variable:	read	-n	number_of_chars	variable_name	Consider	this	example:	$	read	-n	2	var	$	echo	$var	2.	This	changes	the
file's	name,	but	not	its	extension:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFSFOBNFTI	%FTD3FOBNFKQHBOEQOHGJMFT	DPVOU	GPSJNHJOAGJOEJOBNF	QOH	PJOBNF	KQH	UZQFGNBYEFQUIA	EP	OFXJNBHFDPVOU\JNH	^	FDIP3FOBNJOHJNHUPOFX	NWJNHOFX	MFUDPVOU	EPOF	The	output	is	as	follows:	$	./rename.sh	Renaming	hack.jpg	to	image-1.jpg	Renaming
new.jpg	to	image-2.jpg	Renaming	next.png	to	image-3.png	The	preceding	script	renames	all	the	KQH	and	QOH	files	in	the	current	directory	to	new	filenames	in	the	format	JNBHFKQH,	JNBHFKQH,	JNBHFQOH,	JNBHFQOH,	and	so	on.	These	characters	cannot	be	typed	directly	on	the	keyboard	as	keys	for	these	characters	are	not	present.	$	cat	a*	2>
err.txt	#stderr	is	redirected	to	err.txt	A2	A3	$	cat	err.txt	cat:	a1:	Permission	denied	Some	commands	generate	output	that	we	want	to	process	and	also	save	for	future	reference	or	other	processing.	Mixtures	of	tabs	and	spaces	may	look	similar	in	an	editor,	but	appear	as	different	indentations	to	the	interpreter.	See	also	Password-less	auto-login	with
SSH	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	To	explicitly	take	a	specific	file	descriptor,	you	must	prefix	the	descriptor	number	to	the	operator.	This	recipe	describes	finding	duplicate	files	and	performing	operations	based	on	the	result.	[	94	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Checksum	for	directories	Checksums	are	calculated	for	files.	In	the	following	example,	UYU
matches	all	the	file	or	folder	names	ending	with	UYU	and	prints	them.	It's	common	to	customize	your	shell	by	putting	function	definitions,	aliases,	and	environment	variable	settings	in	one	of	these	files.	This	program	is	in	worldwide	use	to	control	hardware	tests,	validate	software	builds,	query	router	statistics,	and	much	more.	See	also	Twitter
command-line	client	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Adding	a	delay	Let's	say	you	are	using	SFQFBU	to	download	a	file	from	the	Internet	which	is	not	available	right	now,	but	will	be	after	some	time.	Print	only	the	lines	that	are	uncommon	between	the	two	files	by	removing	column	:	$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	apple	carrot	cookies	iron	silver	steel	-3	This	output
uses	two	columns	with	blanks	to	show	the	unique	lines	in	file1	and	file2.	With	US,	a	one–liner	does	the	trick.	The	EE	command	can	be	used	to	measure	the	speed	of	memory	operations	by	transferring	a	large	quantity	of	data	to	EFWOVMM	and	checking	the	command	output	(for	example,	CZUFT	.#DPQJFET.#T,	as	seen	in	the	previous	example).
Generating	difference	against	directories	Using	head	and	tail	for	printing	the	last	or	first	10	lines	How	to	do	it...	Let's	run	the	previous	command	with	the	[email	protected]	prefix:	$	split	-b	10k	data.file	-d	-a	4	split_file	$	ls	data.file	split_file0002	split_file0005	strtok.c	split_file0000	split_file0003	split_file0006	split_file0001	split_file0004	split_file0007
split_file0008	split_file0009	To	split	files	based	on	the	number	of	lines	in	each	split	rather	than	chunk	size,	use	this:	-l	no_of_lines:	#	Split	into	files	of	10	lines	each.	To	create	a	symbolic	link	run	the	following	command:	$	ln	-s	target	symbolic_link_name	Consider	this	example:	$	ln	-l	-s	/var/www/	~/web	This	creates	a	symbolic	link	(called	web)	in	the
current	user's	home	directory,	which	points	to	WBSXXX.	Even	so,	most	of	these	scripts	will	run	on	both	Linux	and	Unix,	using	bash,	sh,	ash,	dash,	ksh,	or	other	sh	style	shells.	Log	in	or	register	to	our	website	using	your	e-mail	address	and	password.	[	101	]	Have	a	Good	Command	uniq	The	VOJR	command	finds	the	unique	lines	in	a	given	input	(TUEJO
or	a	filename	command	line	argument)	and	either	reports	or	removes	the	duplicated	lines.	Making	files	immutable	The	Read,	Write,	Execute,	and	Setuid	fields	are	common	to	all	Linux	file	systems.	Getting	ready	The	SFOBNF	command	changes	filenames	using	Perl	regular	expressions.	When	a	terminal	is	opened,	a	prompt	is	displayed.	Deleting
characters	using	tr	The	US	command	has	an	option	E	to	delete	a	set	of	characters	that	appear	on	TUEJO	using	the	specified	set	of	characters	to	be	deleted,	as	follows:	$	cat	file.txt	|	tr	-d	'[set1]'	#Only	set1	is	used,	not	set2	Consider	this	example:	$	echo	"Hello	123	world	456"	|	tr	-d	'0-9'	Hello	world	#	Removes	the	numbers	from	stdin	and	print	[	89	]
Have	a	Good	Command	Complementing	character	sets	We	can	use	a	set	to	complement	TFU	using	the	D	flag.	-type	f	-user	root	-exec	chown	slynux	{}	\;	Note	that	the	command	is	terminated	with	=.																										About	the	Reviewer	John	Kennedy	has	been	a	UNIX	and	Linux	system	administrator	since	1997.	When	a	zero-byte	terminator,	=,	is	used
as	the	delimiter	character,	the	full	line	including	spaces	is	interpreted	as	a	single	argument.	Getting	ready	Dates	can	be	printed	in	a	variety	of	formats.	They	may	need	to	rename	the	files	and	preserve	the	extension,	or	convert	files	from	one	format	to	another	and	change	the	extension,	while	preserving	the	name,	extracting	a	portion	of	the	filename,
and	so	on.	To	produce	the	unique	lines	(all	lines	in	the	input	are	printed	and	duplicate	lines	are	printed	once),	use	this:	$	cat	sorted.txt	bash	foss	hack	hack	$	uniq	sorted.txt	bash	foss	hack	Alternatively,	use	this:	$	sort	unsorted.txt	|	uniq	Display	only	unique	lines	(the	lines	that	are	not	repeated	or	duplicated	in	the	input	file):	$	uniq	-u	sorted.txt	bash
foss	Alternatively,	use	this	command:	$	sort	unsorted.txt	|	uniq	-u	To	count	how	many	times	each	of	the	lines	appears	in	the	file,	use	the	following	command:	$	sort	unsorted.txt	|	uniq	-c	1	bash	1	foss	2	hack	To	find	duplicate	lines	in	the	file,	use	this:	$	sort	unsorted.txt	hack	|	uniq	-d	[	102	]	Have	a	Good	Command	To	specify	keys,	we	can	use	a
combination	of	the	T	and	X	arguments:	T:	This	specifies	the	number	for	the	first	N	characters	to	be	skipped	X:	This	specifies	the	maximum	number	of	characters	to	be	compared	The	following	example	describes	using	the	comparison	key	as	the	index	for	the	VOJR	operation:	$	cat	data.txt	u:01:gnu	d:04:linux	u:01:bash	u:01:hack	To	test	only	the	bold
characters	(skip	the	first	two	characters	and	use	the	next	two)	we	use		T	to	skip	the	first	characters	and	X	to	use	the	next	two:	$	sort	data.txt	|	uniq	-s	2	-w	2	d:04:linux	u:01:bash	When	the	output	from	one	command	is	passed	as	input	to	the	YBSHT	command,	it's	best	to	use	a	zero-byte	terminator	for	each	element	of	data.	Usually,	the	user's	permission
is	SX	for	a	data	file	and	SXY	for	a	script	or	executable.	Shadow	passwords	are	usually	salted	passwords.	A	typical	line	in	FUDTIBEPX	will	look	like	this:	test:$6$fG4eWdUi$ohTKOlEUzNk77.4S8MrYe07NTRV4M3LrJnZP9p.qc1bR5c.	Getting	ready	Unix	and	Linux	support	several	checksum	programs,	but	the	most	robust	and	widely	used	algorithms	are
MD5	and	SHA-1.	Deleting	based	on	file	matches	The	GJOE	command's	EFMFUF	flag	removes	files	that	are	matched	instead	of	displaying	them.	List-oriented	GPS	loop:	GPSWBSJOMJTU	EP	DPNNBOETVTFWBS	EPOF	A	list	can	be	a	string	or	a	sequence	of	values.	$IBQUFS,	Administration	Calls,	explains	how	to	manage	tasks,	send	messages	to	users,
schedule	automated	tasks,	document	your	work,	and	use	terminals	effectively.	On	folders,	this	defines	whether	the	files	in	the	folder	can	be	accessed.	Listing	all	available	machines	on	a	network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	See	also	Compressing	or	decompressing	JavaScript	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	It	can	split	based	on	line	count	or	regular
expression	pattern.	Getting	rid	of	extra	blank	lines	Displaying	tabs	as	^I	Line	numbers	Recording	and	playing	back	terminal	sessions	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	regex	Description	Example	?	Sarath	Lakshman	is	a	27	year	old	who	was	bitten	by	the	Linux	bug	during	his	teenage	years.	[4]	Preface	Customer	support	Now	that	you	are	the	proud	owner
of	a	Packt	book,	we	have	a	number	of	things	to	help	you	to	get	the	most	from	your	purchase.	The	files	owned	by	a	specific	user	can	be	found	with	the	VTFS64&3	option.	Checksums	are	useful	to	verify	the	integrity	of	files	downloaded	from	the	Internet.	This	command	concatenates	data	from	the	files	specified	as	command-line	arguments	and	sends
that	data	to	TUEPVU.	How	to	do	it...	The	parallel	command	reads	a	list	of	files	on	TUEJO	and	uses	options	similar	to	the	find	command's	FYFD	argument	to	process	these	files.	The	output	is	redirected	to	PVUUYU.	Adding	and	committing	changes	with	git	How	to	do	it...	-type	f	-size	-2k	#	Files	having	size	2	kilobytes	$	find	.	Who	this	book	is	for
Everyone,	from	novice	users	to	experienced	admins,	will	find	useful	information	in	this	book.	It	stores	the	count	of	files	of	the	same	type	in	an	associative	array.	The	code	will	look	like	the	following:	$>	env	PWD=/home/clif/ShellCookBook	HOME=/home/clif	SHELL=/bin/bash	#	...	When	Bell	Labs	created	an	interactive	user	interface	for	the	brand	new
Unix	operating	system,	it	had	a	unique	feature.	Excluding	files	while	archiving	with	rsync	Deleting	non-existent	files	while	updating	rsync	backup	Scheduling	backups	at	intervals	Differential	archives	How	to	do	it...	[	54	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	The	option	will	force	it	to	follow	symbolic	links.	For	example,	the	command	terminal	we	use	is
associated	with	a	device	file.	How	it	works	There's	more	391	394	394	394	395	396	396	Chapter	10:	Administration	Calls	397	Introduction	Gathering	information	about	processes	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Within	the	GPS	loop,	it	creates	a	set	of	image	files	and	stores	the	names	in	a	file	named	UNQ'JMFT.	We	used	QFSN	to	find	files	that	do	not	have
proper	permissions.	He	is	a	life	hacker	who	loves	to	explore	innovations.	We	also	have	other	code	bundles	from	our	rich	catalog	of	books	and	videos	available	at	IUUQTHJUIVCDPN1BDLU1VCMJTIJOH.	One	example	is	to	make	the	FUDSFTPMWDPOG	file	immutable.	It	has	options	to	suppress	one	more	column,	making	it	easy	to	perform	intersection
and	difference	operations.	To	sort	by	months	(in	the	order	Jan,	Feb,	March,...),	use	this:	$	sort	-M	months.txt	5.	The	following	command	will	copy	all	the	UYU	files	that	are	older	than	10	days	to	a	directory	0-%:	$	find	.	Hover	the	mouse	pointer	on	the	SUPPORT	tab	at	the	top.	How	it	works	Tuning	the	Linux	kernel	with	sysctl	Getting	started	How	to	do
it...	The		operator	extracts	the	extension	from	the	filename.	The	following	example	shows	the	result	of	the	command:	$	ls	list.txt	new.PY	new.txt	next.jpg	test.py	$	find	.	The	TFUVJE	is	only	valid	for	Linux	ELF	binaries.	/etc/bash.bashrc	$HOME/.bashrc	Run	a	shell	script	like	this:	$>	cat	myscript.sh	#!/bin/bash	echo	"Running"	None	of	these	files	will	be
sourced	unless	you	have	defined	the	#"4)@&/7	environment	variable:	$>	export	BASH_ENV=~/.bashrc	$>	./myscript.sh	Use	TTI	to	run	a	single	command,	as	with	the	following:	ssh	192.168.1.100	ls	/tmp	This	will	start	a	bash	shell	which	will	evaluate	FUDCBTICBTISD	and	)0.&CBTISD,	but	not	FUDQSPGJMF	or	QSPGJMF.	-type	f	-name	"*.swp"	-delete
[	78	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Executing	a	command	The	GJOE	command	can	be	coupled	with	many	of	the	other	commands	using	the	FYFD	option.	See	also	Downloading	a	video	from	the	Internet	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	third	column	contains	the	common	lines	from	"UYU	and	#UYU.	Systems	administrators	and	cluster	managers	will	find
recipes	for	using	containers,	virtual	machines,	and	the	cloud	to	make	their	job	easier.	Let's	use	this	example:	VAR=hack.fun.book.txt	The		operator	performs	a	nongreedy	match	from	left	to	right	and	matches	IBDL:	$	echo	${VAR#*.}	The	output	will	be:	GVOCPPLUYU.	Identifying	a	resource	hog	with	pidstat	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	this
example:	alias	l	"ls	-l"	/etc/bash.bashrc	/etc/bashrc	[	62	]	Shell	Something	Out	Use	these	files	to	hold	personal	settings.	Suppose	Q	and	W	are	the	options	available,	and	L/	is	another	option	that	takes	a	number.	Associative	arrays	can	be	used	when	the	data	is	organized	by	a	string,	for	example,	host	names.	By	default,	the	GJOE	command	will	not	follow
symbolic	links.	Define	aliases	and	functions	here	if	you	want	them	available	in	an	X11	terminal	session:	$HOME/.bashrc,	/etc/bash.bashrc	Exported	variables	and	functions	are	propagated	to	subordinate	shells,	but	aliases	are	not.	For	more	information,	refer	to	IUUQFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ(/[email	protected]@(VBSE.	We	can	use	various	units	for
blocksize	(bs).	Linear	arrays	(lists)	and	associative	arrays,	are	not	supported	in	all	shells.	Each	index	holds	the	count	for	that	type	of	file.	Getting	ready	The	TPSU	and	VOJR	commands	accept	input	as	filenames	or	from	TUEJO	(standard	input)	and	output	the	result	by	writing	to	TUEPVU.	Recursively	searching	many	files	Ignoring	case	in	patterns	grep
by	matching	multiple	patterns	Including	and	excluding	files	in	a	grep	search	Using	grep	with	xargs	with	the	zero-byte	suffix	Silent	output	for	grep	Printing	lines	before	and	after	text	matches	Cutting	a	file	column-wise	with	cut	How	to	do	it...	If	the	input	parameter	(JG)	is	not	specified,	dd	will	read	input	from	TUEJO.	SSH	with	compression	Redirecting
data	into	stdin	of	remote	host	shell	commands	Running	graphical	commands	on	a	remote	machine	How	to	do	it...	And	many	more	lines	The	recipes	in	this	book	run	on	any	Linux-based	computer—from	a	Raspberry	Pi	to	IBM	Big	Iron.	To	check	whether	a	file	is	already	sorted,	we	exploit	the	fact	that	TPSU	returns	an	exit	code	()	of	0	if	the	file	is	sorted
and	nonzero	otherwise.	-mindepth	2	-name	"f*"	-print	./dir1/dir2/file1	./dir3/dir4/f2	[	74	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Files	with	names	starting	with	G	in	the	current	directory	or	in	EJS	and	EJS	will	not	be	printed.	Your	exceptional	support	was	greatly	appreciated.	If	a	[email	protected]	or	[email	protected]	file	is	present,	a	QSPGJMF	file	will	not	be	read.
The	BMJBT	command	is	temporary:	aliases	exist	until	we	close	the	current	terminal.	Automated	FTP	transfer	SFTP	(Secure	FTP)	The	rsync	command	SCP	(secure	copy	program)	Recursive	copying	with	scp	See	also	Connecting	to	a	wireless	network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Variable	substitution,	which	is	discussed	in	the	next	recipe,	will	not	work
within	single	quotes.	By	sending	the	encrypted	text	again	to	the	same	ROT13	function,	we	get	this:	$	echo	ge	pnzr,	ge	fnj,	ge	pbadhrerq.	6.	How	it	works	There's	moreChapter	10:	Administration	Calls	Introduction	Gathering	information	about	processes	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	previous	examples	showed	how	to	use	YBSHT	to	organize	a	set	of
data.	A	better	method	for	timing	commands	is	the	UJNF	command:	UJNFDPNNBOE0S4DSJQU/BNF.	If	you	find	a	mistake	in	one	of	our	books—maybe	a	mistake	in	the	text	or	the	code—we	would	be	grateful	if	you	could	report	this	to	us.	If	a	link	references	a	link	that	points	to	the	original,	GJOE	will	be	stuck	in	a	loop.	The	FDIP	command	accepts
escape	sequences	in	double-quoted	strings	as	an	argument.	The	while	loop	syntax	looks	like	this:	XIJMFSFBEMJOF	EPTPNFUIJOH	EPOFGJMFOBNF	For	this	script,	we	use	the	output	of	the	find	command	instead	of	a	file	as	input	to	XIJMF.	Finding	a	container	Downloading	a	container	Starting	a	Docker	container	Listing	the	Docker	sessions	Attaching
your	display	to	a	running	Docker	container	Stopping	a	Docker	session	Removing	a	Docker	instance	How	it	works	Using	Virtual	Machines	in	Linux	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	You	must	define	#"4)@&/7	to	be	the	CBTISD	or	QSPGJMF,	where	aliases	are	defined	in	order	to	use	them	in	a	shell	script.	By	default,	YBSHT	will	execute	the	FDIP	command.
The		sign	implies	less	than,	whereas	the	sign	implies	greater	than.	Date	component	Format	Weekday	B	(for	example,	Sat)	"	(for	example,	Saturday)	Month	C	(for	example,	Nov)	#	(for	example,	November)	Day	E	(for	example,	31)	Date	in	format	(mm/dd/yy)	%	(for	example,	10/18/10)	Year	Z	(for	example,	10)	:	(for	example,	2010)	Hour	*	or	)	(For
example,	08)	Minute	.	Setting	the	sticky	bit	The	sticky	bit	can	be	applied	to	directories.	The	following	M	specifies	that	the	string	must	start	with	l,	the	identifier	for	a	link.	-type	f	-name	'*.c'	-exec	cat	{}	>	all_c_files.txt	\;	$	fine	.	Counting	the	number	of	lines,	words,	and	characters	in	a	file	[	vi	]	138	139	139	140	140	140	141	142	143	143	144	145	145
146	147	147	147	148	148	149	149	149	150	151	151	153	153	153	153	156	156	156	157	157	157	157	159	159	159	How	to	do	it...	Let's	go	through	the	code	and	see	how	it	works.	Intersection:	The	intersection	operation	will	print	the	lines	the	specified	files	have	in	common	with	one	another	Difference:	The	difference	operation	will	print	the	lines	the
specified	files	contain	and	that	are	not	the	same	in	all	of	those	files	Set	difference:	The	set	difference	operation	will	print	the	lines	in	file	"	that	do	not	match	those	in	all	of	the	set	of	files	specified	(#	plus	$,	for	example)	How	to	do	it...	Finally,	the	script	uses	NFODPEFS	to	merge	the	extracted	image	files	into	an	MPEG	video	that	can	be	imported	into	a
video	editor	such	as	kdenlive	or	OpenShot.	Another	usage	example	is	to	concatenate	all	the	C	program	files	in	a	given	directory	and	write	them	to	a	single	file,	say,	[email	protected]@GJMFTUYU.	Specifying	a	filename	prefix	for	the	split	files	Slicing	filenames	based	on	extensions	How	to	do	it...	What	you	need	for	this	book	The	recipes	in	this	book	run
on	any	Linux-based	computer—from	a	Raspberry	Pi	to	IBM	Big	Iron.	It	introduces	and	explains	both	the	basic	tools	and	advanced	concepts,	as	well	as	the	tricks	of	the	trade.	They	can	be	specified	with	integer	values	in	number	of	days.	By	default,	YBSHT	will	split	the	input	based	on	whitespace	and	execute	CJOFDIP.	Generate	some	test	files:	$	echo
"hello"	>	test	;	cp	test	test_copy1	;	cp	test	test_copy2;	$	echo	"next"	>	other;	#	test_copy1	and	test_copy2	are	copy	of	test	2.	For	a	numerical	sort,	we	use	this:	$	sort	-n	file.txt	3.	[	138	]	File	In,	File	Out	Finding	symbolic	links	and	their	targets	Symbolic	links	are	common	in	Unix-like	systems.	Displaying	tabs	as	^I	It	is	hard	to	distinguish	tabs	and
repeated	space	characters.	Note	that	there	is	a	space	between	<	or	>	and	operands.	[	110	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	to	do	it...	-type	f	-amin	+7	-print	The	OFXFS	option	specifies	a	reference	file	with	a	modification	time	that	will	be	used	to	select	files	modified	more	recently	than	the	reference	file.	Shadow-like	hash	(salted	hash)	The	next	recipe
shows	how	to	generate	a	shadow-like	salted	hash	for	passwords.	-type	f	-name	"*.txt"	-print0	|	xargs	-0	rm	-f	Counting	the	number	of	lines	of	C	code	in	a	source	code	directory	At	some	point,	most	programmers	need	to	count	the	Lines	of	Code	(LOC)	in	their	C	program	files	The	code	for	this	task	is	as	follows:	$	find	source_code_dir_path	-type	f	-name
"*.c"	-print0	|	xargs	-0	wc	-l	If	you	want	more	statistics	about	your	source	code,	a	utility	called	4-0$$PVOU,	is	very	useful.	Pushing	a	branch	to	a	server	How	to	do	it...	This	construct	is	slightly	faster	than	invoking	the	TFR	command.	Let's	go	through	them.	We	can	access	directories,	regular	files,	block	devices,	character-special	devices,	symbolic	links,
sockets,	named	pipes,	and	so	on	as	files.	-print	.history	Downloads	Downloads/tcl.fossil	Downloads/chapter2.doc	…	The		specifies	the	current	directory	and		specifies	the	parent	directory.	Escaping	aliases	Listing	aliases	Grabbing	information	about	the	terminal	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	See	the	Using	regular	expressions	recipe	in	$IBQUFS,	Texting
and	Driving	for	more	details.	Refer	to	the	Wikipedia	page	IUUQFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ'[email	protected]	more	details	and	interpretation	of	the	fork	bomb.	Similarly,	in	the	case	where	we	need	to	change	the	ownership	of	all	files	owned	by	a	certain	user	(for	example,	SPPU)	to	another	user	(for	example,	XXXEBUB,	the	default	Apache	user	in	the	web
server),	we	can	find	all	the	files	owned	by	SPPU	using	the		VTFS	option	and	use	FYFD	to	perform	the	ownership	change	operation.	For	example,	when	searching	for	files	in	a	development	source	tree	under	a	version	control	system	such	as	(JU,	the	filesystem	contains	a	directory	in	each	of	the	subdirectories	where	version-control-related	information	is
stored.	Scripts	are	made	executable	with	the	DINPE	command:	$	chmod	a+x	sample.sh	This	command	makes	a	script	executable	by	all	users.	Since	he	started	using	GNU/Linux,	he	has	been	using	shell	scripts	to	make	the	computer	do	all	the	hard	work	for	him.	Chapter	8:	The	Old-Boy	Network	289	289	290	290	291	292	292	292	293	293	293	294	294
295	295	295	296	296	296	296	297	297	298	298	299	299	301	301	301	302	302	302	303	303	304	304	304	305	306	Introduction	Setting	up	the	network	307	307	[	xiv	]	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	A	feature	every	programming	language	should	implement	is	to	produce	trace	information	when	something	unexpected	happens.	Splitting	files	and	data
Splitting	a	large	file	into	smaller	pieces	is	sometimes	necessary.	We	can	make	this	more	readable	as	a	list	of	unique	lines	by	merging	the	two	columns	into	one,	like	this:	apple	carrot	cookies	iron	silver	steel	[	126	]	File	In,	File	Out	4.	At	Packt,	quality	is	at	the	heart	of	our	editorial	process.	This	script	will	display	the	first	three	command	line	arguments:
FDIP	[	47	]	Shell	Something	Out	It's	more	common	to	iterate	through	the	command	arguments	one	at	a	time.	Configuring	OwnCloud	There's	more...Index	Citation	preview	Linux	Shell	Scripting	Cookbook	Third	Edition	0WFSJODSFEJCMZF`FDUJWFSFDJQFTUPTPMWFSFBMXPSME	QSPCMFNTBVUPNBUFUFEJPVTUBTLTBOEUBLFBEWBOUBHFPG	-
JOVY	TOFXFTUGFBUVSFT	Clif	Flynt	Sarath	Lakshman	Shantanu	Tushar	BIRMINGHAM	-	MUMBAI	Linux	Shell	Scripting	Cookbook	Third	Edition	Copyright	©	2017	Packt	Publishing	All	rights	reserved.	These	features	protect	your	information	in	a	multi-user	environment.	[	76	]	Have	a	Good	Command	The	BUJNF,	NUJNF,	and	DUJNF	use	time
measured	in	days.	In	Bash,	the	command		tells	the	shell	to	do	nothing.	This	command	will	GJOE	and	remove	all	UYU	files	and	nothing	else:	$	find	.	Mismatched	permissions	and	ownership	can	also	make	it	difficult	to	share	files.	It	is	used	to	craft	elegant	one-liner	commands.	Tr	is	short	for	translate,	since	it	translates	a	set	of	characters	to	another	set.
Under	each	process	ID	is	a	folder	called	DXE,	which	is	a	link	to	that	task's	current	working	directory.	Getting	ready	The	DPNN	command	is	a	utility	to	perform	a	comparison	between	two	sorted	files.	Creating	arbitrary	sockets	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	$IBQUFS,	Texting	and	Driving,	explains	how	to	use	regular	expressions	with	BXL,	TFE,	and
HSFQ.	The	previous	script	uses	a	GPS	loop	to	iterate	through	the	names	of	all	files	ending	with	a	KQH	or	QOH	extension.	Each	line	in	the	file	corresponds	to	an	attribute	related	to	a	user.	$IBQUFS,	Tangled	Web?	We	define	9	to	be	the	input	delimiter	with	the	EPQUJPO.	The	MPPL	command	will	display	lines	that	begin	with	a	given	string.	It	accepts	a
filename	as	an	argument	and	creates	a	set	of	smaller	files	in	which	the	first	part	of	the	original	file	is	in	the	alphabetically	first	new	file,	the	next	set	in	the	alphabetically	next	file,	and	so	on.	By	default	it	writes	absolute	file	path	in	output	The	GJOE	and	NETVN	commands	can	be	used	to	calculate	checksums	recursively:	$	find	directory_path	-type	f	-
print0	|	xargs	-0	md5sum	>>	directory.md5	To	verify,	use	this	command:	$	md5sum	-c	directory.md5	The	md5	and	SHA-1	checksums	are	unidirectional	hash	algorithms,	which	cannot	be	reversed	to	form	the	original	data.	This	convention	is	followed	throughout	the	Unix	filesystem.	He	also	takes	time	to	visit	students	at	various	colleges	to	introduce
them	to	the	power	of	Free	Software,	including	its	various	tools.	This	chapter	will	give	readers	an	insight	into	the	shell	environment	and	demonstrate	some	basic	shell	features.	The	output	of	MTM4	is	as	follows:	total	16	-rw-r--r--rw-r--r--rw-r--r--rw-r--r--	1	1	1	1	slynux	slynux	slynux	slynux	slynux	slynux	slynux	slynux	5	6	6	6	2010-06-29	2010-06-29	2010-
06-29	2010-06-29	11:50	11:50	11:50	11:50	other	test	test_copy1	test_copy2	The	output	of	the	first	line	tells	us	the	total	number	of	files,	which	in	this	case	is	not	useful.	Simply	replace	NETVN	with	TIBTVN	in	all	the	commands	previously	mentioned.	Checking	the	status	of	a	fossil	repository	How	to	do	it...	Managing	multiple	terminals	from	one	Getting
ready	How	to	do	it...Chapter	11:	Tracing	the	Clues	Introduction	Tracing	packets	with	tcpdump	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	This	means	that	each	time	the	aforementioned	XIJMF	loop	runs,	the	shell	has	to	spawn	a	process.	However,	we	may	need	to	have	a	constant	phrase	at	the	end	of	the	command	and	want	YBSHT	to	substitute	its	argument	in	the
middle,	like	this:	./cecho.sh	-p	arg1	-l	In	the	preceding	command	execution,	BSH	is	the	only	variable	text.	To	enumerate	file	type	statistics,	follow	these	steps:	1.	The	R	option	suppresses	any	output,	making	the	HSFQ	command	quiet.	We	can	specify	the	number	of	times	it	is	to	be	continued	by	placing	a	number	between	the	curly	braces.	The	user	is	the
owner	of	the	file,	who	commonly	has	all	access	permitted.	I	would	also	like	to	thank	Mr.	Atanu	Datta	for	helping	me	come	up	with	the	chapter	titles.	Each	of	the	columns	are	delimited	using	the	tab	(=U)	character.	The	SFTPMWDPOG	file	stores	a	list	of	DNS	servers,	which	convert	domain	names	(such	as	packtpub.com)	to	IP	addresses.	Pipes	can	be
used	with	the	subshell	method	for	combining	outputs	of	multiple	commands.	Passing	output	from	VOJR	to	YBSHT	is	no	exception	to	this	rule.	Enumerating	file	type	statistics	Linux	supports	many	file	types.	The	QSJOU	option	prints	the	list	of	symbolic	links	to	the	standard	output	(TUEPVU).	A	faster	approach	On	most	modern	systems,	true	is
implemented	as	a	binary	in	CJO.	[	49	]	Shell	Something	Out	Spawning	a	separate	process	with	subshell	Subshells	are	separate	processes.	To	give	clear	instructions	on	how	to	complete	a	recipe,	we	use	these	sections	as	follows:	[2]	Preface	Getting	ready	This	section	tells	you	what	to	expect	in	the	recipe,	and	it	describes	how	to	set	up	any	software	or
any	preliminary	settings	required	for	the	recipe.	Sending	one	message	to	one	user	Holding	a	conversation	with	another	user	Sending	a	message	to	all	users	The	/proc	filesystem	How	to	do	it...	The	basic	form	for	this	is	as	follows:	tr	-s	'[set	of	characters	to	be	squeezed]'	If	you	commonly	put	two	spaces	after	a	period,	you'll	need	to	remove	extra	spaces
without	removing	duplicated	letters:	$	echo	"GNU	is	not	UNIX.	By	redirecting	to	a	TUEFSS	device	file,	text	sent	to	TUEJO	will	be	printed	in	the	terminal	as	standard	error.	In	the	#&(*/	block,	we	read	the	first	line	and	store	the	name	and	size	(which	are	the	eighth	and	fifth	columns).	An	example	would	be	as	follows:
SFQFBUXHFUDIUUQXXXFYBNQMFDPNTPGUXBSFUBSH[	This	script	will	send	too	much	traffic	to	the	web	server	at	XXXFYBNQMFDPN,	which	causes	problems	for	the	server	(and	maybe	for	you,	if	the	server	blacklists	your	IP	as	an	attacker).	Also,	there	is	a	space	between	these	two	so	that	the	shell	won't	interpret	it	as	the		operator.	Combine
TUEJO	and	data	from	another	file,	like	this:	$	echo	'Text	through	stdin'	|	cat	-	file.txt	In	this	example,		acts	as	the	filename	for	the	TUEJO	text.	443	443	444	444	445	446	446	447	448	448	448	449	449	449	450	450	450	451	452	452	452	453	453	455	456	456	456	457	457	459	459	460	461	461	463	463	464	464	465	systemd-based	computers	RedHat-
based	computers	Debian-based	computers	There's	more	Gathering	socket	data	with	ss	[	xxi	]	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	script	for	file	statistics	is	as	follows:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFGJMFTUBUTI	JG	UIFO	FDIP6TBHFJTCBTFQBUI	FYJU	GJ	QBUI	EFDMBSF"TUBUBSSBZ	XIJMFSFBEMJOF	EP	GUZQFAGJMFCMJOF]DVUEGA	MFUTUBUBSSBZ		EPOF
GJOEQBUIUZQFGQSJOU	FDIP'JMFUZQFTBOEDPVOUT	GPSGUZQFJO\TUBUBSSBZ ̂	EP	FDIPGUZQF\TUBUBSSBZ^	EPOF	The	usage	is	as	follows:	$	./filestat.sh	/home/slynux/temp	[	141	]	File	In,	File	Out	5.	Use	these	to	view	a	tree	of	the	folders	in	WBSMPH:	$	cd	/var/log	$	find	.	For	example,	"A"	is	0x41	and	"a"	is	0x61.	Search	based	on	name	or
regular	expression	match	Negating	arguments	Searching	based	on	the	directory	depth	Searching	based	on	file	type	Searching	by	file	timestamp	Searching	based	on	file	size	Matching	based	on	file	permissions	and	ownership	Performing	actions	on	files	with	find	Deleting	based	on	file	matches	Executing	a	command	Skipping	specified	directories	when
using	the	find	command	Playing	with	xargs	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	GNU	parallel	command	is	not	part	of	all	installations,	but	again	it	can	be	loaded	with	your	package	manager.	The	DBU	command's	5	option	displays	tab	characters	as	?*:	DBUGJMFQZ	EFGGVODUJPO		WBS	OFYU	UIJSE	DBU5GJMFQZ	EFGGVODUJPO		?*WBS	?*?*OFYU	?
*UIJSE?*	Line	numbers	The	cat	command's	O	flag	prefixes	a	line	number	to	each	line.	The	GJOE	command	filters	the	file	search	with	the	UZQF	option.	We	are	not	covering	HQH	in	much	detail	in	this	book.	It	will	identify	CJOCBTI	and	execute	the	script	as	follows:	$	/bin/bash	sample.sh	When	an	interactive	shell	starts,	it	executes	a	set	of	commands	to
initialize	settings,	such	as	the	prompt	text,	colors,	and	so	on.	The	?	From	the	previous	code,	we	can	formulate	the	steps	of	the	sequence	like	this:	OPUFTEPDY	In	addition	to	the	preceding	steps,	type	OPUFT,	press	3FUVSO,	type	EPDY,	and	finally	press	3FUVSO	to	convert	into	a	single	string	like	this:	"notesdocx"	The	=O	character	is	sent	when	we
press	Return.	Chapter	12:	Tuning	a	Linux	System	Introduction	Identifying	services	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	In	order	to	make	it	writable,	remove	the	immutable	attribute,	as	follows:	chattr	-i	file	Generating	blank	files	in	bulk	Scripts	must	be	tested	before	they	are	used	on	a	live	system.	If	the	checksum	calculated	from	the	original	file	at	the	source
location	matches	the	one	calculated	at	the	destination,	the	file	has	been	received	successfully.	Please	note	that	you	need	to	be	logged	in	to	your	Packt	account.	The	first	three	characters	correspond	to	the	permissions	of	the	user	(owner),	the	second	sets	of	three	characters	correspond	to	the	permissions	of	the	group,	and	the	third	sets	of	three
characters	correspond	to	the	permissions	of	others.	The	output	from	find	can	be	piped	to	YBSHT	to	perform	more	complex	actions	than	the	FYFD	option	can	handle.	[	131	]	File	In,	File	Out	Each	file	possesses	many	types	of	permissions.	-type	f	-atime	7	-print	Print	files	that	have	an	access	time	older	than	seven	days:	$	find	.	In	order	to	nullify	the	effect
of	the	operator,		is	appended.	Escaping	newline	in	echo	Printing	a	colored	output	Using	variables	and	environment	variables	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	It	will	then	send	the	appropriate	reply.	Displaying	only	HTTP	packets	Displaying	only	HTTP	packets	generated	by	this	host	Viewing	the	packet	payload	as	well	as	headers	How	it	works...	DBU	can
also	identify	tabs.	The	last	entry	on	each	line	specifies	the	default	shell	for	the	user.	Look	at	the	following	example	code:	CJOCBTI	GVODUJPO%(	\	!]]	^	GPSJJO\^	EP	%(FDIP*JTJ	EPOF	Run	the	preceding	script	with	debugging	set	to	"on":	$	_DEBUG=on	./script.sh	We	prefix	%(	before	every	statement	where	debug	information	is	to	be	printed.	Here,	the
US	command	replaces	=O	with	the	character,	hence,	we	form	the	string						but	at	the	end	of	the	string	we	have	an	extra	operator.	To	use	numeric	suffixes,	use	the	E	argument.	This	command	matches	the	QZ	or	TI	files:	$	ls	new.PY	next.jpg	test.py	script.sh	$	find	.	This	script	relies	on	the	associative	array	TUBUBSSBZ.	Creating	a	privileged	container
Starting	a	container	Stopping	a	container	Listing	known	containers	Displaying	container	information	Creating	an	unprivileged	container	Creating	an	Ethernet	bridge	How	it	works...	Getting	rid	of	extra	blank	lines	Some	text	files	contain	two	or	more	blank	lines	together.	The	C	option	is	used	to	display	the	file	type	without	the	name.	Debug	only
portions	of	the	script	using	TFUY	and	TFU	Y.	Recursive	right	?"	|	tr	-s	'	'	The	US	command	can	also	be	used	to	get	rid	of	extra	newlines:	$	cat	multi_blanks.txt	|	tr	-s	''	line	1	line	2	line	3	line	4	[	90	]	Have	a	Good	Command	In	the	preceding	usage	of	US,	it	removes	the	extra	=O	characters.	This	function:		\] ̂	spawns	processes	forever	and	ends	up	in	a
denial-of-service	attack.	Summarizing	text	with	OTS	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	output	of	DNE	goes	to	DNE,	the	output	of	DNE	goes	to	DNE,	and	the	final	output	(which	comes	out	of	DNE)	will	be	displayed	on	the	monitor,	or	directed	to	a	file.	The	associative	arrays	are	supported	in	bash	version	4	and	newer.	The	B	and	BOE	options	perform	a
logical	AND,	while	the	P	and	PS	option	perform	a	logical	OR.	Faster	archiving	with	pbzip2	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Invoking	the	touch	command	with	a	non-existent	filename	creates	an	empty	file:	$	touch	filename	2.	Shantanu	can	be	reached	by	email	on	TIBOUBOV!LEFPSH,	TIBOUBOVUVTIBS	on	Identi.ca/Twitter,	or	his	website	IUUQ
XXXTIBOUBOVUVTIBSDPN.	If	@%(PO	is	not	passed	to	the	script,	debug	information	will	not	be	printed.	See	also	Image	crawler	and	downloader	How	to	do	it...	Checksums	are	ideal	for	this	task.	It	could	read	and	evaluate	the	same	commands	from	a	text	file	(called	a	shell	script),	as	it	accepted	being	typed	on	a	terminal.	Consider	this	example:	$
./interactive.sh	<	input.data	This	redirects	interactive	input	data	from	a	file.	It	contains	all	the	supporting	project	files	necessary	to	work	through	the	book	from	start	to	finish.	Sections	In	this	book,	you	will	find	several	headings	that	appear	frequently	(Getting	ready,	How	to	do	it...,	How	it	works...,	There's	more...,	and	See	also).	Hence,	VOJR	is	often
used	with	the	TPSU	command.	For	example,	to	print	all	files	whose	names	begin	with	G	and	that	are	at	least	two	subdirectories	distant	from	the	current	directory,	use	the	following	command:	$	find	.	This	is	called	epoch	or	Unix	time.	Disable	the	newline	with	the	O	flag.	All	others	should	remain	constant.	The	DNS	server	is	usually	your	ISP's	DNS
server.	Generating	files	of	any	size	A	file	of	random	data	is	useful	for	testing.	Here	are	our	sample	input	files:	$	cat	A.txt	apple	orange	gold	silver	steel	iron	$	cat	B.txt	orange	gold	cookies	carrot	$	sort	A.txt	-o	A.txt	;	sort	B.txt	-o	B.txt	[	125	]	File	In,	File	Out	1.	Sharing	your	work	with	fossil	How	to	do	it...	Display	a	message	with	SFBE	using	the	following
command:	read	-p	"Enter	input:"	var	[	51	]	Shell	Something	Out	4.	It	writes	a	copy	of	TUEPVU	to	the	PVUUYU	file	and	sends	another	copy	as	TUEJO	for	the	next	command.	The	OBNF	argument	accepts	both	glob-style	wildcards	and	regular	expressions.	Creating	a	privileged	container	Starting	a	container	Stopping	a	container	Listing	known	containers
Displaying	container	information	Creating	an	unprivileged	container	[	xxii	]	465	465	466	466	467	467	468	468	468	469	469	470	470	470	471	471	471	472	472	473	473	473	474	474	474	474	475	475	476	476	477	477	478	479	480	480	483	484	484	484	485	Creating	an	Ethernet	bridge	How	it	works...	The	recursive	function	Reading	the	return	value
(status)	of	a	command	Passing	arguments	to	commands	Sending	output	from	one	command	to	another	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	To	avoid	compromising	your	system,	you	should	escape	commands.	Customizing	bash	with	configuration	files	How	to	do	it...	Starting	with	the	basics	of	the	shell,	you	will	learn	simple	commands	and	how	to	apply	them	to
real-world	issues.	Automating	with	expect	FYQFDU	does	not	come	by	default	on	all	Linux	distributions.	The		character	is	postfixed	with	the	function	call	to	bring	the	subprocess	into	the	background.	$	find	.	In	order	to	decrypt	a	HQH	file,	use	the	following	command:	$	gpg	filename.gpg	[	97	]	Have	a	Good	Command	This	command	reads	a	passphrase
and	decrypts	the	file.	[	82	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Most	problems	have	solutions	and	this	is	no	exception.	The	U	character	appears	in	the	Y	position	if	the	execute	permission	is	unset	and	the	sticky	bit	is	set.	The	shell	provides	another	option.	John	currently	works	for	Daon,	a	biometric	security	company,	as	a	DevOps	engineer.	[	xiii	]	280	281	281	281
282	282	282	283	283	283	284	285	285	285	286	287	287	287	287	288	288	Compressing	data	with	gzip	How	to	do	it...	4.	[	xi	]	238	238	238	239	240	241	241	241	241	243	243	243	243	243	244	244	244	244	245	245	245	246	247	248	249	249	249	249	250	250	250	250	252	252	252	252	253	253	253	How	it	works...	It	is	similar	to	,	but	it	evaluates	from	left
to	right.	There's	more...Chapter	7:	The	Backup	Plan	Introduction	Archiving	with	tar	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	UFF	command	reads	from	TUEJO	and	redirects	the	input	data	to	TUEPVU	and	one	or	more	files.	Instead	of	TFUVJE,	the	group	has	a	TFUHJE	(4)	bit.	FYQFDU	Watches	for	a	pattern	to	be	sent	by	the	target	application.	7.	In	many
cases,	we	need	debugging	information	in	our	own	format.	Both	redirect	output	to	a	file,	but	the	single	greaterthan	symbol	(	)	empties	the	file	and	then	writes	to	it,	whereas	the	double	greater-than	symbol	(	)	adds	the	output	to	the	end	of	the	existing	file.	This	helps	you	to	debug	indentation	errors.	The	code	for	the	script	to	remove	the	duplicate	files
uses	BXL,	an	interpreter	that's	available	on	all	Linux/Unix	systems:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNF[email	protected]TI	%FTDSJQUJPO'JOEBOESFNPWFEVQMJDBUFGJMFTBOE	LFFQPOFTBNQMFPGFBDIGJMF	MTM4UJNFTUZMFMPOHJTP]BXL	#&(*/\	HFUMJOFHFUMJOF	OBNFTJ[F	^	\	OBNF	JG	TJ[F	\	NETVNOBNF]HFUMJOFDTVN
NETVNOBNF]HFUMJOFDTVN	JG	DTVNDTVN	\	QSJOUOBNFQSJOUOBNF	^	 ̂	TJ[FOBNFOBNF	^	]TPSUV	[email	protected]	DBU[email	protected]]YBSHT*\ ̂NETVN\ ̂]=	TPSU]VOJRX]BXL	\QSJOU^	]=	TPSUV	[email	protected]	FDIP3FNPWJOH	DPNN[email	protected][email	protected]]UFFEFWTUEFSS]=	YBSHTSN
FDIP3FNPWFEEVQMJDBUFTGJMFTTVDDFTTGVMMZ	[	129	]	File	In,	File	Out	3.	-type	f	-size	2k	Instead	of	L,	we	can	use	these	different	size	units:	C:	512	byte	blocks	D:	Bytes	X:	Two-byte	words	L:	Kilobytes	(1,024	bytes)	.:	Megabytes	(1,024	kilobytes)	(:	Gigabytes	(1,024	megabytes)	[	77	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Matching	based	on	file	permissions
and	ownership	It	is	possible	to	match	files	based	on	the	file	permissions.	These	echo	and	redirection	techniques	automate	interactive	input	programs.	Opening	a	fossil	project	How	to	do	it...	Print	the	file	type	without	the	filename:	$	file	-b	filename	ASCII	text	3.	Combining	simple	commands	is	an	art;	you	will	get	better	at	it	as	you	practice	and	gain
experience.	[	167	]	4	Texting	and	Driving	In	this	chapter,	we	will	cover	the	following	recipes:	Using	regular	expressions	Searching	and	mining	text	inside	a	file	with	grep	Cutting	a	file	column-wise	with	cut	Using	TFE	to	perform	text	replacement	Using	BXL	for	advanced	text	processing	Finding	the	frequency	of	words	used	in	a	given	file	Compressing
or	decompressing	JavaScript	Merging	multiple	files	as	columns	Printing	the	nth	word	or	column	in	a	file	or	line	Printing	text	between	line	numbers	or	patterns	Printing	lines	in	the	reverse	order	Parsing	e-mail	address	and	URLs	from	text	Removing	a	sentence	in	a	file	containing	a	word	Replacing	a	pattern	with	text	in	all	the	files	in	a	directory	Text
slicing	and	parameter	operations	Introduction	Shell	scripting	includes	many	problem-solving	tools.	In	this	case,	B[	and		The	sign	signifies	that	the	previous	class	of	characters	can	occur	one	or	more	times.	Generating	a	summary	of	files	and	sub-directories	Chapter	3:	File	In,	File	Out	114	115	115	115	117	117	118	118	119	119	119	120	120	120	121	122
Introduction	Generating	files	of	any	size	How	to	do	it...	Decode	Base64	data	as	follows:	$	base64	-d	file	>	outputfile	Alternatively,	use	this:	$	cat	base64_file	|	base64	-d	>	outputfile	Sorting	unique	and	duplicate	lines	Sorting	text	files	is	a	common	task.	Making	a	repository	available	to	remote	users	Cloning	a	remote	fossil	repository	How	to	do	it...
Here,	TMZOVY	is	the	owner	who	is	a	member	of	the	group	users.	This	means	that	it	finds	the	maximal	match	of	the	string	for	the	wildcard.	Using	regular	expressions	Regular	expressions	are	at	the	heart	of	pattern-based	text-processing.	The	system's	date	can	be	set	from	the	command	line.	If	TFU	is	also	present,	US	will	translate	characters	that
aren't	in	TFU	into	values	from	TFU.	Tuning	the	task	scheduler	Tuning	a	network	How	it	works	There's	more...	Files	with	the	same	content	will	produce	the	same	checksum	values.	Therefore,	we	use:	echo	-e	\xeb\x1a\x5e\x31\xc0\x88\x46"	This	will	redirect	the	byte	sequence	to	a	vulnerable	executable.	He	has	trained	programmers	on	four	continents.
The	argument	is	attached	to	the	end	of	the	command,	so	MTHUYU	is	expanded	to	MT	]HSFQUYU:	$>	alias	lsg='ls	|	grep'	$>	lsg	txt	file1.txt	file2.txt	file3.txt	If	we	wanted	to	expand	that	to	get	the	IP	address	for	a	device	in	TCJOJGDPOGJH,	we	might	try	the	following:	$>	alias	wontWork='/sbin/ifconfig	|	grep'	$>	wontWork	eth0	eth0	Link
encap:Ethernet	HWaddr	00:11::22::33::44:55	The	HSFQ	command	found	the	FUI	string,	not	the	IP	address.	Let's	make	things	more	efficient.	Including	the	B	option	will	force	it	to	append	the	new	data.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	to	make	files	immutable	and	make	them	mutable	when	required.	The	BTQFMM	command-line	utility	is	a	spell	checker.
Merging	forks	and	branches	How	to	do	it...	This	application	can	be	executed	in	multiple	ways:	DPNNBOEQWLGJMF	DPNNBOEQWLGJMF	DPNNBOEWQLGJMF	DPNNBOEGJMFQWL	Within	a	script,	the	command-line	arguments	can	be	accessed	by	their	position	in	the	command	line.	See	also	Determining	active	user	hours	on	a	system	Getting	ready
How	to	do	it...	DPP	matches	DPPL	or	DPPM;	This	matches	any	one	of	the	characters	except	those	that	are	enclosed	in	square	brackets.	Let	us	know	what	you	think	about	this	book—what	you	liked	or	disliked.	The	QSPD	filesystem	contains	information	about	your	system	and	running	tasks.	The	required	information	will	appear	under	the	Errata	section.
[	109	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Here	is	a	practical	example	to	extract	different	portions	of	a	domain	name	such	as	URL=XXXHPPHMFDPN:	$	echo	${URL%.*}	#	Remove	rightmost	.*	www.google	$	echo	${URL%%.*}	#	Remove	right	to	leftmost	www	$	echo	${URL#*.}	#	Remove	leftmost	google.com	.*	(Greedy	operator)	part	before	*.	Bash	comes
with	several	options	to	perform	tests.	This	section	will	discuss	tricks	for	examining	a	portion	of	the	filesystem	and	presenting	the	contents.	A	position	marker	anchors	the	regular	expression	to	the	beginning	or	end	of	the	target	string.	[	41	]	Shell	Something	Out	3.	We	use	HFUMJOF	to	read	the	first	line	and	then	dump	it.	Questions	If	you	have	a
problem	with	any	aspect	of	this	book,	you	can	contact	us	at	RVFTUJPOT!QBDLUQVCDPN,	and	we	will	do	our	best	to	address	the	problem.	Select	the	book	for	which	you're	looking	to	download	the	code	files.	Printing	the	directory	tree	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Displaying	text	in	the	terminal	is	a	task	most	scripts	and	utilities	need	to	perform
regularly.	The	YBSHT	command	can	format	the	arguments	for	each	of	these	requirements.	Removing	blank	lines	Performing	replacement	directly	in	the	file	Matched	string	notation	()	Substring	match	notation	(\1)	Combining	multiple	expressions	Quoting	Using	awk	for	advanced	text	processing	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	These	define	the	characters
that	must	be	present	(or	absent)	to	match	the	regular	expression.	Building	a	bridge	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	To	remove	an	alias,	remove	its	entry	from	_CBTISD	(if	any)	or	use	the	VOBMJBT	command.	Internally,	dates	are	stored	as	an	integer	number	of	seconds	since	00:00:00	1970-01-01.	They	are	similar	in	function	to	aliases	in	MacOS	X	or
shortcuts	in	Windows.	Let's	see	how	to	write	scripts	to	perform	these	kinds	of	operation.	[	xx	]	415	415	417	417	417	419	420	420	421	421	421	421	422	422	423	423	423	423	424	424	424	425	425	426	427	428	430	432	432	434	436	436	436	439	440	440	440	440	441	441	441	Chapter	11:	Tracing	the	Clues	443	Introduction	Tracing	packets	with
tcpdump	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Splitting	the	input	into	elements	based	on	whitespace	becomes	an	issue	when	file	and	folder	names	have	spaces	(or	even	newlines)	in	them.	The	following	script	counts	from	0	to	40	seconds	using	UQVU	and	TMFFQ:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFTMFFQTI	FDIP$PVOU	UQVUTD	-PPQGPSTFDPOET	GPSDPVOUJOATFRA	EP
UQVUSD	UQVUFE	FDIPODPVOU	TMFFQ	EPOF	In	the	preceding	example,	a	variable	steps	through	the	list	of	numbers	generated	by	the	TFR	command.	We	can	identify	duplicate	files	by	examining	the	content	with	shell	utilities.	These	configuration	files	are	divided	into	three	camps—those	sourced	on	login,	those	evaluated	when	an	interactive	shell
is	invoked,	and	files	evaluated	whenever	a	shell	is	invoked	to	process	a	script	file.	Non-interactive	port	forward	Reverse	port	forwarding	Mounting	a	remote	drive	at	a	local	mount	point	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	However,	terminal	sessions	you	create	while	logged	in	to	a	graphical	environment	(such	as	GNOME,	KDE,	and	so	on),	are	not	login	shells.
The	test	command	can	be	used	for	performing	condition	checks.	[	68	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Getting	ready	The	TDSJQU	and	TDSJQUSFQMBZ	commands	are	available	in	most	GNU/Linux	distributions.	Monitoring	remote	disk	usage	health	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Displaying	disk	usage	in	KB,	MB,	or	blocks	Displaying	the	grand	total	sum	of	disk
usage	Printing	sizes	in	specified	units	Excluding	files	from	the	disk	usage	calculation	Finding	the	ten	largest	size	files	from	a	given	directory	Disk	free	information	Calculating	the	execution	time	for	a	command	How	to	do	it...	We	used		to	specify	the	path	as	the	current	working	directory.	Showing	environment	variables	for	a	process	Creating	a	tree
view	of	processes	Sorting	ps	output	Filters	with	ps	for	real	user	or	ID,	effective	user	or	ID	TTY	filter	for	ps	Information	about	process	threads	Specifying	the	output	width	and	columns	to	be	displayed	What's	what	–	which,	whereis,	whatis,	and	file			How	to	do	it...	These	programs	are	used	to	transmit	binary	data	via	e-mail.	However,	this	change	resides
inside	the	subshell	only.	Downloading	the	example	code	You	can	download	the	example	code	files	for	this	book	from	your	account	at	IUUQXXXQ	BDLUQVCDPN.	But	the	group,	which	initiates	the	command,	may	be	different.	The	Bash	shell	maintains	a	history	of	commands	run	by	the	user	in	the	_[email	protected]	file.	The	plus	causes	GJOE	to	make	a
list	of	all	the	files	that	match	the	search	parameter	and	execute	the	application	once	with	all	the	files	on	a	single	command	line.	When	IFS	is	set	as		the	shell	interprets	the	comma	as	a	delimiter	character,	therefore,	the	JUFN	variable	takes	substrings	separated	by	a	comma	as	its	value	during	the	iteration.	For	example,	Chapter02.	It	is	represented	as
character	U	or	5.	[	48	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	An	example	of	a	file	with	TFUVJE	permission	set	is	SX4	.	To	display	the	target	path	for	a	given	symbolic	link,	use	the	SFBEMJOL	command:	$	readlink	web	/var/www	How	it	works...	It	can	be	used	to	find	and	print	files	that	are	located	with	a	minimum	level	of	depth	from	the	base	path.	See
also	Merging	multiple	files	as	columns	How	to	do	it...	This	is	because	the	rise	in	computing	power	in	recent	times	that	makes	it	easier	to	crack	them.	Sharing	an	Internet	connection	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	-type	l	-print	[	139	]	File	In,	File	Out	5.	Help	us	be	relentless	in	improving	our	products!	Table	of	Contents	Preface	Chapter	1:	Shell
Something	Out	Introduction	Displaying	output	in	a	terminal	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	If	you	find	any	errata,	please	report	them	by	visiting	IUUQXXXQBDLUQVCDPNTVCNJUFSSBUB,	selecting	your	book,	clicking	on	the	Errata	Submission	Form	link,	and	entering	the	details	of	your	errata.	The	NBYEFQUI	and	NJOEFQUI	parameters	restrict	how
far	the	GJOE	command	will	traverse.	The	TDSJQUSFQMBZ	command	will	replay	the	session.	Use	these	to	convert	any	filenames	from	uppercase	to	lowercase	and	vice	versa:	$	rename	'y/A-Z/a-z/'	*	$	rename	'y/a-z/A-Z/'	*	Use	this	to	recursively	move	all	the	NQ	files	to	a	given	directory:	$	find	path	-type	f	-name	"*.mp3"	-exec	mv	{}	target_dir	\;	Use	this
to	recursively	rename	all	the	files	by	replacing	spaces	with	the	@	character:	$	find	path	-type	f	-exec	rename	's/	/_/g'	{}	\;	Spell–checking	and	dictionary	manipulation	Most	Linux	distributions	include	a	dictionary	file.	Adding	and	committing	changes	with	fossil	How	to	do	it...	Texting	and	Driving	These	utilities	process	files	by	character,	line,	word,
column,	or	row	to	process	text	files	in	many	ways.	It	can	be	redirected	to	a	file	with	the	following	command:	sh	-x	testScript.sh	2>	debugout.txt	Bash	4.0	and	later	support	using	a	numbered	stream	for	debugging	output:	exec	6>	/tmp/debugout.txt	BASH_XTRACEFD=6	Functions	and	arguments	Functions	and	aliases	appear	similar	at	a	casual	glance,
but	behave	slightly	differently.	In	the	previous	example,	we	created	a	1	MB	file,	by	specifying	CT	as	1	MB	with	a	count	of	1.	This	recipe	splits	the	input	into	multiple	lines	of	N	items	each:	$	cat	example.txt	|	xargs	-n	3	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	How	it	works...	When	we	combine	multiple	commands,	we	usually	supply	input	via	TUEJO	and	generate
output	to	TUEPVU.	This	file	is	evaluated	when	a	user	logs	out	of	a	session:	$HOME/.bash_logout	For	example,	if	the	user	logs	in	remotely	they	should	clear	the	screen	when	they	log	out.	Sarath	can	be	reached	via	his	website	IUUQXXXTBSBUIMBLTINBODPN.	The	GJOE	command	uses	the	UZQFG	option	to	return	a	list	of	files	under	the	subdirectory
defined	in	$path.	Renaming	and	moving	files	in	bulk	We	frequently	need	to	move	and	perhaps	rename	a	set	of	files.	If	the	backup	script	is	rewritten	to	request	files	first	and	then	folders,	this	automation	script	still	works.	When	a	file	is	made	immutable,	any	user	or	super	user	cannot	remove	the	file	until	the	immutable	attribute	is	removed	from	the
file.	The	GJOEQBUIUZQFGQSJOU	command	is	equivalent	to	a	filename,	but	it	substitutes	the	filename	with	a	subprocess	output.	Follow	these	steps	for	finding	or	deleting	duplicate	files:	1.	You	can	even	invoke	other	interpreters	and	record	the	keystrokes	sent	to	that	interpreter.	Music,	video,	and	e-mail	files	all	need	to	be	reorganized	eventually.
Shebang	hack	Functions	and	arguments	How	to	do	it...	$>	echo	"This	will	vanish"	>	myfile	$>	cat	-n	myfile	>myfile	cat:	myfile:	input	file	is	output	file	$>	cat	myfile	|	cat	-n	>myfile	$>	ls	-l	myfile	-rw-rw-rw-.	[	112	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	to	do	it...	The	following	examples	show	how	to	generate	time	delays.	These	files	are	evaluated	when	a	user
logs	into	a	shell:	/etc/profile,	$HOME/.profile,	$HOME/.bash_login,	$HOME/.bash_profile	/	Note	that	FUDQSPGJMF,	)0.&QSPGJMF	and	)0.&[email	protected]	may	not	be	sourced	if	you	log	in	via	a	graphical	login	manager.	You	can	also	use	TIYTDSJQU.	Finding	a	container	Downloading	a	container	Starting	a	Docker	container	Listing	the	Docker
sessions	Attaching	your	display	to	a	running	Docker	container	Stopping	a	Docker	session	Removing	a	Docker	instance	How	it	works	Using	Virtual	Machines	in	Linux	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Click	on	Code	Downloads	&	Errata.	[	39	]	Shell	Something	Out	Producing	delays	in	a	script	The	sleep	command	will	delay	a	script's	execution	period	of	time
given	in	TFDPOET.	Sharing	your	work	How	to	do	it...	Producing	time	intervals	is	essential	when	writing	monitoring	scripts	that	execute	in	a	loop.	When	enclosed	within	subshell	operators,	it	acts	as	a	single	unit	with	multiple	commands	inside,	like	so:	$	cmd0	|	(	cmd1;cmd2;cmd3)	|	cmd4	If	DNE	is	DE	within	the	subshell,	the	path	of	the	working
directory	changes.	This	value	can	be	used	to	determine	whether	a	command	completed	successfully	or	unsuccessfully.	The	free	and	open	source	software	projects	he	has	contributed	to	are	PiTiVi	Video	editor,	SLYNUX	GNU/Linux	distro,	Swathantra	Malayalam	Computing,	School-Admin,	Istanbul,	and	the	Pardus	Project.	Similarly,	as	in	the	case	of	,
the	operator	##	is	a	greedy	equivalent	to	#.	Today,	we	split	files	for	readability,	for	generating	logs,	or	for	working	around	size-restrictions	on	e-mail	attachments.	Port	forwarding	using	SSH	How	to	do	it...	It	is	useful	both	at	the	command	line	and	in	shell	scripts.	Playing	with	file	descriptors	and	redirection	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Instead	of
[email	protected]NE,	change	the	output	filename	to	[email	protected]TIB.	To	verify	the	link	was	created,	run	this	command:	$	ls	-l	~/web	lrwxrwxrwx	1	slynux	slynux	8	2010-06-25	21:34	web	->	/var/www	XFC	WBSXXX	specifies	that	XFC	points	to	WBSXXX.	It	reads	the	"total"	lines	and	initializes	the	variables.	By	default,	QSJOUG	does	not	append	a
newline.	Each	folder	starts	with	a	number	followed	by	the	application	name.	Epoch	time	is	useful	when	you	need	to	calculate	the	difference	between	two	dates	or	times.	\	^:	This	specifies	repeating	a	split	based	on	the	match	up	to	the	end	of	the	file.	$IBQUFS,	Putting	on	the	Monitor's	Cap,	helps	us	know	what	your	system	is	doing.	Sorting	according
to	keys	or	columns	uniq	Temporary	file	naming	and	random	numbers	How	to	do	it...	When	L	is	followed	by	a	single	integer,	it	specifies	a	column	in	the	text	file.	One	sample	from	each	group	of	duplicates	is	written	to	[email	protected]	Now,	we	need	to	remove	the	files	listed	in	[email	protected],	excluding	the	files	listed	in	[email	protected]	The	DPNN
command	prints	files	in	[email	protected]	but	not	in	[email	protected]	For	that,	we	use	a	set	difference	operation	(refer	to	the	recipes	on	intersection,	difference,	and	set	difference).	The	simplest	is	to	use	the	back-tic	symbol	to	run	a	command	and	use	its	output	as	a	command	line:	$	gcc	`find	'*.c'`	This	solution	works	fine	in	many	situations,	but	if
there	are	a	lot	of	files	to	be	processed,	you'll	see	the	dreaded	"SHVNFOUMJTUUPPMPOH	error	message.	Automating	interactive	input	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Like	DBU	and	MT,	GJOE	has	many	features,	and	most	people	do	not	use	it	to	its	fullest.	By	combining	the	GJOE,	SFOBNF,	and	NW	commands,	we	can	perform	a	lot	of	things.	It	is	possible
to	read	the	dates	in	different	formats	and	also	to	set	the	date.	echo	{a..z}	{A..Z}	;#	List	of	lower	and	upper	case	letters.	Regular	expressions	are	composed	of	text	fragments	and	symbols	with	special	meanings.	Why	subscribe?	The	following	command	uses	Imagemagick's	DPOWFSU	command	to	make	new,	resized	images	of	all	the	images	in	a	folder:
ls	*jpg	|	parallel	convert	{}	-geometry	50x50	{.}Small.jpg	[	119	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Examining	a	directory,	files	and	subdirectories	in	it	One	of	the	commonest	problems	we	deal	with	is	finding	misplaced	files	and	sorting	out	mangled	file	hierarchies.	See	also	Network	traffic	and	port	analysis	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	preceding	code	will
find	the	copies	of	the	same	file	in	a	directory	and	remove	all	except	one	copy	of	the	file.	You	can	learn	more	about	the	TCL	language	at	the	XXXUDMUL	website.	Specifying	environment	variables	Running	commands	at	system	start-up/boot	Viewing	the	cron	table	Removing	the	cron	table	Database	styles	and	uses	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	This	is
the	MD5	sum	checksum	that	is	created:	3f50877c05121f7fd8544bef2d722824	e9e9a6c6b3c8c265788f4e726af25994	7d6de832aee348bacc894f0a2ab1170d	e532cfbc738876b353c7c9943d872606	*ubuntu-16.10-desktop-amd64.iso	*ubuntu-16.10-desktop-i386.iso	*ubuntu-16.10-server-amd64.iso	*ubuntu-16.10-server-i386.iso	There's	more...	See	also
Transferring	files	through	the	network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Its	usage	is	similar	to	NETVN.	The	next	recipes	show	two	ways	to	examine	a	directory.	This	recipe	collects	file	type	statistics	for	a	number	of	files.	Checksums	let	us	verify	that	a	file	contains	the	data	we	expect	it	to.	The	big	difference	is	that	function	arguments	can	be	used	anywhere
within	the	body	of	the	function,	while	an	alias	simply	appends	arguments	to	the	end	of	the	command.	Getting	ready	Consider	the	case	of	CSV	data:	EBUBOBNFHFOEFSSPMMOPMPDBUJPO	5PSFBEFBDIPGUIFJUFNJOBWBSJBCMFXFDBOVTF*'4	PME*'4*'4	*'4*'4JTOPXB	GPSJUFNJOEBUB	EP	FDIP*UFNJUFN	EPOF	*'4PME*'4	This	generates	the
following	output:	Item:	Item:	Item:	Item:	name	gender	rollno	location	The	default	value	of	IFS	is	a	white-space	(newline,	tab,	or	a	space	character).	[	103	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Temporary	file	naming	and	random	numbers	Shell	scripts	often	need	to	store	temporary	data.	Shantanu	has	been	fascinated	by	computers	since	he	was	a	child,	and	spent
most	of	his	high	school	time	writing	C	code	to	perform	daily	activities.	Here,	we	read	the	md5sum	checksum	of	files	into	the	DTVN	and	DTVN	variables.	$>	cat	~/.bash_logout	#	Clear	the	screen	after	a	remote	login/logout.	cmd;	echo	$?;	The	return	value	is	called	exit	status.	See	also	Parsing	data	from	a	website	How	to	do	it...	The	previous	command
would	not	delete	CBTISDUFYUUYU,	but	would	delete	CBTISD.	Neither	the	authors,	nor	Packt	Publishing,	and	its	dealers	and	distributors	will	be	held	liable	for	any	damages	caused	or	alleged	to	be	caused	directly	or	indirectly	by	this	book.	Three	sets	of	permissions	(user,	group,	and	others)	are	commonly	manipulated.	That's	because	the	graphical
window	manager	doesn't	start	a	shell.	[	107	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	to	do	it...	Splitting	files	and	data	How	to	do	it...	If	a	file	already	exists,	the	UPVDI	command	changes	all	timestamps	associated	with	the	file	to	the	current	time.	The	TUEPVU	stream	is	a	single	stream	that	we	can	redirect	to	a	file	or	pipe	to	another	program.	Consider	this



example:	$	printf	"Hello	world"	The	QSJOUG	command	takes	quoted	text	or	arguments	delimited	by	spaces.	Output	can	be	TUEPVU,	a	device	file,	a	regular	file,	and	so	on.	The	action	is	enclosed	in	curly	braces.	There's	more...	In	the	following	code,	in	each	iteration,	the	variable	i	will	hold	a	character	in	the	a	to	z	range:	GPSJJO\B[ ̂EPBDUJPOTEPOF
Iterate	through	a	range	of	numbers:	GPS	JJJ	\	DPNNBOET6TFJ	^	Loop	until	a	condition	is	met:	The	while	loop	continues	while	a	condition	is	true,	the	until	loop	runs	until	a	condition	is	true:	XIJMFDPOEJUJPO	EP	DPNNBOET	EPOF	For	an	infinite	loop,	use	USVF	as	the	condition:	Use	a	VOUJM	loop:	A	special	loop	called	VOUJM	is	available	with	Bash.
Similarly,	text	without	double	quotes	also	gives	the	same	output:	$	echo	Welcome	to	Bash	Welcome	to	Bash	Another	way	to	do	the	same	task	is	with	single	quotes:	$	echo	'text	in	quotes'	These	methods	appear	similar,	but	each	has	a	specific	purpose	and	side	effects.	Alternatively,	we	can	use	the	spell–check,	BTQFMM,	to	check	whether	a	word	is	in	a
dictionary	or	not:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFBTQFMMDIFDLTI	XPSE	PVUQVUAFDIP=XPSE=]BTQFMMMJTUA	JGUIFO	FDIPXPSEJTBEJDUJPOBSZXPSE	FMTF	[	113	]	Have	a	Good	Command	FDIPXPSEJTOPUBEJDUJPOBSZXPSE	GJ	The	BTQFMMMJTU	command	returns	output	text	when	the	given	input	is	not	a	dictionary	word,	and	does	not	output
anything	when	the	input	is	a	dictionary	word.	You	may	have	to	install	the	expect	package	with	your	package	manager	(BQUHFU	or	ZVN).	See	alsoChapter	5:	Tangled	Web?	It's	particularly	useful	for	splitting	log	files.	In	the	first	case,	we	will	use	*'4	and	in	the	second,	*'4.	No	part	of	this	book	may	be	reproduced,	stored	in	a	retrieval	system,	or
transmitted	in	any	form	or	by	any	means,	without	the	prior	written	permission	of	the	publisher,	except	in	the	case	of	brief	quotations	embedded	in	critical	articles	or	reviews.	[	32	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	This	recipe	shows	how	to	use	these	options.	For	example,	a	program	that	does	huge	calculations	may	only	run	on	one	core	while	the
others	will	sit	idle.	If	the	command	exits	successfully,	the	exit	status	will	be	zero,	otherwise	it	will	be	a	nonzero	value.	We	remove	TFSWFSMPH	since	the	first	split	file	is	an	empty	file	(the	match	word	is	the	first	line	of	the	file).	Working	with	file	permissions,	ownership,	and	the	sticky	bit	How	to	do	it...	They	are	as	follows:	Access	time	(BUJNF):	The
timestamp	when	the	file	was	last	accessed	Modification	time	(NUJNF):	The	timestamp	when	the	file	was	last	modified	Change	time	(DUJNF):	The	timestamp	when	the	metadata	for	a	file	(such	as	permissions	or	ownership)	was	last	modified	Unix	does	not	store	file	creation	time	by	default;	however,	some	filesystems	(VGT,	FYU,	[GT,	CUSGT,	KGT)	save
the	creation	time.	Continuing	and	resuming	downloads	Setting	the	referer	string	with	cURL	Cookies	with	cURL	Setting	a	user	agent	string	with	cURL	Specifying	a	bandwidth	limit	on	cURL	Specifying	the	maximum	download	size	Authenticating	with	cURL	Printing	response	headers	excluding	data	See	also	Accessing	unread	Gmail	e-mails	from	the
command	line	How	to	do	it...	If	CT	was	set	to	.	To	sort	them	in	dictionary	order,	ignoring	punctuations	and	folds,	use	this:	$	sort	-bd	unsorted.txt	The	C	option	is	used	to	ignore	leading	blank	lines	from	the	file	and	the	E	option	specifies	sorting	in	dictionary	order.	Double	quotes	allow	the	shell	to	interpret	special	characters	within	the	string.	-type	f	-
mtime	+10	-name	"*.txt"	-exec	cp	{}	OLD	\;	The	GJOE	command	can	be	coupled	with	many	other	commands.	The	creation	time	can	be	accessed	with	the	stat	command.	When	working	with	errors,	the	TUEFSS	output	is	dumped	to	the	EFWOVMM	file.	In	order	to	print	the	intersection	of	two	files,	we	need	to	remove	the	first	and	second	columns	and
print	the	third	column.	Getting	and	setting	dates	and	delays	A	time	delay	is	used	to	wait	a	set	amount	of	time(such	as	1	second)	during	the	program	execution,	or	to	monitor	a	task	every	few	seconds	(or	every	few	months).	Instead	of	MB	we	can	use	any	other	unit	notations,	such	as	the	ones	mentioned	in	the	previous	table.	Let's	explore	more	tips	on
Bash	functions.	\(	-name	'*.txt'	-o	-name	'*.pdf'	\)	-print	./text.pdf	./new.txt	The	previous	command	will	print	all	the	UYU	and	QEG	files,	since	the	GJOE	command	matches	both	UYU	and	QEG	files.	A	line	starting	with	a		symbol	is	treated	by	the	bash	interpreter	as	a	comment.	Here	are	some	methods	used	for	comparisons	and	performing	tests:	Use	an	JG
condition:	JGDPOEJUJPO	UIFO	DPNNBOET	GJ	Use	FMTFJG	and	FMTF:	JGDPOEJUJPO	UIFO	DPNNBOET	FMTFJGDPOEJUJPOUIFO	DPNNBOET	FMTF	DPNNBOET	GJ	Nesting	is	possible	with	if	and	else.	However,	these	techniques	are	fragile,	in	that	there	is	no	validity	checking	and	it's	assumed	that	the	target	application	will	always	accept	data	in
the	same	order.	-iname	"example*"	-print	./example.txt	./EXAMPLE.txt	The	GJOE	command	supports	logical	operations	with	the	selection	options.	The	general	syntax	of	DBU	for	reading	contents	is	as	follows:	$	cat	file1	file2	file3	...	To	print	symbolic	links	in	the	current	directory,	use	this	command:	$	ls	-l	|	grep	"^l"	4.	Finding	bugs	How	to	do	it...	The
UZQFGQSJOU	section	describes	the	action	to	be	performed.	For	example,	when	the	current	directory	in	a	subshell	is	changed	using	the	DE	command,	the	directory	change	is	not	reflected	in	the	main	shell	environment.	Measuring	and	optimizing	power	usage	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	We	can	also	use	other	convenient	ways	to	debug	scripts.	See
also	Replacing	a	pattern	with	text	in	all	the	files	in	a	directory	How	to	do	it...	Using	Docker	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Consider	this	example:	$	find	.	Linux	and	Unix	have	several	files	that	might	hold	customization	scripts.	You	can	use	various	options	of	the	SFBE	command	to	obtain	different	results,	as	shown	in	the	following	steps:	1.	It	is
recommended	that	you	log	in	as	a	regular	user	(your	shell	may	denote	this	as		in	the	prompt),	and	use	tools	such	as	TVEP	to	run	privileged	commands.	How	to	do	it...	Here	are	the	supported	character	classes:	BMOVN:	Alphanumeric	characters	[	91	]	Have	a	Good	Command	BMQIB:	Alphabetic	characters	DOUSM:	Control	(nonprinting)	characters
EJHJU:	Numeric	characters	HSBQI:	Graphic	characters	MPXFS:	Lowercase	alphabetic	characters	QSJOU:	Printable	characters	QVODU:	Punctuation	characters	TQBDF:	Whitespace	characters	VQQFS:	Uppercase	characters	YEJHJU:	Hexadecimal	characters	We	can	select	the	required	classes,	like	this:	tr	[:class:]	[:class:]	Consider	this	example:	tr
'[:lower:]'	'[:upper:]'	Checksum	and	verification	Checksum	programs	are	used	to	generate	a	relatively	small	unique	key	from	files.	Listing	aliases	The	BMJBT	command	lists	the	currently	defined	aliases:	$	aliasalias	lc='ls	-color=auto'	alias	ll='ls	-l'	alias	vi='vim'	Grabbing	information	about	the	terminal	While	writing	command-line	shell	scripts,	we	often
need	to	manipulate	information	about	the	current	terminal,	such	as	the	number	of	columns,	rows,	cursor	positions,	masked	password	fields,	and	so	on.	It	can	be	hard	to	track	execution	flow	in	the	default	output	when	each	line	is	preceded	by	.	The	64&3	argument	can	be	a	username	or	UID.	Read,	write,	and	execute	permissions	have	unique	octal
numbers,	as	follows:	S=4	X=2	Y=1	We	calculate	the	required	combination	of	permissions	by	adding	the	octal	values.	However,	take	care	to	combine	them	carefully.	$IBQUFS,	File	In,	File	Out,	explains	how	to	work	with	files,	including	finding	and	comparing	files,	searching	for	text,	navigating	directory	hierarchy,	and	manipulating	image	and	video
files.	:	This	is	the	format.	If	you	purchased	this	book	elsewhere,	you	can	visit	IUUQXXXQBDLUQVCD	PNTVQQPSUand	register	to	have	the	files	e-mailed	directly	to	you.	This	recipe	calculates	the	number	of	seconds	between	two	dates:	TFDTAEBUFE+BO	TFDTAEBUFE+BO	FDIP5IFSFBSFAFYQSTFDTTFDTATFDPOETCFUXFFO+BOBOE+BO
5IFSFBSFTFDPOETCFUXFFO+BOBOE+BO	[	38	]	Shell	Something	Out	Displaying	a	time	in	seconds	since	midnight	of	January	1,	1970,	is	not	easily	read	by	humans.	Regular	expressions	are	the	basis	for	many	tools.	[	69	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Using	the	two	files,	UJNJOHMPH	and	PVUQVUTFTTJPO,	we	can	replay	the	sequence	of	command
execution	as	follows:	$	scriptreplay	timing.log	output.session	#	Plays	the	sequence	of	commands	and	output	How	it	works...	The	following	command	demonstrates	using	the	BOE	operator	to	select	only	the	file	that	starts	with	an	T	and	has	an	F	in	the	name	somewhere.	For	floating	point	numbers,	we	can	pass	additional	parameters	to	round	off	the
decimal	places.	If	the	input	is	large	we	can	use	an	input	file	and	the	redirection	operator	to	supply	input:	$	echo	-e	"notesdocx"	$	cat	input.data	notes	docx	>	input.data	You	can	manually	craft	the	input	file	without	the	FDIP	commands	by	hand–typing.	Consider	this	example:	SX	=	4	+	2	=	6	SY	=	4	+	1	=	5	[	134	]	File	In,	File	Out	The	permission
SXYSXS	in	the	numeric	method	is	as	follows:	SXY	=	4	+	2	+	1	=	7	SX	=	4	+	2	=	6	S	=	4	Therefore,	SXYSXS	is	equal	to	,	and	the	command	to	set	the	permissions	using	octal	values	is	DINPEGJMFOBNF.	EMPH	is	similar	to	the	QSJOUG	argument	format	in	C,	Here,	the	filename	=	prefix	+	suffix,	that	is,	TFSWFS	EMPH.	It	accepts	only	a	single
command,	but	we	can	use	a	trick.	It	is	useful	for	manipulating	text	data.	Creating	entire	disk	images	using	fsarchiver	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	We	have	to	specify	a	newline	when	required,	as	shown	in	the	following	script:	#!/bin/bash	#Filename:	printf.sh	printf	printf	printf	printf	"%-5s	"%-5s	"%-5s	"%-5s	%-10s	%-10s	%-10s	%-10s	%-4s"	No	Name
Mark	%-4.2f"	1	Sarath	80.3456	%-4.2f"	2	James	90.9989	%-4.2f"	3	Jeff	77.564	We	will	receive	the	following	formatted	output:	No	1	2	3	Name	Sarath	James	Jeff	Mark	80.35	91.00	77.56	[	12	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	it	works...	The	bigger	the	disk,	the	more	you	need	backups.	pushd	and	popd	are	useful	when	there	are	more	than	three	directory	paths
used.	The		performs	a	numeric	operation.	[	132	]	File	In,	File	Out	Let's	take	a	look	at	what	each	of	these	three	character	sets	mean	for	the	user,	group,	and	others:	User	(permission	string:	SXY):	These	define	the	options	a	user	has.	Words	that	you	see	on	the	screen,	for	example,	in	menus	or	dialog	boxes,	appear	in	the	text	like	this:	"Select	System	info
from	the	Administration	panel."	Warnings	or	important	notes	appear	in	a	box	like	this.	Finding	packets	with	ngrep	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Index	486	487	487	488	488	489	489	490	490	490	491	491	492	492	492	493	494	494	494	495	495	496	496	500	[	xxiii	]	Preface	This	book	will	show	you	how	to	get	the	most	from	your	Linux	computer.
Displaying	the	status	of	tcp	sockets	Tracing	applications	listening	on	ports	How	it	works	Gathering	system	I/O	usage	with	dstat	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	prompt	can	be	configured	in	many	ways,	but	frequently	resembles	this:	username[email	protected]$	Alternatively,	it	can	also	be	configured	as	SPPU!IPTUOBNF	or	simply	as		or	.	Set	these
permissions	with	chmod:	$	chmod	u=rwx	g=rw	o=r	filename	The	options	used	here	are	as	follows:	V:	This	specifies	user	permissions	H:	This	specifies	group	permissions	P:	This	specifies	others	permissions	Use	to	add	permission	to	a	user,	group,	or	others,	and	use		to	remove	the	permissions.	ISO	images	are	susceptible	to	erroneous	bits.	It	makes
greedy	matches	by	evaluating	from	left	to	right	and	removes	the	match	string	from	the	specified	variable.	Let's	go	through	another	example	usage	of	IFS	to	parse	the	FUDQBTTXE	file.	An	example	of	group	permission	is	SX4.	Using	branches	and	forks	with	fossil	How	to	do	it	How	it	works...	[	xix	]	397	398	398	398	399	400	400	402	402	403	403	403
404	404	404	406	407	407	407	408	408	408	409	409	410	411	412	412	412	413	413	414	414	Gathering	system	information	How	to	do	it...	Unlike	the	checksum	algorithms	we	just	discussed,	encryption	programs	can	reconstruct	the	original	data	with	no	loss.	The	shell	supports	several	methods	and	different	formats	for	displaying	text.	The	next	recipes
show	basic	and	advanced	usages	of	DBU.	See	also	Printing	the	nth	word	or	column	in	a	file	or	line	How	to	do	it...	He's	the	author	of	Tcl/Tk:	A	Developer's	Guide	by	Morgan	Kauffman,	2012,	as	well	as	several	papers,	and	magazine	articles.	He	speaks	frequently	at	technical	conferences	and	user	groups.	How	it	works	There's	more	Chapter	13:
Containers,	Virtual	Machines,	and	the	Cloud	Introduction	Using	Linux	containers	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	17	files	in	./cups	0	files	in	./hp	0	files	in	./hp/tmp	[	121	]	3	File	In,	File	Out	In	this	chapter,	we	will	be	covering	the	following	recipes:	Generating	files	of	any	size	The	intersection	and	set	difference	(A-B)	on	text	files	Finding	and	deleting
duplicate	files	Working	with	file	permissions,	ownership,	and	the	sticky	bit	Making	files	immutable	Generating	blank	files	in	bulk	Finding	symbolic	links	and	their	targets	Enumerating	file	type	statistics	Using	loopback	files	Creating	ISO	files	and	hybrid	ISO	Finding	the	difference	between	files,	and	patching	Using	head	and	tail	for	printing	the	last	or
first	10	lines	Listing	only	directories	-	alternative	methods	Fast	command-line	navigation	using	QVTIE	and	QPQE	Counting	the	number	of	lines,	words,	and	characters	in	a	file	Printing	the	directory	tree	Manipulating	video	and	image	files	File	In,	File	Out	Introduction	Unix	provides	a	file-style	interface	to	all	devices	and	system	features.	These	are	as
follows:	BNJO	(access	time)	NNJO	(modification	time)	DNJO	(change	time)	To	print	all	the	files	that	have	an	access	time	older	than	seven	minutes,	use	the	following	command:	$	find	.	Displaying	disk	usage	in	KB,	MB,	or	blocks	Displaying	the	grand	total	sum	of	disk	usage	Printing	sizes	in	specified	units	Excluding	files	from	the	disk	usage	calculation
Finding	the	ten	largest	size	files	from	a	given	directory	Disk	free	information	Calculating	the	execution	time	for	a	command	How	to	do	it...	To	encode	a	binary	file	into	the	Base64	format,	use	this:	$	base64	filename	>	outputfile	Alternatively,	use	this	command:	$	cat	file	|	base64	>	outputfile	It	can	read	from	TUEJO.	Consider	the	following	example:	$	ls
example.txt	EXAMPLE.txt	file.txt	$	find	.	Using	US	with	the	concept	of	sets,	we	can	map	characters	from	one	set	to	another	set	easily.	Make	text	bold,	using	this	command:	tput	bold	Perform	start	and	end	underlining:	tput	smul	tput	rmul	To	delete	from	the	cursor	to	the	end	of	the	line,	use	the	following	command:	tput	ed	[	35	]	Shell	Something	Out	A
script	should	not	display	the	characters	while	entering	a	password.	As	shown	in	the	examples,	TPSU	accepts	numerous	parameters	to	define	how	the	data	is	to	be	sorted.	IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPNNBQU																									Get	the	most	in-demand	software	skills	with	Mapt.	It	is	the	character	on	the	~	button	on	the	keyboard.	$	find	/home/slynux	-name
'*.txt'	-print	[	71	]	Have	a	Good	Command	The	GJOE	command	has	an	option	JOBNF	(ignore	case),	which	is	similar	to	OBNF,	but	it	matches	filenames	regardless	of	case.	The	YBSHT	command	can	also	convert	any	one-line	or	multiple-line	text	inputs	into	other	formats,	such	as	multiple	lines	(specified	number	of	columns)	or	a	single	line,	and	vice	versa.
This	page	can	be	accessed	by	entering	the	book's	name	in	the	Search	box.	You	can	download	this	file	from	the	following	link:	IUUQTXXXQBDLUQVCDPNTJUFTEFGBVMUGJMFTEPXOMPBET-JOVY4IFMM4DSJQUJOH$PPLC	[email	protected]$PMPS*NBHFTQEG	Errata	Although	we	have	taken	every	care	to	ensure	the	accuracy	of	our	content,
mistakes	do	happen.	Instead	of	typing	several	commands	to	perform	a	set	of	operations,	programmers	could	save	the	commands	in	a	file	and	run	them	later	with	just	a	few	keystrokes.	The	PHP	files	in	the	web	server	require	proper	permissions	to	execute.	Checking	the	status	of	a	git	repository	How	to	do	it...	At	Packt,	we	take	the	protection	of	our
copyright	and	licenses	very	seriously.	Also,	there	is	a	space	between	these	two	so	the	shell	won't	interpret	it	as	the		operator.	Getting	ready	The	YBSHT	command	should	be	the	first	command	to	appear	after	a	pipe	operator.	For	example,	DBU	can	combine	standard	input	data	with	data	from	a	file.	The	sort	command	is	useful	with	the	VOJR	command,
which	expects	sorted	input.	Common	commands	to	put	into	a	configuration	file	include	the	following:	#	Define	my	colors	for	ls	LS_COLORS='no=00:di=01;46:ln=00;36:pi=40;33:so=00;35:bd=40;33;01'	export	LS_COLORS	#	My	primary	prompt	PS1='Hello	$USER';	export	PS1	#	Applications	I	install	outside	the	normal	distro	paths
PATH=$PATH:/opt/MySpecialApplication/bin;	export	PATH	#	Shorthand	for	commands	I	use	frequently	function	lc	()	{/bin/ls	-C	$*	;	}	What	customization	file	should	I	use?	$IBQUFS,	Tuning	a	Linux	System,	helps	us	understand	how	to	make	your	system	perform	better	and	use	memory,	disk,	I/O,	and	CPU	efficiently.	TFU	is	optional	in	the	following
command:	tr	-c	[set1]	[set2]	If	only	TFU	is	present,	US	will	delete	all	characters	that	are	not	in	TFU.	When	the	read	command	receives	an	EOF	(End	of	File),	it	returns	a	fail	and	the	XIJMF	command	exits.	The	"#%^	,	B"	,	BDFY	,	BD	,	and	so	on	are	valid	sets.	The	M	option	enables	displaying	the	relative	path,	instead	of	the	default	absolute	path.	If	the
permission	is	set,	a	character	appears	in	the	corresponding	position,	otherwise	a		character	appears	in	that	position,	which	means	that	the	corresponding	permission	is	unset	(unavailable).	Salt	consists	of	random	bits	that	are	used	as	one	of	the	inputs	to	a	key	derivation	function	that	generates	the	salted	hash	for	the	password.	2.	To	merge	two	already
sorted	files,	use	this	command:	$	sort	-m	sorted1	sorted2	6.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	to	use	both	of	these.	Consider	this	example:	$	cat	lines.txt	line	line	line	$	cat	-n	lines.txt	1	line	[	67	]	Have	a	Good	Command	2	line	3	line	The	DBU	command	never	changes	a	file.	An	element	may	be	a	position	marker,	an	identifier,	or	a	count	modifier.	Creating	a
Virtual	Private	Network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Commands	that	read	input	from	TUEJO	can	receive	data	in	multiple	ways.	See	also	Tracking	changes	to	a	website	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Use	a	combination	of	format	strings	prefixed	with	as	an	argument	for	the	EBUF	command,	to	print	the	date	in	the	format	of	your	choice.	Later	recipes	will
describe	the	tools.	We	award	our	regular	reviewers	with	free	eBooks	and	videos	in	exchange	for	their	valuable	feedback.	Click	on	Code	Download.	Append	any	of	the	following	characters	to	the	number	to	specify	the	size:	Unit	size	Code	Byte	(1	B)	$	Word	(2	B)	8	Block	(512	B)	#	Kilobyte	(1024	B)	,	Megabyte	(1024	KB)	.	Columns	are	separated	by	space
characters.	When	used	with	*,	the	command	is	executed	in	a	loop.	The	format	string	specifies	string	width,	left	or	right	alignment,	and	so	on.	Regular	expressions	consist	of	one	or	more	elements	combined	into	a	string.	Advanced	users	will	find	the	recipes	and	explanations	that	solve	complex	issues,	such	as	backups,	revision	control,	and	packet
sniffing,	useful.	They	produce	debugging	information	in	a	fixed	format.	Casual	users	will	enjoy	recipes	for	reformatting	their	photos,	downloading	videos	and	sound	files	from	the	Internet,	and	archiving	their	files.	It	copies	from	the	current	line	(first	line)	up	to	the	matching	line	that	contains	4&37&3	excluding	the	match	line.	It	is	an	environment
variable	that	stores	delimiting	characters.	How	it	works…	This	section	usually	consists	of	a	detailed	explanation	of	what	happened	in	the	previous	section.	This	recipe	will	discuss	the	basic	techniques	for	handling	symbolic	links.	This	recipe	describes	a	script	that	enumerates	through	all	the	files	inside	a	directory	and	its	descendants,	and	prints	a
report	with	details	on	types	of	files	(files	with	different	file	types),	and	the	count	of	each	file	type.	These	tools	include	utilities,	such	as	TFE,	BXL,	HSFQ,	and	DVU,	which	can	be	combined	to	perform	text	processing	needs.	Currently,	he	is	exploring	his	passion	about	scalable	distributed	systems	in	his	spare	time.	The	null	device	is	often	known	as	a
black	hole,	as	all	the	data	that	goes	into	it	is	lost	forever.	Print	the	epoch	time:	$	date	+%s	1290047248	The	date	command	can	convert	many	formatted	date	strings	into	the	epoch	time.	See	also	Finding	broken	links	in	a	website	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	script	uses	the	\TUBSUFOE^	construct	to	iterate	from	a	start	to	end	value,	instead	of	the
TFR	command	used	in	the	previous	example.	Did	you	know	that	Packt	offers	eBook	versions	of	every	book	published,	with	PDF	and	ePub	files	available?	When	not	working	with	computers,	Clif	plays	guitar,	writes	fiction	experiments	with	new	technologies,	and	plays	with	his	wife's	cats.	If	TUBSUDIBSFOEDIBS	is	not	a	valid	continuous	character
sequence,	they	are	then	taken	as	a	set	of	three	characters	(for	example,	TUBSUDIBS,	,	and	FOEDIBS).	Images	downloaded	from	a	camera	may	need	to	be	renamed	and	sorted.	We	can	use	our	own	filename	prefix	by	providing	a	prefix	as	the	last	argument.	We	can	define	the	delimiter	used	to	separate	arguments.	If	the	output	parameter	(PG)	is	not
specified,	EE	will	use	TUEPVU.	This	example	creates	an	alias	for	SN	that	will	delete	the	original	and	keep	a	copy	in	a	backup	directory:	alias	rm='cp	[email	protected]	~/backup	&&	rm	[email	protected]'	When	you	create	an	alias,	if	the	item	being	aliased	already	exists,	it	will	be	replaced	by	this	newly	aliased	command	for	that	user.	To	compute	the
md5sum,	use	the	following	command:	$	md5sum	filename	68b329da9893e34099c7d8ad5cb9c940	filename	The	NETVN	is	a	32-character	hexadecimal	string	as	given.	It's	a	simple	and	relatively	insecure	cryptographic	utility	that	accepts	input	from	TUEJO,	requests	a	QBTTQISBTF,	and	sends	encrypted	output	to	TUEPVU:	$	crypt	output_file	Enter
passphrase:	We	can	provide	a	passphrase	on	the	command	line:	$	crypt	PASSPHRASE	encrypted_file	In	order	to	decrypt	the	file,	use	this:	$	crypt	PASSPHRASE	-d	output_file	HQH	(GNU	privacy	guard)	is	a	widely	used	tool	for	protecting	files	to	ensure	that	data	is	not	read	until	it	reaches	its	intended	destination.	Reader	feedback	is	important	for	us	as
it	helps	us	develop	titles	that	you	will	really	get	the	most	out	of.	The	YBSHT	command	works	by	accepting	input	from	TUEJO,	parsing	the	data	into	individual	elements,	and	invoking	a	program	with	these	elements	as	the	final	command	line	arguments.	To	extract	the	name	from	the	filename	formatted	as	OBNFFYUFOTJPO,	we	use	the		operator.
X8SJUF:	When	this	is	set,	the	file,	device,	or	directory	can	be	modified.	Using	branches	and	forks	with	fossil	[	xii	]	253	254	254	254	256	256	258	258	258	259	259	259	260	260	260	261	261	261	263	263	263	264	264	264	264	265	265	265	265	265	266	266	266	267	267	267	267	268	268	269	269	How	to	do	it	How	it	works...	These	directories	may	not
contain	useful	files	and	should	be	excluded	from	the	search.	-type	l	-print	The	following	table	shows	the	types	and	arguments	GJOE	recognizes:	File	type	Type	argument	Regular	file	G	Symbolic	link	M	Directory	E	Character	special	device	D	[	75	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Block	device	C	Socket	T	FIFO	Q	Searching	by	file	timestamp	Unix/Linux
filesystems	have	three	types	of	timestamp	on	each	file.	The	first	deletes	all	alphanumeric	characters,	and	any	dash	(),	underbar	(@),	or	period	().	Note	that	DPNN	takes	two	sorted	files	as	input.	First,	execute	DPNN	without	any	options:	$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	apple	carrot	cookies	gold	iron	orange	silver	steel	The	first	column	of	the	output	contains	lines
that	are	only	in	"UYU.	Finding	the	process	ID	from	the	given	command	names	Determining	how	busy	a	system	is	The	top	command	See	also...	To	print	the	type	of	a	file,	use	the	following	command:	$	file	filename	$	file	/etc/passwd	/etc/passwd:	ASCII	text	2.	Reporting	routes	with	ip	route	Tracing	recent	IP	connections	and	the	ARP	table	Tracing	a	route
How	it	works...	Producing	delays	in	a	script	Debugging	the	script	How	to	do	it...	Checksums	are	used	by	backup	applications	to	check	whether	a	file	has	been	modified	and	needs	to	be	backed	up.	The	intersection	and	set	difference	(A-B)	on	text	files	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	We	need	to	find	a	file	from	each	group	of	duplicates	so	we	can	remove	all
other	duplicates.	You	can	also	download	the	code	files	by	clicking	on	the	Code	Files	button	on	the	book's	webpage	at	the	Packt	Publishing	website.	If	you	come	across	any	illegal	copies	of	our	works	in	any	form	on	the	Internet,	please	provide	us	with	the	location	address	or	website	name	immediately	so	that	we	can	pursue	a	remedy.	-type	f	-atime	+7	-
print	The	NUJNF	parameter	will	search	for	files	based	on	the	modification	time;	DUJNF	searches	based	on	the	change	time.	Consider	this	example:	------rwt	,	------rwT	A	typical	example	of	a	directory	with	sticky	bit	turned	on	is	UNQ,	where	anyone	can	create	a	file,	but	only	the	owner	can	delete	one.	The	following	example	spawns	the	backup	script	and
then	looks	for	the	patterns	GPMEFS	and	GJMF	to	determine	if	the	backup	script	is	asking	for	a	folder	name	or	a	filename.	Check	them	out!																															[5]	Preface	Downloading	the	color	images	of	this	book	We	also	provide	you	with	a	PDF	file	that	has	color	images	of	the	screenshots/diagrams	used	in	this	book.																											I	would	like	to
thank	my	friends	and	family	for	the	great	support	and	encouragement	they	have	given	me	for	all	my	endeavors.	Colors	for	text	are	represented	by	color	codes,	including,	reset	=	0,	black	=	30,	red	=	31,	green	=	32,	yellow	=	33,	blue	=	34,	magenta	=	35,	cyan	=	36,	and	white	=	37.	We	saw	some	basic	translations	using	the	US	command.	-type	f	-name
'*.c'	-exec	cat	{}	\;>all_c_files.txt	$	find	.	The	next	time	you	connect	to	your	ISP,	FUDSFTPMWDPOG	will	be	overwritten	to	point	to	ISP's	DNS	server.	If	these	are	set,	anyone	can	access	this	file	or	folder.	Obtain	the	list	of	indexes	in	an	array.	See	also	Monitoring	command	outputs	with	watch	How	to	do	it...	The	logic	behind	the	code	is	as	follows:	We
list	the	files	sorted	by	size,	so	files	of	the	same	size	will	be	adjacent.	Viewing	fossil	history	How	to	do	it...	We'll	discuss	the	spawn,	expect,	and	send	commands	for	simple	automation.	With	regular	expression	strings,	we	can	filter,	strip,	replace,	and	search	within	text	files.	Arguments	passed	to	functions	are	accessed	positionally,		is	the	first	argument,	
is	the	second,	and	so	on:	fname	arg1	arg2	;	#	passing	args	The	following	is	the	definition	of	the	function	GOBNF.	We	can	create	our	own	interactive	shell	scripts.	Trying	to	trick	DBU	with	a	pipe	and	redirecting	the	output	will	empty	the	input	file.	To	prevent	this,	make	FUDSFTPMWDPOG	immutable.	If	the	sticky	bit	and	the	execute	permission	are	set,
the	5	character	appears	in	the	Y	position.	How	it	works...	-type	f	-user	slynux	-print	Performing	actions	on	files	with	find	The	find	command	can	perform	actions	on	the	files	it	identifies.	The	FDIP	option	in	the	preceding	command	disables	the	output	to	the	terminal,	whereas	FDIP	enables	output.	We	can	pass	the	output	to	other	commands	without
using	pipes.	It	can	be	generalized	as	!	=	.	Configuring	OwnCloud	There's	more...	Hence,	we	need	to	know	whether	the	received	file	is	the	original	one	or	not	by	applying	some	kind	of	test.	-type	f	-perm	644	-print	#	Print	files	having	permission	644	The	QFSN	option	specifies	that	GJOE	should	only	match	files	with	their	permission	set	to	a	particular
value.	Creating	certificates	Configuring	OpenVPN	on	the	server	Configuring	OpenVPN	on	the	client	Starting	the	server	Starting	and	testing	a	client	Chapter	9:	Put	On	the	Monitors	Cap	Introduction	Monitoring	disk	usage	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	The	next	examples	show	how	to	format	sets	of	data	on	a	command	line.	IUUQXXXOPVDPSQDPN
IUUQTXXXMJOLFEJODPNJODMJGGMZOU																																																			I'd	like	to	thank	my	wife	for	putting	up	with	me	during	my	writing	marathons,	and	my	editors	at	Packt	Publishing,	Sanjeet	Rao,	Radhika	Atitkar,	and	Nidhisha	Shetty	for	their	support	and	assistance.	If	you	need	to	remove	the	extra	blank	lines,	use	the	following	syntax:	$	cat	-s
file	Consider	the	following	example:	$	cat	multi_blanks.txt	line	1	line	2	line	3	[	66	]	Have	a	Good	Command	line	4	$	cat	-s	multi_blanks.txt	#	Squeeze	adjacent	blank	lines	line	1	line	2	line	3	line	4	We	can	remove	all	blank	lines	with	US,	as	discussed	in	the	Translating	with	tr	recipe	in	this	chapter.	When	providing	custom	templates,	9	will	be	replaced	by
a	random	alphanumeric	character.	When	using	MT	and	HSFQ	to	display	symbolic	links	in	the	current	folder,	the	HSFQ?M	command	filters	the	MTM	output	to	only	display	lines	starting	with	M.	The	pipe	operator	redirects	data	to	the	cat	command's	standard	input	as	follows:	OUTPUT_FROM_SOME	COMMANDS	|	cat	The	DBU	command	can	also
concatenate	content	from	files	with	input	from	a	terminal.	The	shell	has	built-in	features	for	manipulating	filenames.	We	can	ignore	any	aliases	currently	defined,	by	escaping	the	command	we	want	to	run.	Generating	a	summary	of	files	and	sub-directoriesChapter	3:	File	In,	File	Out	Introduction	Generating	files	of	any	size	How	to	do	it...	Sharing	an
Internet	connection	[	xvi	]	329	329	329	330	330	330	331	331	332	333	333	333	333	335	335	335	336	336	336	337	337	337	337	338	338	339	339	339	340	340	341	341	341	341	342	342	342	343	343	343	344	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	These	programs	may	not	be	installed	on	your	system.	Excluding	files	while	creating	a	squashfs	file	Backing	up
snapshots	with	rsync	How	to	do	it...	This	example	extracts	TBNQMF	from	TBNQMFKQH:	[email	protected]TBNQMFKQH	OBNF\[email	protected]	^	FDIP'JMFOBNFJTOBNF	The	output	is	this:	File	name	is:	sample	The		operator	will	extract	the	extension:	Extract	KQH	from	the	filename	stored	in	the	[email	protected]	variable:	FYUFOTJPO\
[email	protected]	^	FDIP&YUFOTJPOJTKQH	The	output	is	as	follows:	Extension	is:	jpg	How	it	works...	A	function	is	defined	as	follows:	GVODUJPOGOBNF	\	TUBUFNFOUT	^	Alternatively,	it	can	be	defined	as:	GOBNF	\	TUBUFNFOUT	^	It	can	even	be	defined	as	follows	(for	simple	functions):	GOBNF	\TUBUFNFOU^	2.	Previous	examples	have	shown
how	to	pass	data	from	one	application's	standard	output	to	another's	standard	input	with	a	pipe.	Shantanu	Tushar	is	an	advanced	GNU/Linux	user	since	his	college	days.	By	removing	the	unnecessary	columns,	we	can	produce	the	set	difference	for	"UYU	and	#UYU,	as	follows:	Set	difference	for	"UYU:		$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	-2	-3		removes	the	second	and
third	columns	Set	difference	for	#UYU:		$	comm	A.txt	B.txt	-1	-3		removes	the	second	and	third	columns	How	it	works...	To	sort	in	the	reverse	order,	we	use	the	following	command:	$	sort	-r	file.txt	4.	For	/BNF,	the	width	reserved	is	.	We	exploit	the	Bash	operand	,	which	instructs	the	shell	to	send	the	command	to	the	background	and	continue	with	the
script.	The	color	images	will	help	you	better	understand	the	changes	in	the	output.	A	faster	approach	Adding	a	delay	Field	separators	and	iterators	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Once	your	errata	are	verified,	your	submission	will	be	accepted	and	the	errata	will	be	uploaded	to	our	website	or	added	to	any	list	of	existing	errata	under	the	Errata	section
of	that	title.	-type	f	-size	+2k	#	Files	having	size	less	than	2	kilobytes	$	find	.	But	GJOE	helps	to	do	it.	To	create	the	temporary	filename	based	on	a	template,	use	this:	$mktemp	test.XXX	test.2tc	[	104	]	Have	a	Good	Command	How	it	works...	Getting	ready	The	UQVU	and	TUUZ	commands	are	utilities	used	for	terminal	manipulations.	In	this	context,	the
commands	are	called	filters.	We	can	write	to	the	terminal	by	writing	to	the	corresponding	device	file.	Symbolic	links	are	pointers	to	other	files	or	folders.	By	default,	the	UFF	command	overwrites	the	file.	Searching	based	on	file	size	Based	on	the	file	sizes	of	the	files,	a	search	can	be	performed:	#	Files	having	size	greater	than	2	kilobytes	$	find	.	I
need	to	apply	the	arguments	in	several	styles.	Let's	go	through	an	example	on	using	US	to	encrypt	and	decrypt	numeric	characters:	$	echo	12345	|	tr	'0-9'	'9876543210'	87654	#Encrypted	$	echo	87654	|	tr	'9876543210'	'0-9'	12345	#Decrypted	[	88	]	Have	a	Good	Command	The	US	command	can	be	used	to	encrypt	text.	clear	[	63	]	2	Have	a	Good
Command	In	this	chapter,	we	will	cover	the	following	recipes:	Concatenating	with	DBU	Recording	and	playing	back	terminal	sessions	Finding	files	and	file	listing	Playing	with	YBSHT	Translating	with	US	Checksum	and	verification	Cryptographic	tools	and	hashes	Sorting	unique	and	duplicate	lines	Temporary	file	naming	and	random	numbers	Splitting
files	and	data	Slicing	filenames	based	on	extensions	Renaming	and	moving	files	in	bulk	Spell–checking	and	dictionary	manipulation	Automating	interactive	input	Making	commands	quicker	by	running	parallel	processes	Examining	a	directory,	files	and	subdirectories	in	it	Have	a	Good	Command	Introduction	Unix-like	systems	have	the	best	command-
line	tools.	This	recipe	helps	in	collecting	and	manipulating	terminal	settings.	Bash	supports	both	regular	arrays	that	use	integers	as	the	array	index,	and	associative	arrays,	which	use	a	string	as	the	array	index.	He	looks	after	maintaining	Calligra	Active	–	KDE's	offie	document	viewer	for	tablets,	Plasma	Media	Center,	and	the	Gluon	Player.	Use	a
delimiter	character	to	end	the	input	line:	read	-d	delim_char	var	Consider	this	example:	$	read	-d	":"	var	hello:#var	is	set	to	hello	Running	a	command	until	it	succeeds	Sometimes	a	command	can	only	succeed	when	certain	conditions	are	met.	I	also	thank	my	dogs	for	their	patience	while	I	worked	away	on	this	book.	Gzip	with	tarball	zcat	-	reading
gzipped	files	without	extracting	Compression	ratio	Using	bzip2	Using	lzma	See	also	Archiving	and	compressing	with	zip	How	to	do	it...	Finding	and	deleting	duplicate	files	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	This	is	similar	to	echo	OF	in	that	it	does	not	automatically	include	the	newline	and	does	understand	backslash	symbols.	When	a	user	needs	to	be
authenticated,	the	password	is	read	and	converted	to	the	hash	and	that	hash	is	compared	to	the	stored	hash.	The	following	table	lists	the	format	options	that	the	date	command	supports.	The		operator	performs	a	greedy	match	from	left	to	right	and	matches	IBDLGVOCPPL:	$	echo	${VAR##*.}	The	output	will	be:	UYU.	C:	This	specifies	the	suffix
format.	You	can	also	share	the	recorded	files	for	others	to	playback	and	see	how	to	perform	a	particular	task	with	the	command	line.	About	the	Book	The	shell	is	the	most	powerful	tool	your	computer	provides.	[	13	]	Shell	Something	Out	To	print	colored	text,	enter	the	following	command:	echo	-e	"\e[1;31m	This	is	red	text	\e[0m"	Here,	=F	echo	A2	>
echo	A3	>	chmod	000	a1	a2	a3	a1	#Deny	all	permissions	[	25	]	Shell	Something	Out	Displaying	the	contents	of	the	files	using	wildcards	(B	),	will	generate	an	error	message	for	the	B	file	because	that	file	does	not	have	the	proper	read	permission:	$	cat	a*	cat:	a1:	Permission	denied	A2	A3	Here,	DBUB1FSNJTTJPOEFOJFE	belongs	to	the	TUEFSS	data.
The	semicolon	must	be	escaped	or	it	will	be	grabbed	by	your	command	shell	as	the	end	of	the	GJOE	command	instead	of	the	end	of	the	DIPXO	command.	160	161	161	161	162	162	164	164	165	165	165	165	166	166	166	167	Chapter	4:	Texting	and	Driving	168	Introduction	Using	regular	expressions	How	to	do	it...	In	some	situations,	we	need	to	write
scripts	to	edit	passwords	or	add	users.	Arrays	can	be	defined	using	different	techniques:	1.	See	also	Printing	text	between	line	numbers	or	patterns	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Here	are	sections	for	using	it	to	accomplish	complex	tasks:	Sorting	according	to	keys	or	columns	We	can	use	a	column	with	sort	if	the	input	data	is	formatted	like	this:	$	cat
data.txt	1	mac	2000	2	winxp	4000	3	bsd	1000	4	linux	1000	We	can	sort	this	in	many	ways;	currently	it	is	sorted	numerically,	by	the	serial	number	(the	first	column).	It	is	the	default	delimiter	string	used	by	a	running	shell	environment.	However,	very	few	people	are	aware	of	this,	thus	spelling	errors	abound.	John	has	been	married	to	Michele	since
1994	and	has	a	daughter,	Denise,	and	a	son,	Kieran.	Try	the	following	command:	rm	file	rm:	cannot	remove	`file':	Operation	not	permitted	3.	We	can	create	a	subshell	to	handle	complex	situations.	It	uses	HSFQ	to	report	files	with	images:	find	/smbMount	-iname	'*.docx'	-print0	|	xargs	-0	grep	-L	image	There's	more...	Generating	blank	files	in	bulk
Getting	ready	[v]	123	123	123	125	125	125	127	128	128	129	130	131	133	135	135	135	135	136	136	136	137	137	137	138	How	to	do	it...	,	,	,	and	so	on.	An	example	of	the	EE	command	is	as	follows:	$	dd	if=/dev/zero	of=junk.data	bs=1M	count=1	1+0	records	in	1+0	records	out	1048576	bytes	(1.0	MB)	copied,	0.00767266	s,	137	MB/s	This	command
creates	a	file	called	KVOLEBUB	containing	exactly	1	MB	of	zeros.	From	there,	you'll	learn	text	processing,	web	interactions,	network	and	system	monitoring,	and	system	tuning.	Hence,	any	name	will	reside	within	the	10-character	width	reserved	for	it	and	the	rest	of	the	line	will	be	filled	with	spaces	up	to	10	characters	total.	[	98	]	Have	a	Good
Command	How	to	do	it...	In	order	to	set	permissions	for	files,	we	use	the	DINPE	command.	Committing	message	ethics	How	to	do	it...	See	also	Managing	log	files	with	logrotate	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	How	it	works	Changing	scheduler	priority	using	the	nice	command	How	to	do	it...	This	passes	only	the	slashes	()	in	the	path	to	the	second	US
command,	which	translates	those	slashes	to	spaces.	-type	f	-name	'*.c'	-exec	cat	{}	>all_c_files.txt	+	[	79	]	Have	a	Good	Command	To	redirect	the	data	from	GJOE	to	the	[email	protected]@GJMFTUYU	file,	we	used	the	operator	(append)	because	the	entire	output	from	the	GJOE	command	is	a	single	data	instead	of	is	necessary	when	multiple	data
streams	are	to	be	appended	to	a	single	stream	(TUEJO);	file.	Usually,	you	don't	need	to	bother	about	the	date	string	format	you	use	if	you	are	collecting	the	date	from	a	system	log	or	any	standard	application	generated	output.	Fully	searchable	across	every	book	published	by	Packt	Copy	and	paste,	print,	and	bookmark	content	On	demand	and
accessible	via	a	web	browser	Customer	Feedback	Thanks	for	purchasing	this	Packt	book.	-type	f	-name	"*.txt"	-exec	printf	"Text	file:	%s"	{}	\;	Config	file:	/etc/openvpn/easy-rsa/openssl-1.0.0.cnf	Config	file:	/etc/my.cnf	Skipping	specified	directories	when	using	the	find	command	Skipping	certain	subdirectories	may	improve	performance	during	the
operation	of	GJOE.	This	recipe	deals	with	some	common	ways	to	utilize	GJOE	to	locate	files.	This	is	the	code	repository	for	Linux	Shell	Scripting	Cookbook	-	Third	Edition,	published	by	Packt.	The	script	command	discussed	earlier	may	be	of	use.	Generating	blank	files	in	bulk	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Commands	in	_CBTISD	are	always	executed
when	a	new	interactive	shell	process	is	spawned:	$	echo	'alias	cmd="command	seq"'	>>	~/.bashrc	3.	For	example,	you	can	only	download	a	file	after	the	file	is	created.	Do	not	attempt	to	use	redirection	to	overwrite	your	input	file.	The	shell	will	expand	glob	wildcards	with	no	quotes	or	using	double-quotes	().	The	shebang	facilitates	running	the	script
on	its	own.	-type	f	-print	|	xargs	ls	-l	ls:	cannot	access	./file:	No	such	file	or	directory	ls:	cannot	access	name:	No	such	file	or	directory	$>	find	.	Mapt	gives	you	full	access	to	all	Packt	books	and	video	courses,	as	well	as	industry-leading	tools	to	help	you	plan	your	personal	development	and	advance	your	career.	$	bash	-x	script.sh	Running	the	script
with	the	Y	flag	will	print	each	source	line	with	the	current	status.	Single	quotes	disable	this	interpretation.	$	split	-b	10k	data.file	$	ls	data.file	xaa	xab	xac	xad	xae	xaf	xag	xah	xai	xaj	The	preceding	code	will	split	EBUBGJMF	into	ten	files	of	L	each.	A	script	can	be	executed	in	two	ways:	1.	Let's	see	what	else	can	US	help	us	achieve.	The	subshell	can
use	a	XIJMF	loop	to	read	arguments	and	execute	commands	in	a	trickier	way,	like	this:	$	cat	files.txt	|	(	while	read	arg;	do	cat	$arg;	done	)	#	Equivalent	to	cat	files.txt	|	xargs	-I	{}	cat	{}	[	86	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Here,	by	replacing	DBUBSH	with	any	number	of	commands	using	a	XIJMF	loop,	we	can	perform	many	command	actions	with	the	same
arguments.	The		operator	is	preferred	over	the		operator	to	extract	the	extension	from	a	filename,	since	the	filename	may	contain	multiple		characters.	Applying	ownership	recursively	The	DIPXO	command	also	supports	the	3	flag	to	recursively	change	ownership:	$	chown	user.group	.	This	can	be	done	as	follows:	$	csplit	server.log	/SERVER/	-n	2	-s
{*}	rm	server00.log	$	ls	server01.log	server02.log	server03.log	-f	server	-b	"%02d.log"	$	server.log	The	details	of	the	command	are	as	follows:	4&37&3:	This	is	the	line	used	to	match	a	line	by	which	a	split	is	to	be	carried	out.	Consider	this	example:	Y	VOUJMJTUIFDPOEJUJPO	EP	MFUY	FDIPY	EPOF	[	56	]	Shell	Something	Out	Comparisons	and	tests
Flow	control	in	a	program	is	handled	by	comparison	and	test	statements.	$	look	word	Alternatively,	this	can	be	used:	$	grep	"^word"	filepath	Consider	this	example:	$	look	android	android	android's	androids	Use	this	to	find	lines	with	a	given	date	in	WBSMPHTZTMPH:	$look	'Aug	30'	/var/log/syslog	Automating	interactive	input	We	looked	at
commands	that	accept	arguments	on	the	command	line.	-iregex	'.*\(\.py\|\.sh\)$'	./test.py	./new.PY	./script.sh	Negating	arguments	The	GJOE	command	can	also	exclude	things	that	match	a	pattern	using	:	$	find	.	The	if	conditions	can	be	lengthy;	to	make	them	shorter	we	can	use	logical	operators:	BDUJPO	#	action	executes	if	the	condition	is	true
]]BDUJPO	#	action	executes	if	the	condition	is	false		is	the	logical	AND	operation	and	]]	is	the	logical	OR	operation.	Quickly	copying	files	over	the	network	Creating	a	broadcasting	server	How	it	works...	Finally,	I	would	like	to	thank	Judie	Jose	for	her	patience	on	those	occasions	when	life	got	in	the	way	of	my	editing.	if	sort	-c	fileToCheck	;	then	echo
sorted	;	else	echo	unsorted	;	fi	There's	more...	The	aforementioned	debugging	methods	are	provided	by	Bash	built-ins.	Thus,	it	is	removed	from	the	7"3	string	and	the	output	is	TBNQMF.	If	malware	modifies	a	file,	we	can	detect	this	from	the	changed	checksum.	When	a	sticky	bit	is	set	for	a	directory,	only	the	user	who	created	the	directory	can	delete
the	files	in	the	directory,	even	if	the	group	and	others	have	write	permissions.	The	#&(*/\^	block	of	BXL	is	executed	before	the	main	processing.	Set	the	date	and	time:	#	date	-s	"Formatted	date	string"	#	date	-s	"21	June	2009	11:01:22"	On	a	system	connected	to	a	network,	you'll	want	to	use	OUQEBUF	to	set	the	date	and	time:
VTSTCJOOUQEBUFTUJNFCOJTUHPW	5.	It	displays	lines	that	are	unique	to	file	1,	file	2,	and	lines	in	both	files.	There	are	numerous	scenarios	where	the	TPSU	and	VOJR	commands	can	be	used.	EFW[FSP	is	a	character	special	device,	which	returns	the	zero	byte	(=).	There	are	multiple	ways	of	grouping	commands.																																		This	line	will
limit	all	users	to	100	processes:	IBSEOQSPD	Exporting	functions	Functions	can	be	exported,	just	like	environment	variables,	using	the	FYQPSU	command.	[	170	]	[0-9]	matches	any	single	digit		These	are	special	device	files	that	correspond	to	TUEJO,	TUEFSS,	and	TUEPVU.	The	second	column	contains	lines	that	are	only	in	#UYU.	The	3	option	to
DINPE	supports	recursive	changes:	$	chmod	777	.	Convert	the	date	string	into	epoch:	$	date	--date	"Wed	mar	15	08:09:16	EDT	2017"	+%s	1489579718	The	EBUF	option	defines	a	date	string	as	input.	Modern	GNU/Linux	distributions	usually	have	packages	or	you	can	get	it	from	IUUQXXXEXIFFMFSDPNTMPDDPVOU.	When	symbolic	links	are
removed,	it	does	not	affect	the	original	file.	It's	easier	for	casual	users	to	interact	with	a	set	of	prompts	rather	than	remember	command	line	flags	and	the	proper	order.	This	specifies	that	the	text	that	matches	the	regular	expression	must	start	at	the	beginning	of	the	string	?UVY	matches	a	line	that	starts	with	UVY		This	specifies	that	the	text	that
matches	the	regular	UVY	matches	a	line	that	expression	must	end	with	the	last	character	in	the	target	ends	with	UVY	string	Identifiers	Identifiers	are	the	basis	of	regular	expressions.	This	command	only	works	with	sorted	data.	The	FDIP	command	is	the	simplest	command	for	printing	in	the	terminal.	[	$var	-ne	0	]	#	It	returns	true	when	$var	is	not
equal	to	0	Other	important	operators	include	the	following:	HU:	Greater	than	MU:	Less	than	HF:	Greater	than	or	equal	to	MF:	Less	than	or	equal	to	The	B	operator	is	a	logical	AND	and	the	P	operator	is	the	logical	OR.	Despite	having	it	at	their	fingertips,	many	users	are	unaware	of	how	much	the	shell	can	accomplish.	The	L	option	specifies	the
characters	to	sort	by.	We	can	specify	custom	sets	as	needed	by	appending	characters	or	character	classes.	Specifying	a	filename	prefix	for	the	split	files	All	the	previous	split	filenames	start	with	x.	Base64	is	a	group	of	similar	encoding	schemes	that	represent	binary	data	in	an	ASCII	string	format	by	translating	it	into	a	radix-64	representation.	Not	At
All!,	explains	web	interactions	without	a	browser!	It	also	explains	how	to	script	to	check	your	website	for	broken	links	and	download	and	parse	HTML	data.	Let's	see	how	to	generate	a	checksum	from	a	file	and	verify	the	integrity	of	that	file.	We	can	generate	a	shadow	password	using	PQFOTTM.	The	new	name	of	the	file	is	constructed	using	\JNH	^,
which	parses	the	extension	of	the	filename	currently	being	processed	(refer	to	the	Slicing	filenames	based	on	extensions	recipe	in	this	chapter	for	an	interpretation	of	\JNH	^).	This	is	equivalent	to		DINPE	QXE3.	The	software	has	to	be	aware	and	take	advantage	of	the	multiple	cores	if	we	want	it	to	be	faster.	Creating	a	table	Inserting	a	row	into	an
SQL	database	Selecting	rows	from	a	SQL	database	Writing	and	reading	SQLite	databases	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	[	111	]	Have	a	Good	Command	MFUDPVOU	is	used	to	increment	the	file	number	for	each	execution	of	the	loop.	Getting	ready	On	Unix/Linux	systems,	file	types	are	not	defined	by	the	file	extension	(as	Microsoft	Windows	does).
Regular	expressions	are	a	basic	pattern-matching	technique.	A	typical	example	of	text	matching	with	regular	expressions	is	to	recognize	all	e-mail	addresses.	(for	example,	33)	Second	4	(for	example,	10)	Nano	second	/	(for	example,	695208515)	Epoch	Unix	time	in	seconds	T	(for	example,	1290049486)	There's	more...	You	can	delete	files,	or	execute
an	arbitrary	Linux	command	on	the	files.	Special	variables	Passing	an	external	variable	to	awk	Reading	a	line	explicitly	using	getline	Filtering	lines	processed	by	awk	with	filter	patterns	Setting	delimiters	for	fields	Reading	the	command	output	from	awk	Associative	arrays	in	Awk	Using	loop	inside	awk	String	manipulation	functions	in	awk	Finding	the
frequency	of	words	used	in	a	given	file	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	\7"3	^	is	interpreted	as	follows:	Remove	the	string	match	from	7"3	for	the	wildcard	pattern	that	appears	to	the	right	of		(	in	the	previous	example).	Software	engineers	will	learn	how	to	examine	system	applications,	how	to	use	modern	software	management	tools	such	as	git	and	fossil
for	their	own	work,	and	how	to	submit	patches	to	open-source	projects.	If	there	is	a	topic	that	you	have	expertise	in	and	you	are	interested	in	either	writing	or	contributing	to	a	book,	see	our	author	guide	at	XXXQBDLUQVCDPNBVUIPST.	Languages	such	as	Python	may	treat	tabs	and	spaces	differently.	Shell	Something	Out	By	the	1960s,	computers
supported	interactive	terminals	(frequently	a	teletype	or	glorified	typewriter)	to	invoke	commands.		GJOEQBUIUZQFGQSJOU	is	equivalent	to	a	filename,	but	it	substitutes	the	filename	with	a	subprocess	output.	[$var	-eq	0	]	or	[	$var	-eq	0]	[	57	]	Shell	Something	Out	Perform	mathematical	tests	on	variables	and	values,	like	this:	[	$var	-eq	0	]	#	It
returns	true	when	$var	equal	to	0.	We	can	use	this	list	to	check	whether	a	word	is	a	dictionary	word	or	not:	$	ls	/usr/share/dict/	american-english	british-english	To	check	whether	the	given	word	is	a	dictionary	word,	use	the	following	script:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFDIFDLXPSETI	XPSE	HSFQ?VTSTIBSFEJDUCSJUJTIFOHMJTIR	JGUIFO
FDIPXPSEJTBEJDUJPOBSZXPSE	FMTF	FDIPXPSEJTOPUBEJDUJPOBSZXPSE	GJ	The	usage	is	as	follows:	$	./checkword.sh	ful	ful	is	not	a	dictionary	word	$	./checkword.sh	fool	fool	is	a	dictionary	word	How	it	works...	Using	fossil	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	You	cannot	record	vi,	emacs,	or	other	applications	that	map	characters	to	particular	locations
on	the	screen.	Instructions	and	Navigation	All	of	the	code	is	organized	into	folders.	The	sleep	command	causes	the	script	to	delay	for	1	second	between	each	iteration	of	the	loop.	When	there	are	three	arguments,	the	command	is	executed	three	times	along	with	the	\^	command.	The	TQMJU	command	has	more	options.	-type	f	-print	List	only	symbolic
links	as	follows:	$	find	.	The	folder	hierarchy	for	a	task	is	quite	deep	and	includes	symbolic	links	that	loop	back	on	themselves.	In	this	recipe,	we	will	see	how	to	compute	checksums	to	verify	the	integrity	of	data.	If	IFS	is	not	set	as		then	it	will	print	the	entire	data	as	a	single	string.	There's	more…	This	section	consists	of	additional	information	about
the	recipe	in	order	to	make	the	reader	more	knowledgeable	about	the	recipe.	The	\^	symbol	represents	the	file	to	be	processed,	and	the	\^	symbol	represents	the	filename	without	a	suffix.	See	also	This	section	provides	helpful	links	to	other	useful	information	for	the	recipe.																																									$	opensslpasswd	-1	-salt	SALT_STRING	PASSWORD
$1$SALT_STRING$323VkWkSLHuhbt1zkSsUG.		This	matches	any	one	character.	Bash	provides	debugging	options	every	developer	should	know.	The	Y	flag	outputs	every	line	of	script	as	it	is	executed.	A	single	digit	specifies	the	column.	We	may	need	to	generate	thousands	of	files	to	confirm	that	there	are	no	memory	leaks	or	processes	left	hanging.
The	TFUVJE	permission	enables	the	file	to	be	executed	as	the	file	owner	when	any	other	user	runs	the	program.	Start	recording	the	terminal	session	with	the	following	command:	$	script	-t	2>	timing.log	-a	output.session	A	full	example	looks	like	this:	$	script	-t	2>	timing.log	-a	output.session	#	$	%	4	%	$	This	is	a	demonstration	of	tclsh	tclsh	puts
[expr	2	+	2]	exit	exit	Note	that	this	recipe	will	not	work	with	shells	that	do	not	support	redirecting	only	TUEFSS	to	a	file,	such	as	the	DTI	shell.	and	DPVOU	to	,	the	total	file	size	would	be	4	MB.	We	can	redirect	the	checksum	output	to	a	file	for	later	use,	as	follows:	$	md5sum	filename	>	file_sum.md5	How	it	works...	The	F	option	signals	to	FDIP	to
interpret	escape	sequences.	Let's	start	with	combining	two	commands:	$	ls	|	cat	-n	>	out.txt	The	output	of	MT	(the	listing	of	the	current	directory)	is	passed	to	DBUO,	which	in	turn	prepends	line	numbers	to	the	input	received	through	TUEJO.	[	133	]	File	In,	File	Out	Assume	that	we	need	to	set	the	permission,	SXYSXS.	Finally,	the	CBTFOBNF
command	strips	the	leading	path	from	the	filename	and	displays	it.	This	executes	the	loop	until	the	given	condition	becomes	true.	At	XXX1BDLU1VCDPN,	you	can	also	read	a	collection	of	free	technical	articles,	sign	up	for	a	range	of	free	newsletters	and	receive	exclusive	discounts	and	offers	on	Packt	books	and	eBooks.	-type	d	-print	It	is	hard	to	list
directories	and	files	separately.	EcOruzPXfEu1uloBFUa18ENRH7F70zhodas3cR.:14790:0:99999:7:::	G(F8E6JPI5,0M&6[/L4.S:F/537.-S+O;1QRDC3D&D0S	V[19G&VVMP#'6B&/3)'[IPEBTD3	is	the	hash	corresponding	to	its	password.	Note	that	for	every	line	of	the	format	string,	a	newline	(=O)	is	issued.	There's	more	Highlighting	the	differences	in	the
watch	output	Logging	access	to	files	and	directories	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	How	it	works...Chapter	8:	The	Old-Boy	Network	Introduction	Setting	up	the	network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	His	applications	have	been	used	by	organizations	ranging	from	one	man	startups	to	the	US	Navy.	If		was	not	specified,	the	string	would	have	been	aligned
to	the	right.	We	often	record	desktop	videos	to	prepare	tutorials.	For	the	Mark	section,	we	have	formatted	the	string	as	G,	where		specifies	rounding	off	to	two	decimal	places.	-exec	sh	-c	'echo	-n	{}	|	tr	-d	"[:alnum:]_.\-"	|	\	tr	"/"	"	";	basename	{}'	\;	[	120	]	Have	a	Good	Command	This	output	is	generated:	mail	statistics	gdm	::0.log	::0.log.1	cups
error_log	access_log	...	[	34	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	The	NBYEFQUI	and	NJOEFQUI	option	should	be	early	in	the	GJOE	command.	-R	Running	an	executable	as	a	different	user	(setuid)	Some	executables	need	to	be	executed	as	a	user	other	than	the	current	user.	Changing	ownership	Setting	the	sticky	bit	Applying	permissions	recursively
to	files	Applying	ownership	recursively	Running	an	executable	as	a	different	user	(setuid)	Making	files	immutable	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Generating	a	tree	view	of	a	directory.	Consider	this	example:	CJOCBTI	'JMFOBNFEFCVHTI	GPSJJO\ ̂	EP	TFUY	FDIPJ	TFU	Y	EPOF	FDIP4DSJQUFYFDVUFE	In	the	preceding	script,	the	debug	information	for
FDIPJ	will	only	be	printed,	as	debugging	is	restricted	to	that	section	using	Y	and	Y.	Comparisons	and	tests	How	to	do	it...	The	following	script	reports	the	success/failure	status	of	a	command:	#!/bin/bash	#Filename:	success_test.sh	#	Evaluate	the	arguments	on	the	command	line	-	ie	success_test.sh	'ls	|	grep	txt'	eval	[email	protected]	if	[	$?	The
enclosed	characters	may	be	a	set	or	a	range.	The	SFHFY	argument	is	similar	to	QBUI,	but	SFHFY	matches	the	file	paths	based	on	regular	expressions.	This	dangerous	code	forks	processes	forever	and	is	called	a	fork	bomb.	An	identifier	defines	one	or	more	characters.	A	function	is	defined	with	the	function	command,	a	function	name,	open/close
parentheses,	and	a	function	body	enclosed	in	curly	brackets:	1.	The	initial	path	is	given	as	the	current	directory.	The	shell	accepts	a	D	option	to	invoke	a	subshell	with	a	command-line	script.	The	date	command	supports	output	in	human	readable	formats.	[	43	]	Shell	Something	Out	How	to	do	it...	They	might	include	lines	like	these:	$-"441"5)$-
"441"5))0.&.Z+BWB1SPKFDUFYQPSU$-"441"5)	)0.&[email	protected])0.&[email	protected])0.&QSPGJMF	If	[email	protected]	or	[email	protected]	are	present,	QSPGJMF	will	not	be	read.	Text	slicing	and	parameter	operations	How	to	do	it...	In	the	FUDQBTTXE	file,	every	line	contains	items	delimited	by	.	The	count	modifier	defines	how	many	times
an	identifier	may	occur.	Each	command	performs	a	simple	function	to	make	our	work	easier.	These	options	define	a	subset	of	timestamps	to	be	modified:	UPVDIB:	This	modifies	the	access	time	UPVDIN:	This	modifies	the	modification	time	Instead	of	the	current	time,	we	can	specify	the	time	and	date:	$	touch	-d	"Fri	Jun	25	20:50:14	IST	1999"	filename
The	date	string	used	with	E	need	not	be	in	this	exact	format.	Finding	symbolic	links	and	their	targets	How	to	do	it...	Everyone	who	uses	MT	is	familiar	with	glob	style	patterns.	YFYFDVUF:	When	this	is	set,	the	file,	can	be	executed.	Let's	examine	more	tasks	we	can	perform	on	files	and	directories.	If	you	are	a	reverse	engineer,	you	may	have	played
with	buffer	overflow	exploits.	This	block	compares	the	size	obtained	from	the	current	line	and	the	previously	stored	size	in	the	TJ[F	variable.	Position	markers	Identifiers	Count	modifiers	Other	There's	more...	Hence,	in	order	to	specify	numeric	sort,	the	O	option	should	be	provided.	Let's	use	US	in	a	tricky	way	to	add	a	given	list	of	numbers	from	a	file,
as	follows:	$	cat	sum.txt	1	2	3	4	5	$	cat	sum.txt	|	echo	$[	$(tr	''	'+'	)	0	]	15	How	does	this	hack	work?	|	tr	'a-zA-Z'	'n-za-mN-ZA-M'	The	output	will	be	the	following:	tr	came,	tr	saw,	tr	conquered.	There's	more...Chapter	12:	Tuning	a	Linux	System	Introduction	Identifying	services	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	If	they	are	specified	as	later	arguments,	it	may
affect	the	efficiency	of	GJOE	as	it	has	to	do	unnecessary	checks.	EFWTUEFSS	is	the	device	corresponding	to	TUEFSS	(standard	error).	However,	Packt	Publishing	cannot	guarantee	the	accuracy	of	this	information.	Alternatively,	BMJBTFYBNQMF	should	unset	the	alias	named	FYBNQMF.	If	we	need	to	specify	keys	as	a	group	of	characters	(for
example,	characters	4-5	of	column	2),	we	define	the	range	as	two	integers	separated	by	a	period	to	define	a	character	position,	and	join	the	first	and	last	character	positions	with	a	comma:	$	cat	data.txt	1	2	3	$	3	1	2	alpha	300	beta	200	gamma	100	sort	-bk	2.3,2.4	data.txt	gamma	100	alpha	300	beta	200	;#	Sort	m,	p,	t	The	highlighted	characters	are	to
be	used	as	numeric	keys.	GOBNF	\	FDIP"DDFTTJOHBSHBOEBSH	FDIP!1SJOUJOHBMMBSHVNFOUTBTMJTUBUPODF	FDIP	4JNJMBSUP!CVUBSHVNFOUTUBLFOBTTJOHMF	FOUJUZ	SFUVSO3FUVSOWBMVF	^	[	44	]	Shell	Something	Out	Arguments	passed	to	scripts	can	be	accessed	as		(the	name	of	the	script):		is	the	first	argument		is	the	second
argument	O	is	the	nth	argument	!	expands	as		and	so	on			expands	as	DD,	where	D	is	the	first	character	of	IFS	!	is	used	more	often	than		,	since	the	former	provides	all	arguments	as	a	single	string	Compare	alias	to	function	Here's	an	alias	to	display	a	subset	of	files	by	piping	MT	output	to	HSFQ.	[	iv	]	87	87	88	88	89	89	90	90	91	92	93	93	93	94	95	97
97	98	98	99	100	100	100	102	104	104	105	105	105	106	106	107	108	108	110	110	111	111	112	113	113	Automating	interactive	input	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	There	is	also	a	command	called	UFTU,	which	performs	tests.	For	example,	$	chmod	a-x	filename.	When	*	is	used	with	YBSHT,	it	will	execute	as	one	command	execution	per	argument.
Debugging	the	script	Debugging	frequently	takes	longer	than	writing	code.	You	can	also	use	special	characters	such	as	=U	,	=O	,	or	any	ASCII	characters.	Sorting	unique	and	duplicate	lines	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	G:	This	specifies	the	filename	prefix	for	split	files	(TFSWFS	is	the	prefix	in	the	previous	example).	Use	BQUHFU	or	ZVN	to	install
the	NEEFFQ	package.	Each	process	running	your	system	has	an	entry	in	QSPD,	named	for	the	process	ID.	If	they	are	the	same,	the	password	is	authenticated	and	access	is	provided.	Summarizing	text	with	OTS	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	While	and	subshell	trick	with	stdin	The	YBSHT	command	places	arguments	at	the	end	of	a	command;	thus,
YBSHT	cannot	supply	arguments	to	multiple	sets	of	commands.	The	VTSTIBSFEJDU	directory	contains	one	or	perhaps	more	dictionary	files,	which	are	text	files	with	a	list	of	words.	Preface	$IBQUFS,	The	Backup	Plan,	discusses	traditional	and	modern	Linux	backup	tools.	When	running	as	a	privileged	user,	aliases	can	be	a	security	breach.	If	you	use
the	D	option	by	itself,	you	must	use	TFU	and	TFU.	Bash	uses	a	TFUCVJMUJO	to	enable	and	disable	debug	printing	within	the	script:	TFUY:	This	displays	arguments	and	commands	upon	their	execution	TFU	Y:	This	disables	debugging	TFUW:	This	displays	input	when	they	are	read	TFU	W:	This	disables	printing	input	[	42	]	Shell	Something	Out	There's
more...	$	ls	new.txt	some.jpg	text.pdf	stuff.png	$	find	.	[	128	]	File	In,	File	Out	How	to	do	it...	A	faster	approach	Adding	a	delay	Field	separators	and	iterators	[	ii	]	32	32	33	33	34	34	34	34	35	36	36	37	38	39	40	40	41	42	43	43	43	44	45	46	46	47	48	48	48	49	50	50	51	51	52	52	53	53	53	53	54	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	[	72	]	Have	a	Good	Command
Regular	expressions	are	more	complex	than	glob	wildcards	and	support	more	precise	pattern	matching.	The	filenames	are	read	one	line	at	a	time	by	the	SFBE	command.	This	can	be	combined	with	YBSHT	to	solve	the	problem	of	needing	multiple	substitutions.	Let's	see	how	to	use	tools	such	as	DSZQU,	HQH,	and	CBTF:	The	DSZQU	command	is	not
commonly	installed	on	Linux	systems.	Here	are	other	ways	to	perform	rename	operations:	Rename	+1(	to	KQH	like	this:	$	rename	*.JPG	*.jpg	Use	this	to	replace	spaces	in	the	filenames	with	the	@	character:	$	rename	's/	/_/g'	*		T@H	is	the	replacement	part	in	the	filename	and	is	the	wildcard	for	the	target	files.	Getting	ready	To	use	associate	arrays,
you	must	have	Bash	Version	4	or	higher.	In	Bash	3.x	and	higher,	we	have	a	new	operator		that	lets	us	use	a	string	output	as	an	input	file.	We	cannot	use	multiple	commands	along	with	the	FYFD	parameter.	Invoke	a	ssh	login	session,	like	this:	ssh	192.168.1.100	This	creates	a	new	login	bash	shell,	which	will	evaluate	the	following:	/etc/profile
/etc/bash.bashrc	$HOME/.profile	or	.bashrc_profile	DANGER:	Other	shells,	such	as	the	traditional	Bourne	shell,	ash,	dash,	and	ksh,	also	read	this	file.	Consider	the	previous	example.	There's	more	Specifying	the	range	of	characters	or	bytes	as	fields	Using	sed	to	perform	text	replacement	How	to	do	it...	Manually	specifying	the	number	of	CPUs
Specifying	the	compression	ratio	Creating	filesystems	with	compression	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	If	they	are	equal,	it	means	that	the	two	files	are	duplicates	by	size	and	must	be	further	checked	by	NETVN.	$	find	devel/source_path	-name	'.git'	-prune	-o	-type	f	-print	The	OBNFHJUQSVOF	is	the	pruning	section,	which	specifies	that	HJU	directories
should	be	excluded.	[6]		1	Shell	Something	Out	In	this	chapter,	we	will	cover	the	following	recipes:	Displaying	output	in	a	terminal	Using	variables	and	environment	variables	Function	to	prepend	to	environment	variables	Math	with	the	shell	Playing	with	file	descriptors	and	redirection	Arrays	and	associative	arrays	Visiting	aliases	Grabbing
information	about	the	terminal	Getting	and	setting	dates	and	delays	Debugging	the	script	Functions	and	arguments	Sending	output	from	one	command	to	another	Reading	O	characters	without	pressing	the	return	key	Running	a	command	until	it	succeeds	Field	separators	and	iterators	Comparisons	and	tests	Customizing	bash	with	configuration	files
Introduction	In	the	beginning,	computers	read	a	program	from	cards	or	tape	and	generated	a	single	report.	The	three	common	letters	in	the	trio	are:	S3FBE:	When	this	is	set,	the	file,	device,	or	directory	can	be	read.	Therefore,	the	wildcard	match	for	from	right	to	left	is	KQH.	We	can	define	a	_DEBUG	environment	variable	to	enable	and	disable
debugging	and	generate	messages	in	our	own	debugging	style.	It	may	cause	removal	of	unexpected	files.	Examine	the	sequence	of	interactive	inputs.	Remove	the	TXQ	files	from	the	current	directory:	$	find	.	Appending	files	to	an	archive	Extracting	files	and	folders	from	an	archive	stdin	and	stdout	with	tar	Concatenating	two	archives	Updating	files	in
an	archive	with	a	timestamp	check	Comparing	files	in	the	archive	and	filesystem	Deleting	files	from	the	archive	Compression	with	the	tar	archive	Excluding	a	set	of	files	from	archiving	Excluding	version	control	directories	Printing	the	total	bytes	See	also	Archiving	with	cpio	How	to	do	it...	There	was	no	operating	system,	no	graphics	monitors,	not
even	an	interactive	prompt.	Fast	command-line	navigation	using	pushd	and	popd	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	His	poetry	and	fiction	have	been	published	in	small	journals,	including	Write	to	Meow	by	Grey	Wolfe	Press,	2015.	We	can	list	out	the	files	with	specified	file	permissions:	$	find	.	The	technique	of	excluding	files	and	directories	is	known	as
pruning.		is	a	nongreedy	operation.	Note	that	the	first		is	for	input	redirection	and	the	second		is	for	converting	the	subprocess	output	to	a	filename.	The	DBU	command	can	do	this	in	a	single	invocation.	Running	a	command	until	it	succeeds	How	to	do	it...	Root	is	the	most	privileged	user	in	a	Linux	system.	With	the	power	of	the	TCL	language	behind
it,	expect	can	do	much	more	complex	tasks.	We	append	these	PIDs	to	an	array	and	then	use	the	XBJU	command	to	wait	for	these	processes	to	finish.	Linux	in	the	cloud	Getting	ready	Ubuntu	16.10	OpenSuSE	Tumbleweed	How	to	do	it...	You	can	view	the	complete	list	by	typing	NBODBU	in	a	terminal	session.	He	spends	most	of	his	time	hacking	with
computers	and	having	fun	with	his	great	friends.	This	example	solves	the	problem:	$	cat	args.txt	|	xargs	-I	{}	./cecho.sh	-p	{}	-l	-p	arg1	-l	#	-p	arg2	-l	#	-p	arg3	-l	#	The	*\^	specifies	the	replacement	string.	Logging	in	with	a	display	manager	such	as	GDM	or	KDM	may	not	read	a	QSPGJMF	or	[email	protected]	(most	don't),	but	logging	in	to	a	remote
system	with	ssh	will	read	the	QSPGJMF.	The	print	option	separates	each	file	or	folder	name	with	a	=O	(newline).	The	date	command	can	be	used	to	find	the	day	of	the	week	given	a	date	string:	$	date	--date	"Jan	20	2001"	+%A	Saturday	The	date	format	strings	are	listed	in	the	table	mentioned	in	the	How	it	works...	This	will	break	the	GJOE	command
from	an	otherwise	infinite	search.	One	way	of	combining	the	TUEJO	data	with	file	data	is	to	redirect	TUEJO	to	a	file	and	then	append	two	files.	Alternately,	define	an	array	as	a	set	of	index-value	pairs:	array_var[0]="test1"	array_var[1]="test2"	array_var[2]="test3"	array_var[3]="test4"	array_var[4]="test5"	array_var[5]="test6"	[	30	]	Shell	Something
Out	2.	Visiting	aliases	An	alias	is	a	shortcut	to	replace	typing	a	long-command	sequence.	Spell–checking	and	dictionary	manipulation	How	to	do	it...	Viewing	system	activity	How	it	works	There's	more...	This	recipe	shows	how	to	generate	blank	files.	Hence,	we	use	the	E	option	to	specify		as	the	delimiter	andG	to	select	the	first	field.	[x]	220	220	220
221	221	222	222	222	222	223	223	223	224	225	225	225	226	226	226	226	227	229	229	229	229	230	231	231	232	232	234	235	235	235	235	236	236	236	236	237	238	See	also	Tracking	changes	to	a	website	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	This	chapter	includes	a	collection	of	recipes	to	walk	you	through	many	solutions	to	text	processing	problems.	EPDY	[
114	]	Have	a	Good	Command	Automating	interactive	applications	can	save	you	time	when	you	need	to	rerun	the	same	application	and	frustration	while	you're	developing	one.	While	using	flags	for	FDIP	and	QSJOUG,	place	the	flags	before	any	strings	in	the	command,	otherwise	Bash	will	consider	the	flags	as	another	string.	However,	this	means	our
script	will	exit	as	soon	as	the	loop	completes,	while	the	NETVN	processes	are	still	running	in	the	background.	Automated	FTP	transfer	[	xv	]	307	308	309	309	309	310	311	311	313	314	314	314	315	316	316	316	317	317	318	318	319	319	319	320	320	320	321	322	322	322	322	325	325	325	326	326	326	327	327	327	328	328	SFTP	(Secure	FTP)	The
rsync	command	SCP	(secure	copy	program)	Recursive	copying	with	scp	See	also	Connecting	to	a	wireless	network	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...	Every	effort	has	been	made	in	the	preparation	of	this	book	to	ensure	the	accuracy	of	the	information	presented.	In	order	to	remove	a	permission,	use	.	In	1989,	Brian	Fox	of	the	GNU	Project	took	features
from	many	user	interfaces	and	created	a	new	shell—the	Bourne	Again	Shell	(bash).	Hence,	it	forms	this	string:	echo	$[	1+2+3+4+5+0	]	If	we	used	a	loop	to	perform	the	addition	by	reading	numbers	from	a	file,	it	would	take	a	few	lines	of	code.	Since		makes	a	greedy	match,	it	always	extracts	extensions	only.	Next,	we	calculate	the	checksum	of	the
files.	If	the	filesystem	has	files	with	spaces	in	the	name,	the	find	command's	QSJOU	option	will	use	a		(NULL)	to	delimit	the	elements,	which	works	with	the	YBSHT	option	to	parse	these.	Each	of	these	examples	will	perform	this	action:	$	find	.	When	using	escape	sequences,	use	FDIP	as	FDIPFTUSJOHDPOUBJOJOH	FTDBQFTFRVFODFT.	This	means
that	in	a	single	hardware	processor	there	are	multiple	logical	processors.	The		character	represents	regular	users	and		represents	the	administrative	user	root.	\(	-name	'*e*'	-and	-name	's*'	\)	./some.jpg	The	QBUI	argument	restricts	the	match	to	files	that	match	a	path	as	well	as	a	name.	He	started	scripting	in	1999,	when	he	realized	that	scripts	could
do	much	of	his	work	for	him,	using	the	"a	lazy	sysadmin	is	a	great	sysadmin"	philosophy.	systemd-based	computers	RedHat-based	computers	Debian-based	computers	There's	more	Gathering	socket	data	with	ss	Getting	ready	How	to	do	it...
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